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CONFLICTS OF ENTEREST WITHIN THE RE-
GIONAL FISHERIES MANAGEMENT COUN-
CILS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Fisheries Management

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 1:30 p.m., in room
1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Thomas J. Manton
[chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Manton, Unsoeld, Lancaster, Hamburg,
Cantwell, Young, Coble, Kingston, and Torkildsen.

Staff Present: Jeffrey Pike, Chief of Staff; Sue Waldron, Press
Secretary; Jim Mathews, Staff Director; Greg Lambert, Counsel;
Lori Rosa, Staff Assistant; Jean Flemma and Frank Lockhart, Pro-

fessional Staff; Rod Moore, Dave Whaley, Ed Lee, and Margherita
Woods, Minority Profesional Staff; and Bonnie Bruce, Sea Grant
Fellow.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. MANTON, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK, AND CHAIRMAN, SUB-
COMMITTEE ON FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
Mr. Manton. Good afternoon, and welcome to what I expect will

be our last hearing on the Magnuson Act before we proceed to a
markup of the reauthorization. Today we will hear from the Com-
merce Department's Inspector General on the issue of conflicts of

interest within the Regional Fisheries Management Councils.
It has been said that everything you need to know you learn in

kindergarten. As we examine the issue of conflicts of interest under
the Magnuson Act, I am reminded of the lessons of work and fair-

ness learned in childhood.

We all recall a group called the PTA. Parent Teacher Associa-
tions are based on the concept that those most interested in seeing
our schools run well will devote their time and effort to make our
schools succeed. For the same reasons, the Boy and Girl Scouts
look to parents to be troop leaders.

Other experiences of childhood taught us about fairness and we
all learned that there were instances when someone treated us un-
fairly out of selfishness. Other times, however, we unjustly accused
our parents, teachers, and friends of being unfair merely because
they didn't give us what we wanted.

(1)



When Congress created the Regional Fishery Management Coun-
cils under the Magnuson Act, it was felt that user groups with an
interest in the resource would act in a manner which would protect
that resource and ensure the future health of our fisheries. Hence,
recreational and commercial fisherman were given a prominent
role on the Fishery Management Councils which determine fish-

eries management and conservation policy.

Now, rightly or wrongly, many people feel the Councils and their

members are acting unfairly. If this perception of unfairness is cor-

rect, then Congress definitely must take strong action to rectify

this problem, including tough provisions to discipline any Council
member who allows personal interest to unfairly bias his or her de-

cisions as a Council member. If, however, people are wrong in their
perception that Council members are allowing their personal inter-

ests to improperly affect their judgment, then we need to set the
record straight.

However, even if it comes down to only a matter of perception,
if the public has lost faith in the fairness of the Council system be-

cause of these perceptions, then the Subcommittee must act to re-

store confidence in the system.
Although I believe that the overwhelming majority of Council

members avoid allowing personal interest to bias their decisions,

this issue merits our serious consideration and, if need be, we must
take whatever action or actions are necessary to ensure that our
Nation's fisheries management and conservation system inspires

trust. Today, we begin that process.

I now would like to recognize my distinguished colleague, Don
Young, the ranking member.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM ALASKA, AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, SUB-
COMMITTEE ON FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
Mr. Young. Mr. Chairman, before Mr. DeGeorge begins his testi-

mony today, I would like to briefly review the history of the rights

and responsibilities of the Regional Fishery Management Council.

I believe I am the only member of this Committee, the full Com-
mittee, that was sitting here when we passed the original Magnu-
son Act.

When the Fishery Conservation and Management Act was
passed by the Congress in 1976, the Councils were created as citi-

zen managers who would provide their knowledge and expertise to

the Secretary of Commerce in regard to managing our fisheries in

the 200-mile zone.

Because the Secretary of Commerce had the ultimate authority

to approve or disapprove fishery management plans, Congress did

not intend that the Council members be considered as Federal em-
ployees.

Within the next few years, two important events occurred: the

Secretary began substituting his judgment for that of the Councils

and ignoring the advice of the Councils; and a Department of Com-
merce General Counsel ruling declared the Council members to be

Federal employees.
This not only undermined the Council system established by the

Congress but also raised concerns that knowledgeable and experi-



enced individuals would no longer be willing to serve on Regional

Fishery Management Councils for fear of being prosecuted under

the conflict of interest statutes.

In response, this Committee again made clear in an oversight re-

port that the Secretary was to follow the advice of the Councils un-

less Council proposals violated the law. In addition, in 1986 the

House and Senate adopted an amendment to the Magnuson Act of-

fered by myself and then-Congressman Breaux which exempted
Council members from the Federal conflict of interest statutes but

required them to fully disclose their financial connections to the

commercial fishing industry.

Unfortunately, as fishery management decisions have become
more complicated and increasingly involve allocations among U.S.

fishermen, those who see themselves on the losing side of a deci-

sion tend to raise the conflict of interest issue as a reason why deci-

sions should be overturned.

I have watched the Regional Council operate during the entire 17

years of their existence and I can assure you that the conflict of

interest issue is not a new one. It has been raised many times and,

strangely enough, always by those who feel that they did not got

what they wanted out of a Council decision.

Nevertheless, I read Mr. DeGeorge's statement and we need to

ensure, to the extent possible, that decisions are not being made on

the basis of personal interest or as a means of achieving personal

gain.

As I have indicated to you and our colleagues before, Mr. Chair-

man, I would be happy to discuss amendments to the Act which
provide further protection for the public interest as long as those

amendments do not destroy the philosophy underlying the creation

of the Regional Fishery Management Councils: that of those di-

rectly involved in the fishing industry being given the opportunity

to provide their knowledge and expertise, and to regulate them-
selves under the standards we have established in the Magnuson
Act.

Mr. Chairman, I would also suggest respectfully, I have done an
awful lot of work on this issue over my last 21 years, and I don't

see the unrest in the public as some people are stating.

I see unrest by those that have not been happy with the deci-

sions of the Council but we have reviewed and I think we will hear

from Mr. DeGeorge that, in fact, all the rules, regulations and laws

have been followed. If they have not, then those people who have
not followed those laws, as his report says, would be prosecuted.

But we must maintain the idea of the original Act and that was
a citizen advisory council because there are those within every ad-

ministration I have served with that would like to see all decisions

concerning fisheries to be centralized in Washington, DC, and man-
aged by a fish czar.

That is what I am trying to avoid so I look forward to the testi-

mony of the gentlemen today because I think they bring some new
light to this issue and they may add something that can improve
the Act, but I will insist that the intent of the original Act stays

in place. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Manton. Thank you, Mr. Young. Before I recognize other

members for an opening statement, I would just like to point out



to the members that they have in their folders a copy of the Inspec-
tor General's report on conflict of interests in the North Pacific
Council.

The Inspector General wishes to protect the privacy of the per-
sons involved and has expunged the names of some Council mem-
bers and Council staff who were subjects of that investigation.
Some Committee members know the names of those involved;

however, I ask members respectfully to be mindful of the privacy
rights of those persons. They have not been convicted of any crime
based on their Council actions nor has the Justice Department
sought to prosecute them.

I believe we can do our job and address this matter without un-
fairly tarnishing the reputations of those involved. I thank my col-

leagues for their cooperation in this matter.
Mr. Young. Mr. Chairman, may I at this time submit the state-

ment by Jack Fields?
[Statement of Hon. Jack Fields follows:]

Statement of Hon. Jack Fields, a U.S. Representative from Texas, and
Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Mr. Chairman, I understand this hearing is being held at the request of one of
our members to further review the findings of the Inspector General of the Depart-
ment of Commerce on conflict of interest charges leveled at members of one of the
Regional Fishery Management Councils.
Mr. Chairman, the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act (P.L.

94-265) establishes the regional councils to "promote domestic commercial and rec-

reational fishing under sound conservation and management principles..." The mem-
bership of these councils was specifically crafted to give the users of the resource,
who presumably have the most intimate and up-to-date knowledge of the health of
the fisheries, the ability to make wise decisions on its use.

I agree that at times there have been "perceived" conflicts of interest. That is

why, in the 1986 amendments to the Magnuson Act, we required that Council mem-
bers disclose their financial holdings in any related businesses which might cause
them to have a real or potential conflict of interest.

In the recent Inspector General's report there was no evidence that members or

staff of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council had acted to control Council
actions to further their own personal financial interests. Nevertheless, it is clear

that there are certain people who perceive that direct conflicts do exist.

My concern is that the decisions of all of the councils will be under a cloud of

suspicion if the public perceives that any user group may be voting to enhance their

claim on the resource. By the same token, it is human nature to expect that con-

servation organization members, recreational fishermen, or commercial fishermen,
will cry "fouF' in the future over particular votes that are cast by Council members.
The philosophy of the Magnuson Act is clear. The users of the resource are the

best stewards of the resource and are in daily contact with the resource. They are
in the best position to make intelligent decisions regarding the wise use of the re-

source.

Any member of a council that deliberately casts a vote to directly benefit himself
financially without notifying the Council that he will directly benefit is wrong.

It is important that the Councils make wise decisions so that fishery resources

can be used and enjoyed by future generations without endangering them.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to hearing from our distinguished

witnesses.

Mr. Manton. Without objection. The chair now recognizes the

gentlewoman from the State of Washington, Ms. Unsoeld.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOLENE UNSOELD, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM WASHINGTON
Ms. Unsoeld. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Since we began a se-

ries of Magnuson Act hearings last year, I have repeatedly ex-



pressed my concern based on observations of the North Pacific

Council that our Federal fishery management system is rooted in

conflict of interest.

The record of our hearings to date indicate similar concerns ex-

pressed by 13 separate commercial fishing interests, 6 recreational

fishing interests, 7 conservation groups, 6 government officials, and

3 regional councils, and most recently by the Governor of my State,

Mike Lowery, who was a member of this Committee and from his

observations makes the comment that the dilemma makes clear the

need for coordinated Federal leadership to transition the Councils

from their existing stature to one of public trust.

Clearly, the diversity of views that have expressed concerns to

our Committee sends us a clear message that something must be

done. Today we have an opportunity to hear what the Inspector

General thinks about this issue, and I very much want to welcome

Mr. DeGeorge, and I look forward to his testimony. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. Manton. Thank you. The chair recognizes Mr. Kingston.

Mr. Kingston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I think I will pass.

Mr. Manton. Moving back to the other side. Mr. Hamburg?
Mr. Hamburg. It has already been said.

Mr. Manton. Mr. Lancaster?

Mr. Lancaster. No statement.

Mr. Manton. Ms. Cantwell.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARIA CANTWELL, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM WASHINGTON

Ms. Cantwell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do appreciate you

holding this hearing today to examine the issue of conflict of inter-

est of the Fishery Management Councils. Today's hearing is a mile-

stone in the Committee's consideration of Magnuson for it is the

last hearing the Committee anticipates holding on the reauthoriza-

tion.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I cannot over-

emphasize the importance of the Magnuson Act to my district in

the State of Washington and the Pacific Northwest. Our nation's

fishing industry is in trouble. In the Northwest impacts or short-

ened seasons and limited access are being felt in job reductions and

bankruptcies throughout the region.

It is our responsibility to tackle the tough issues and decisions

that surround the Magnuson Act and to provide greater stability

and certainty to this vital American enterprise. With the comple-

tion of this series of hearings, our legislative work will begin in

earnest.
Allegations of conflict of interest on Councils whether they are

real or perceived must be addressed. Allocation decisions granting

a specific share of total harvest to a particular category of fisher-

men have become an increasingly common mode of resource man-

agement by the Councils.

These decisions result in economic benefits to certain sectors of

the industry and inevitably in losses to others. The North Pacific

Council whose 1991 allocation decision will be the primary topic

today has been the subject of many conflict of interest allegations.



If the Council process is to be effective, public confidence in that

process must be restored. With the fate of the Northwest fishing

industry in the hands of the North Pacific Fishery Management

Council, I believe close examination of the decisionmaking process

TTinQl' i"flK^ "DiJlOG

If changes are needed. Congress must step in and make sure a

fair and equitable process is in place. I also want to thank the In-

spector General for taking the time to appear before the Sub-

committee today. We look forward to his expertise and experience

on conflict of interest issues.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with the Subcommittee

as this process moves forward and appreciate my colleagues' atten-

tion to what is a very critical Northwest issue.

Mr. Manton. I thank the gentlelady. The chair recognizes Mr.

Torkildsen, State of Massachusetts.

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER G. TORKILDSEN, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Torkildsen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank

you for holding the hearing. The Management Councils, I do think

play an important role. I do think it is important not only to keep

those with experience in the fishing industry involved, I think we
should increase their involvement, and the potential for conflict of

interest is there as everyone knows now.

Disclosure, I think, really is the necessary answer, perhaps more

complete disclosure so everyone knows what everyone's interests

are on the Council, but we need that expertise that people in the

fishing community and only those people in the fishing community

can bring to the decisions of the Council.

It is an issue that has to be addressed. The public has to have

confidence in both the Congress overseeing this issue as well as

how the Council makes decisions. I think we can come to some res-

olution. I certainly hope we can, Mr. Chairman.

I would also ask that the text of my full statement be included

in the record.

Mr. Manton. Without objection it is so ordered.

[Statement of Hon. Peter G. Torkildsen follows:]

Statement of Hon. Peter G. Torkildsen, a U.S. Representative from
Massachusetts

Mr Chairman, the Regional Fisheries Management Councils were created to pro-

vide an opportunity for local and community input in implementing the goals of the

Magnuson Act. Those who live in the areas affected by the fishing regulations im-

posed under the Magnuson Act have the most insight into the needs of the commu-

nitv People in the fishing industry have first-hand knowledge of their particular

fishing region and can provide valuable insight as to the most effective ways to pre-

serve fish stocks with a minimum impact on fishermen. Because of this expertise,

those directly involved in the fishing industry should be represented more, not less,

than they are now.
. ^, ., j i i.

One example of the need for industry representation on the councils occurred last

vear I was contacted by a fisherman in my district about starting an experimental

fishery for silver hake, commonly known as whiting fish. I assisted this fisherman

in getting his views presented to the Council, which then changed the regulations

to allow the new fishery.
. ,..,/- i • • j a i.\.

The presence of knowledgeable representatives of the fishing industry on the

Council ensured that the complex, but very logical, proposal he presented was fully

understood and implemented by the Council.



The recent blockades in Gloucester Harbor and Boston Harbor are certainly evi-

dence that fishermen want more of a voice in decisions that will severely impact

their livelihood. Members of the fishing community have a financial interest in pre-

serving fisheries, but they also have the most incentive to preserve the future of

those fisheries.
, , , j

I urge this Subcommittee to encourage greater, not less, local and community con-

trol of fisheries as the Magnuson Act Reauthorization progresses. Thank you.

Mr. Manton. Mr. Lancaster?
Mr. Lancaster. No statement.

Mr. Manton. That concludes the opening statements of the

members, and the chair now recognizes Mr. DeGeorge for his testi-

mony.

STATEMENT OF FRANK DEGEORGE, INSPECTOR GENERAL,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY
WAYNE WEAVER, COUNSEL TO THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

Mr. DeGeorge. Mr. Chairman, my remarks are brief—I think I

will read the entire statement because it generally covers where I

want to go, and it covers about five or six minutes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased

to be here to discuss conflicts of interest as they relate to Fishery

Management Councils. Two years ago, we reviewed allegations of

conflicts of interest against several members and former staff of the

North Pacific Fishery Management Council in Alaska.

I might add a point here that this investigation followed an audit

we did of the Council concerning a couple of its decisions. We con-

cluded that two members of the Council did vote on matters in

which they had a financial interest. However, the Magnuson Act

specifically exempts Council members from legal prohibitions on

such conflicts, and the two members had properly disclosed their

interests, so they did not violate the law.

We also found that another member received a precontractual

payment for consulting work while on the Council, but there was
no conflict between that contract and his work on the inshore/off-

shore issue which occurred before he got the contract. From a legal

point of view, again, there was no conflict of interest.

Under the Magnuson Act, the Regional Fishery Management
Councils prepare fishery management plans for each fishery within

their geographical area of authority that requires conservation and
management. If it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing

privileges among various U.S. fishermen, allocation plans are sup-

posed to be fair and equitable to all fishermen, reasonably cal-

culated to promote conservation, and carried out in such a manner
that no particular individual, corporation or other entity acquires

an excessive share of such privileges.

Judging from the many articles in the press which discussed alle-

gations about the North Pacific Fishery Management Council and
our subsequent investigation, clearly there was a perception that

certain members were controlling Council actions to maximize their

personal financial interests. However, we found no evidence of any
conflicts under the present Magnuson Act.

Let me start by stating that I believe that the laws that apply

to other Federal operations in my judgment should also apply to

Fishery Management Councils. The existence of concurrent finan-

cial interests, whether actually conflicting or not, and whether ex-
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empt from prosecution or not, damages the credibility of the Coun-
cils. Public confidence in the process that manages a public re-

source depends on the absence, in my judgment, of even an appear-
ance of conflict.

What then is the solution to the legal and management dilemma
associated with these actual or perceived conflicts of interest? First,

we must find a legal means of assuring the American public that
the decisions made in the regional Councils are for the long-term
good of the industry, the resource, and the country, not just for the
short-term profit of Council members.
As such, I fully recognize, and I want to reemphasize, I fully rec-

ognize the importance of industry participation in the Councils.

Certainly industry associations, companies, and individual fisher-

men must be invited to participate in decisions which will affect

their livelihood, their families' future, and the status of their com-
munities.
But those interests can be represented on the Councils without

damaging the Councils' ability to conserve and manage such a vital

public resource for future generations.

I am submitting attached to the end of my testimony a list of op-

tions to mitigate potential conflicts for your consideration. I hope
you will accept them for further studies as possible ways to en-

hance the management and reputation of the Councils. Let me
briefly describe a few of them.
One obvious means of mitigating potential conflicts would be to

eliminate the statutory exemption from conflicts of interest. We
have found, after some research, that this exemption apparently is

the only example in Federal law of a direct statutory blanket waiv-
er from the prohibitions against conflicts of interest by Federal offi-

cials, which Council members are when they perform Council func-

tions.

Another option would be to expand the membership of the Coun-
cils to include citizens with no personal financial interest, but with
knowledge or experience in a wide variety of disciplines and who
are very interested in the outcome of Council actions.

Many members of boards of directors of Fortune 500 companies
have no direct ties to a particular company, but their experience
in banking, law, community development, or some other field are

helpful to the company.
In a like manner, the Councils might benefit by including mem-

bers with such experience, as well as members from interested

consumer environmental organizations. Indeed, this Committee's
report on the original Magnuson Act includes a statement of the

Committee's expectation that conservationists, ecologists, and rep-

resentatives of the scientific community would be considered for

membership.
Although the current language of the Magnuson Act allows for

the selection of a wide range of members, more explicit language
in the Act may indeed send a strong signal that such diverse mem-
bership is needed to minimize the conflicts of interest.

Other items we suggest for your consideration are: establishing

a mechanism by which Council members recuse themselves from
voting on matters affecting their personal financial interests and



requiring financial disclosures to be included in the record of Coun-

cil action.

Here I want to point out that even as late as just today, I found

out that apparently there have been regulation changes, and disclo-

sures are currently kept on file at the regional councils. It is un-

clear to me whether they are made immediately available at the

time of the hearings, but they are on file locally.

The authority and responsibility of scientific, industry, and other

advisory panels should be expanded as a means of providing expert

information to the Councils.

Another means of mitigating potential conflicts is to ensure that

the fishery allocation plans proposed by the Councils are based on

sound factual information and proper analysis.

Also, the plans should be written in such a manner as to be un-

derstandable and perceived by the public as a basis for the Coun-

cil's actions. In our February 1992 report on the North Pacific

Council's allocation amendments, we found that the Council and
NMFS staff had not adequately determined the costs and benefits

of various alternatives, such as the changes in employment, income

to the inshore and offshore industries, and groundfish prices.

We recommended initial disapproval of the amendments until

adequate economic analysis had been performed. The quality of

data collected and the status of the fishery must be improved. In

some cases, the socioeconomic data is insufficient for preparing the

types of analysis needed.
The lack of data appears to be the result of inadequate resources

and severe time constraints for the fisheries and NMFS and the

Councils to fund and perform adequate economic and scientific

data-collection programs.
One way to address the lack of resources would be to combine

data collection activities, i.e., NMFS and Councils could form plan

development teams composed of experts from a variety of fisheries-

related disciplines and interests to prepare and analyze plan op-

tions.

As the Subcommittee continues in its effort to find ways of bal-

ancing the financial concerns of the affected fishermen with the

concerns of the public, keep in mind that regardless of how perfect

the theory, how well intentioned the plan, the success of this un-

dertaking depends on the integrity of the decisionmaking process.

In other words, in order to have faith in the decisions being

made, the public must perceive that those in charge of approving

and implementing a plan are free of direct financial benefits that

would influence them to favor individual benefit over the general

good.

Admittedly, reducing or eliminating the appearance of a conflict

of interest will not solve all the problems of the fishing industry

and the resource problem itself However, it will be a step in the

right direction.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I and my counsel,

Mr. Wayne Weaver, will be happy to answer any questions you
may have at this time.

[Statement of Frank DeGeorge can be found at the end of the

hearing.]
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Mr. Manton. Without objection, we will submit the potential

amendments that you propose. The 13 points outlined in your at-

tachment will be made part of the record. Mr. DeGeorge, do you
have any knowledge of how many times the regional Council mem-
bers or staff have been subject to some disciplinary action for con-

flicts of interest?

Mr. DeGeorge. I know of a recent case and that is reaching cul-

mination in Honolulu but beyond that I do not know of any specific

circumstances. I do not think that there have been many sugges-
tions for actual discipline.

Mr. Manton. So can we say whether or not there is a real prob-
lem which needs to be addressed or is it more a question of public

perception at this point?

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, there is definitely a public perception prob-

lem. I think that goes without saying. Beyond that, you have to

start asking yourself, should this be the one program or is this pro-

gram important enough for local input and the direction to in effect

have an exception, a blanket exception, to the conflict of interest

statutes?

Mr. Manton. I think you testified that Council members are the

only "government employees" who have a blanket waiver exception

to the conflict of interest rules?

Mr. DeGeorge. To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Chairman. We
made an exhaustive check. I do not know of any other exception.

Mr. Manton. If we merely excluded individuals with a financial

interest from the Councils, do we solve the conflict of interest prob-

lem?
Mr. DeGeorge. I do not think it can be solved that way. I think

what we have to do is have a way of balancing out the decision or
the emphasis of giving sole decisionmaking to those people which
have inherent interest.

My personal view is that the Councils would be better served to

have members that go beyond those who have a direct personal in-

fluence such as trawler owners, offshore owners, small boat owners
and the owners of processing plants.

I think that you have to expand the consideration beyond those
people who are directly impacted because there are an awful lot of

people who are indirectly impacted.
Mr. Manton. And what would some of those categories of people

be?
Mr. DeGeorge. Well, I mentioned in testimony that I would cer-

tainly start thinking about somebody who represents the consumer
part of the equation, the people, and those people who represent
the ecology proportion of the problem.
And I would ask myself whether the Councils could be improved,

that is my word, or at least better represented if we had members
from the general public, knowledgeable people who had perhaps re-

tired from the industry and had no direct financial interest at the

moment.
The way I view the Councils, most of the membership are people

who have a direct immediate concern about the allocation of fishery

rights. I think the problem extends beyond that even to the point

of conservation, to the point of understanding exactly why some-
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thing is not working because we have a constant depletion of our

fisheries.

Mr. Manton. To what extent might more stringent financial dis-

closure criteria deter service on the Councils?

Mr. DeGeorge. I do not think more stringent disclosure is the

answer. The question is when and in what form should financial

disclosure information be provided to everyone. A personal invest-

ment in the outcome of the discussion and to what extent you want
to decide that these should be the exclusive decisionmakers is the

issue.

I would put it another way, Mr. Chairman. I think part of the

perception problem is that only the people that seem to have a

heavy financial interest are the decisionmakers. I think that the

public has to be convinced that they also have an interest and that

those individuals are making the best professional and independent

judgment they can.

That is why I believe that the members should be given the best

scientific data. I also think the lawyers that represent the Councils

should not also be the NMFS lawyers. There has to be a better per-

ception that the outcome of these deliberations are defensible and
fair.

Mr. Manton. Finally, is the interim final rule published by the

Commerce Department on March 11, 1994, sufficient to address

your concerns?
Mr. DeGeorge. No, sir, it does not address the question.

Mr. Manton. Perhaps either yourself or counsel might outline

for us
Mr. DeGeorge.As my counsel points out, he might want to add

his own comments—the amendment seems only to say that the

forms will be available at the Council meetings. I am not sure that

you ought to tack them on the front door, but availability is the

issue.

I think that when there is a special interest that is directed to-

ward a particular issue there should be as much information avail-

able about the decisionmakers as possible. I must admit, Mr.

Chairman, I am not an expert. I have just glanced at this docu-

ment itself.

Mr. Manton. Does counsel want to add anything to that?

Mr. Weaver. Well, we think it is a step in the right direction,

but we do not think it solves the problem to the same extent the

Inspector General has pointed out.

Mr. Manton. That concludes my first round of questions. I recog-

nize the ranking member.
Mr. Young. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank you,

Mr. DeGeorge, for your testimony. One question that bothers me.

I have heard members say in the public perception. Have you expe-

rienced any outcry from the public other than a request by some-

one from Congress? Has there been a great banging on your door?

Mr. DeGeorge. No, there has not been a great banging on my
door but I do get copies of what is in the newspapers, and I have
read a lot of that.

Mr. Young. Well, to follow up on that, you know that there was
a petition from Emerald Sea Foods, Emerald Resources, Sea Hawk,
Sea Catcher Fisheries, Swan Fisheries, the Secretary of Commerce,
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asking for conflict of interest designations, etc., etc. They issued

through the petition request a comment period of time and there

were three comments.
Those three comments came from those parties involved and that

is all the comments were. There wasn't a general public, there were
those that had an interest again in the fisheries, is that correct?

Mr. DeGeorge. I have not seen the letters, sir.

Mr. Young. They are right here and we will submit them to you.

But I keep hearing this public outcry, and I know where this is

coming from which reminds me, I think in your testimony there

was no violation of law in your finding, was there?

Mr. DeGeorge. We did not find anyone had broken the law
under the present Magnuson Act, and I want to get it in proper
perspective. As stated, your statement is exactly correct. However,
if it had not been for the legal restraints, there would have been
some violations.

Mr. Young. Again, the Congress did that. We did it for a reason.

Mr. DeGeorge. Yes, sir, you deliberately did that.

Mr. Young. That is right. How many votes did you examine in

your investigation?

Mr. DeGeorge. I have no personal knowledge. I know there were
several but I do not know exactly. I would have to provide that for

the record.

Mr. Young. Well, I know out of 32 meetings of the Council there

were 1,091 votes taken and at no time was there a showing of con-

flict of interest during that period of those votes. I know that for

a fact. The reason I am saying that is, in fact, did you investigate

any other Councils other than the one, the North Pacific Council?

Mr. DeGeorge. No, sir, we have not, not for conflict of interest.

Mr. Young. Only one.

Mr. DeGeorge. Not for allegations of criminal conflict of inter-

est, no, sir.

Mr. Young. And in your findings there was no conflict but this

was the only Council that was investigated, and so when we wrote
this law, it was to cover all Councils, that is correct?

Mr. DeGeorge. That is correct.

Mr. Young. Is it fair to assume there is a conflict of interest by
members when only one vote from one Council has been examined?
Mr. DeGeorge. I would say that would be a preliminary and

quick jump to justice but that is not the way we did this review,

sir.

Mr. Young. Well, again, the charges were made, the allegations

were made and your request to do the investigation was made, you
investigated one vote, and now you are making recommendations
on that one vote when there are 1,091 votes cast out of 32 meet-
ings. That is not a real fair analysis.

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, we reviewed a plan, sir, and I do not have
specific knowledge whether it was one vote or not. I don't know
that is the material issue.

What we found is that save but for the Magnuson Act restric-

tions, they did violate the law on that one vote. Now we could prob-

ably go back and look at others and we may or might not come to

the same conclusion.
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Mr. Young. But they violated nothing, is that correct? They vio-

lated your philosophy but they violated nothing.

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, the question is if you want the exact an-

swer I would get, sir, is that they met the test of the Magnuson
Act.

Mr. Young. That is the law.

Mr. DeGeorge. That is the law.

Mr. Young. So they did not violate anything. They violated your
policy, your philosophy, but they violated nothing.

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, it is not my law, philosophy or policy, sir.

I would suggest that what we had here in the specific case we had
a specific request.

Mr. Young. It met the test of the law.

Mr. DeGeorge. It did not meet the test of violating the law.

Mr. Young. There were no violations.

Mr. DeGeorge. No, sir.

Mr. Young. OK, thank you. One of the other questions, would it

be possible for anybody to vote on these Councils regardless of

where they come from without having a conflict of interest? If it is

an environmental group, a sport fishing group or a commercial
group, a trawling group, an on-base—how in the world can you
have someone not have a conflict of interest unless you pick a bas-

ket weaver or a psychiatrist or somebody like that?

This is an industry and a resource that has to have knowledge.
How do we keep that from having a conflict?

Mr. DeGeorge. I will have to speak from my personal view, sir.

I think there are many, many people that do not have conflicts of

interest.

There can be knowledge without having conflict of interest. If I

was an educator, I guess I could argue there may be a remote op-

portunity I would get a grant but certainly not from the Council.

They do not have that much money to spend.
I can conceive of instances where there would truly not be a con-

flict of interest although I do note that I do not specifically under-
stand what the intention of the legislation was. I presume it was
to get the most knowledgeable people—individuals who had per-

sonal interest in the outcome of the process.

My argument is not that there are not violations or conflicts. My
argument is that the panel does not have to be limited to those
people who only have an exclusive interest.

Mr. Young. In the truth of the matter, the panel is not limited;

it is the discretion of the governor to nominate those. It can be out-

side the field of fisheries if that is his wish. The Secretary himself
can reject or accept those nominations. That is correct.

Mr. DeGeorge. That is correct but I would suggest the lion's

share, or the very high majority of the people, are those people who
do have a personal interest.

Mr. Young. And I agree but there was a reasoning, and I men-
tioned in my opening statement, I am the only one that sat through
these hearings and the process that was held and the reason the
200-mile limit was created was, in fact, to give us American fish-

eries those with the most knowledge.
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And I have found in my experience those that have an interest

in those fisheries many times take better care of whatever they are

taking care of than somebody from the outside.

Now I again will say I think your report is good. I am a little

resentful of the idea that someone can sit in a position to make rec-

ommendations to a legislative process, when in reality even your
statement says it has worked. There has been no violation. The vio-

lation, this is the only one, but in reality it has been not violated.

In reality the intent is still intact so, again as I said, Mr. Chair-
man, you know, you took a little extra time too, I am going to re-

spectfully suggest that we are willing to look at some suggestions
to the amendments but the majority of that Council still has to

have expertise in the fishing field before we can implement the
original intent of the Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Manton. Thank you. The chair recognizes the gentlewoman

from the State of Washington.
Ms. Unsoeld. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, just very quick-

ly, the first point in your potential amendments to the Magnuson
Act, increase participation on the Councils of knowledgeable indi-

viduals who are not actively involved in fisheries. Were you con-

templating that would be over and above the current number so it

would be an expanded Council or a replacement?
Mr. DeGeorge. Yes. Yes, I was.
Ms. Unsoeld. Thank you. On your investigation, Mr. DeGeorge,

of the North Pacific Council, you concluded that there were no vio-

lations of conflicts of interest under the Magnuson Act.

Now some of this you have gone over but I want to get a clear

record here. Did any of your findings indicate violations of laws
that Council is specifically exempt from and, if so, which laws?
Mr. DeGeorge. The way that it has been explained to me is that

in effect that there were votes taken that benefited individual's fi-

nancial interests that, in effect, save but for the exclusion in the
Magnuson Act, would have been criminal.

Ms. Unsoeld. And those would have been violations of what
Mr. DeGeorge. 18 U.S.C. Section 208 which is basically a con-

flict of interest statute.

Ms. Unsoeld. OK. In the legal background and recommendation
section of your report, you state, "Although we uncovered abuses,
our investigation did not substantiate any violations of criminal
laws. We found that conduct that is forbidden under criminal con-

flict of interest laws in other context is permitted under the laws
established in the NPFMC and the other regional Councils. The
legal framework governing the North Pacific Council operations
makes this possible. It anticipates and we think invites conflicts of

interest but exempts the Council's voting members and executive
director from some of the most important laws."

In your experience, Mr. DeGeorge, have you ever encountered a
situation where behavior that would otherwise be considered a vio-

lation of a criminal statute is exempt simply because it involves a
particular industry?
Mr. DeGeorge. No.
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Ms. Unsoeld. Can you conceive of a reason why the fishing in-

dustry alone ought to be treated different from the timber, mining,
oil industry or for that matter any other industry?
Mr. DeGeorge. Well, I tried to say earlier, madam, that in effect

I do believe that we could have an effective fishery management
council meeting the same objectives of all other oversight groups
and you have mentioned a few. There are others.

Ms. Unsoeld. Since the Magnuson Act was last reauthorized,
there have been countless editorials from the Seattle Times and the
Washington Post, urging us to make substantive changes to ad-
dress the conflict of interest issue.

In our own hearings last year no less than 35 witnesses includ-
ing three candid Council chairmen have gone on record supporting
changes to the Act in this area and now today your testimony reaf-

firms that basic conclusion and the need to restore public con-
fidence in the system.
Against this background, can you see any reason why the Con-

gress should not seek to amend the Act to address these concerns?
Mr. DeGeorge. It would be my recommendation that it give con-

sideration to some of the suggestions we have made here and oth-
ers. Yes, I think it needs to be amended.
Ms. Unsoeld. And in response to my colleague from Alaska, al-

though you may not have had organizations or groups coming to

you complaining about this, certainly I as a representative have re-

ceived from a number of conservation groups and others complaints
about it, and when I have that information I am going to submit
that also into the record.

[The articles mentioned by Ms. Unsoeld are found at the end of
the hearing.]

Ms. Unsoeld. But what is a conflict of interest violation that
could occur under this Act? Are there any situations so grievous
that it might constitute?

Mr. DeGeorge. The law addresses one particular set of excep-
tions to the regulations, specifically the one that deals with a deci-
sion that might "be of a particular matter primarily of individual
concern." Even our General Counsel has not really defined what
that means.

I would presume that if you owned 12 trawlers in Seattle and
you made a decision that those 12 trawlers effectively would get
100 percent of the marketplace, that might be of particular interest
to you. Yes, that is an exception that the regulations grant, where
there could still be a conflict.

The regulations say that you should be prohibited from voting on
something which is of a particular financial interest to you and
where it can be judged and that is an individual set of cir-

cumstances that you are the primary beneficiary of that specific

act.

Mr. Weaver. I might add that that provision is only by regula-
tion and it does not affect the criminal statute which they would
still be exempt from if there were full financial disclosure.
Ms. Unsoeld. So if you were part of a small class and that vote

ended up benefiting all of the members of that class of entity,
would it be a violation?
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Mr. DeGeorge. I do not think so. I think the regulation is trying

to be much more precise and say that only when you and a small

number of people would benefit from a particular action that could

be materially beneficial to that person.

Ms. Unsoeld. I recognize that my time is up, Mr. Chairman, but
I would like to include in the record the Marine Fish Conservation
Network which represents 73 environmental groups and their com-
ment on the potential conflict of interest issue.

Mr. Manton. Without objection, so moved. The chair recognizes

Mr. Kingston.
Mr. Kingston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. DeGeorge, I just

have a couple of questions, and I know you can have long answers
or short answers. I will let you be the judge.

In the situation where a commercial fisherman representative

votes to raise the total allowable catch, would that alone constitute

a conflict of interest?

Mr. DeGeorge. Not in my judgment, no, sir.

Mr. Kingston. If he voted to lower the allowable catch.

Mr. DeGeorge. Either way.
Mr. Kingston. Either way. Is there any case that a commercial

fisher representative could cast a vote on a Council which is not

a conflict with his own personal interests?

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, I could imagine he could become a states-

man and vote to push the allocation in a way that was not in his

best interest. But a lot of votes that are taken may benefit him and
his company, yes.

Mr. Kingston. When you say he could become a statesman, is

it inherent that they are automatically not a statesman?
Mr. DeGeorge. No, I think
Mr. Kingston. I just wanted to ask that.

Mr. DeGeorge. I will accept your definition.

Mr. Kingston. Is there any case in which a member of the Coun-
cil from the recreational fishing community could have a conflict of

interest?

Mr. DeGeorge. A member of the Council?
Mr. Kingston. Yes, representing the recreational community.
Mr. DeGeorge. I guess if the discussion was that nobody could

take any more commercial fishing. But, no, I cannot conceive of it,

no, not off the top of my head.
Mr. Kingston. How about someone from the environmental com-

munity?
Mr. DeGeorge. I would not think so.

Mr. Kingston. So commercial fishermen would be the only group
in your estimation that could have a conflict?

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, I would take an individual set of cir-

cumstances and review each case, sir, but I think you have to look

to where the investments are and where the jobs are and then
whether or not the decision moved that in one direction or another.

I would think that the primary people who could conceptually

benefit would be commercial fishermen, yes, sir, and that would in-

clude the trawlers.

Mr. Weaver. If I could add something. The statute in question,

18 U.S.C. Section 208, deals with financial interest, conflicts of in-

terest dealing with financial interest, so to really answer your
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question, you would have to look at the particular facts of the case

and determine whether the individual had a financial interest, and
that would assume again that the statute applied to the Council,

which it does not if the member makes full financial disclosure as

required.

Mr. Kingston. Did you look in your investigation of any evidence

of vote trading?

Mr. DeGeorge. I do not understand the term.

Mr. Kingston. Well, you know, if you vote for me on this and
then I will vote with you and they swapped them back and forth.

Mr. DeGeorge. My counsel said we did look at it. I do not know
what the conclusions were.

Mr. Weaver. There was inconclusive evidence of anything.

Mr. Kingston. The Secretary has power to reject or approve a

plan and has some authority to exert in terms of balance in a

Council. Do you think the Secretary is doing that?

Mr. DeGeorge. My experience over the last three Secretaries,

sir, is that they generally leave the primary decision pretty much
to the fisheries people, the fishery staff, and do not really tend to

intrude on the decisionmaking.
Mr. Kingston. Mr. Chairman, Mr. DeGeorge, Mr. Weaver,

thanks a lot. No more questions.

Mr. Manton. The chair recognizes Ms. Cantwell.

Ms. Cantwell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, Mr. DeGeorge,
thank you for being here this afternoon. We had a hearing earlier

on the reauthorization process, and I asked the Council chairman
who had appeared at that meeting whether they had taken any
steps on their own to address conflict of interest which they are

able to do under the Act.

Now only three of them had taken any action to further clarify

conflict of interest—although many of the chairmen there thought
that additional changes did need to be made on this issue of con-

flict of interest.

Given your experience now and understanding of review of this

issue, do you think that it is possible that the Councils can act on
their own addressing this conflict of interest?

Mr. DeGeorge. Well, several Councils, and I do not know the de-

tails, ma'am, do have recusal ground rules. I would have to go back
and look at the specifics.

Several of them have looked somewhat at how they basically deal

with this issue but I do not know the specifics. I haven't had any
reason to believe that they have become models or in effect some-
thing we would want to suggest as legislation but I know that sev-

eral Councils are concerned about the issue.

Ms. Cantwell. So at best you could say it is not conclusive that

they can or cannot?
Mr. DeGeorge. That is correct.

Ms. Cantwell. My records show that we have somewhere over

1,000 Federal advisory committees that are similarly structured, I

mean as far as members being advisory in their decisions that are

under the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

Do you see any uniqueness in these Fishery Management Coun-
cils that would distinguish them in any way to be different than
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these other advisory committees as far as having representatives of

various industry sectors making decisions?

Mr. DeGeorge. No, I do not. I think they should basically come
under the advisory committee act jurisdiction.

Ms. Cantwell. So we definitely have advisory councils with in-

dustry people on them making industry-impacted decisions but
they are under the conflict of

Mr. DeGeorge. Yes, that is the primary difference here.

Ms. Cantwell. OK, thank you. That is all the questions I have,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Manton. Mr. DeGeorge, maybe you could clarify one of the

answers you gave to Mr. Kingston about whether or not a sports
fisherman could ever be guilty of a conflict. Let me see if I under-
stand you correctly on that point.

Mr. DeGeorge. I think as our counsel has pointed out, there has
to be a financial benefit that would accrue. It is difficult for me to

envision then a sportsman, per se, would benefit from a change in

fishing allocations but it is conceptually possible but difficult for

me to come to a set of circumstances that would suggest he could
benefit.

In other words, a sports fisherman, as I understand it, is rep-

resentative of the people who go out on charter boats and things
like that. Individually I guess if he was a member of an association
that worked for a group of sports fishermen, I would think possibly
he might have some benefits but I don't think so.

Mr. Manton. The Hawaii case, is that really a conflict of interest

issue? From what I read in some of the news accounts, the wife of
a lobster fisherman was on the Council and her husband took lob-

sters illegally.

The boat that he used was leased from another Council member.
In that case both Council members, I think, have been charged but
I wonder if it is a conflict. It is not something where they voted.
I mean they could have gone out and
Mr. DeGeorge. You may well be right, Mr. Chairman. I haven't

seen the actual documents.
Mr. Manton. Well, if there is no objection, I am going to add to

the record a communication we received from the Hawaii Fisher-
men's Foundation along with a newspaper account of that incident
in Hawaii.

[This account appears at the end of the hearing.]
Mr. DeGeorge. I would add, sir, I do not Ihink anyone who vio-

lates the law ought to be on the Council even if it was not a con-
flict.

Mr. Manton. But in terms of our looking at conflicts of interest

laws, I am not sure whether that situation—although it is an egre-
gious case, fits the "normal" conflicts of interest pattern,
Mr. DeGeorge. I agree with you.
Mr. Manton. I have no further questions. The gentlelady from

Washington.
Ms. Unsoeld. Thank you. Mr. DeGeorge, in what the Seattle

Times last week called a "gutsy and refreshing change of pace,"

Governor Lowery of Washington State suggested, as I quoted ear-

lier, that he might nominate objective managers to the North Pa-
cific Council rather than commercial fishermen with an economic
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interest in the fishery, and he called on Secretary Brown to take

the initiative and develop coordinated Federal leadership, as I stat-

ed before, to transition the Councils from their existing stature to

one of public trust.

But now, putting it bluntly, from your experience in examining
how your agency works, do you think the department is up to the

task or does Congress have to get involved before there can be any
meaningful change? Do there need to be statutory changes?

Mr. DeGeorge. As I remember the Governor's letter, he was con-

cerned that he might be disadvantaged because he tried to be fair

or equitable as to his neighboring States.

I really would not know how to make a judgment. I think the

issue here is whether the rest of the governors would join the Gov-
ernor of Washington so that in effect we would bring outside exper-

tise to the decisionmaking.
But each governor has the right to nominate three members and

I don't see where he would go against his own State's best interest

and put people who would not represent the commercial industries

and those people who have fishery investments in his own State.

I would say that I do not think it is likely.

Ms. Unsoeld. To summarize the current situation, it is almost
impossible unless the individual himself or herself was going to

have a financial benefit directly resulting from the vote, the action

taken, to have a conflict of interest and even there if it pertained

to interest in harvesting, processing or marketing activities and
had been disclosed, it would really be still immune from conflict of

interest as we know it.

Mr. DeGeorge. You are correct, as long as there was disclosure.

Ms. Unsoeld. Would you mind elaborating on 11, 12 and 13 on
your list of recommendations on possible amendments and how
those would work or why you made those recommendations?
Mr. DeGeorge. Well, 11 says in effect that the scientific statis-

tical Subcommittees have an obligation and generally work with
the full Committee to provide information.

The stronger the scientific data and, therefore, the more knowl-
edge of the Committee, and the Subcommittees, the better off we
would be, or the more informed the decision.

I think it raises public confidence if the scientific committee had
a two-thirds vote on issues. It would help get the best possible data
in front of the Committee, to the Council.

12. This is primarily a legal definition but I think the clear pre-

ponderance of evidence is to ensure that the votes are based on the

best facts that can be obtained. It is all part of making it more dif-

ficult to make up judgments, to get the best possible decisions from
the Council.

I might add personally that I think that here is where you run
into some very tough financial questions because a lot of Councils

don't have the staff, don't have the fiscal support of NOAA, and
there is not enough money to conduct the necessary economic anal-

ysis.

There is sometimes a potential conflict between the NOAA law-

yers and the Councils' staff as to who they represent but I think
anything that raises the integrity of the data and improves it will
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make it more difficult for people to make arbitrary decisions based

on individual Council members' personal interests.

Ms. Unsoeld. And that comes out of your observation of the

whole agency for a period of time, not just one particular investiga-

tion?

Mr. DeGeorge. That is correct.

Ms. Unsoeld. And how about on 13?

Mr. DeGeorge. This is again the authority issue as well as indi-

vidual responsibility. The key is that the authority of the scientific

panels should be formalized; they ought to be called on to produce

specific data. There ought to be a requirement of certain types of

votes.

This is another issue that should move the Councils towards get-

ting to the position of providing the fishery management staff and
the Council members with information to make the members as

knowledgeable as they can. Public disclosure is fine but scientific

information made available within the Council on a prescribed nec-

essary request is in the best interest of everyone.

Ms. Unsoeld. I thank you very much, Mr. DeGeorge, and I

thank you for the work that you have done.

Mr. DeGeorge. Thank you, ma'am.
Mr. Manton. I see no other members seeking recognition, there-

fore, we will conclude our hearing for today. Thank you, Mr.

DeGeorge, Mr. Weaver, and thank you. Subcommittee members,
also.

Mr. DeGeorge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 2:28 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned, and

the following was submitted for the record:]
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES
March 23, 1994

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be here to discuss

conflicts of interest as they relate to fishery management councils. Two years ago, we
reviewed allegations of conflicts of interest against several members and former staff of the

North Pacific Fishery Management Council in Alaska. We concluded that two members of

the Council did vote on matters in which they had a financial interest. However, the

Magnuson Act specifically exempts council members from legal prohibitions on such

conflicts, and the two members had properly disclosed their interests, so Chey did not violate

the law. ' We also found that another member received a precontractual payment for

consulting work while on the Council, but there was no conflict between that contract and his

work on the inshore/offshore issue which occurred before he got the contract. From a legal

point of view, there was no conflict of interest.

Under the Magnuson Act, the regional fishery management councils prepare fishery

management plans for each fishery within their geographic area of authority that requires

conservation and management. If it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing

privilegesamong various U.S. fishermen, allocation plans are supposed to be fair and equitable

to all fishermen; reasonably calculated to promote conservation; and carried out in such a

manner that no panicular individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share

of such privileges. Judging from the many articles in the press which discussed allegations

about the North Pacific Fishery Management Council and our investigation, there was a

perception that cenain members were controlling council actions to maximize their personal

financial interests. We found no evidence of such actions.

Let me start by stating that I believe that the laws that apply to other federal

operations should also apply to fishery management councils. The existence of concurrent

financial interests, whether actually conflicting or not, and whether exempt from prosecution

or not, damages the credibility of the councils. Public confidence in the process that manages
a public resource depends on the absence of even an appearance of conflict

What then is the solution to the legal and management dilemma associated with these

actual or perceived conflicts of interest? First, we must find a legal means of assuring the

American public that the decisions made in the regional councils are for the long-term good
of the industry, the resource, and the country, not just for the short-term profit of council

members. As such, I fully recognize the importance of industry participation in the councils.

Certainly industry associations, companies, and individual fishermen must be invited to

participate in decisions which will affect their livelihood, their families' future, and the status

of their communities. But those interests can be represented on the councils without

damaging the councils' ability to conserve and manage such a vital public resource for future

generations.

I am submitting with my written testimony a list of options to mitigate potential

conflicts for your consideration. I hope you wiir accept them for further study as possible

ways to enhance the management and reputation of the councils. Let me briefly discuss a

few of them.

' One former staffperson violated the prohibition imposed on council employees from
maintaining financial interests that conflict with their fair and impartial conduct of official

duties. The U.S. Attorney's office in Alaska, however, declined to proceed further.
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One obvious means of mitigating potential conflicts would be to eliminate the

statutory exemption from conflicts of interest. We have found, after some research, that this

exemption apparently is the only example in federal law of a direct statutory blanket waiver

from the prohibitions against conflicts of interest by federal officials, which council members

are when they perform council functions.

Another option would be to expand the membership of the councils to include citizens

with no personal fmancial interests, but with knowledge or experience in a wide variety of

disciplines and who are very interested in the outcome of council actions. Many members of

boards of directors of Fortune 500 companies have no direct ties to a particular company, but

their experience in banking, law, community development, or some other field are helpful to

the company.

In a like manner, the councils might benefit by including members with such

experience, as well as members from interested consumer and environmental organizations.

Indeed, this Committee's report on the original Magnuson Act includes a statement of the

Committee's expectation that "conservationists, ecologists, and representatives of the scientific

community" would be considered for membership. Although the current language of the

Magnuson Act allows for the selection of a wide range of members, more explicit language in

the Act may send a strong signal that such diverse membership is needed to minimize

conflicts of interest.

Other items we suggest for your consideration are:

• Establishing a mechanism by which council members recuse themselves from

voting on matters affecting their personal financial interests;

• Requiring financial disclosures to be included in the record of council action

(disclosures are currently only filed with NMFS headquarters); or

• Expanding the authority and responsibility of scientific, industry, and other

advisory panels as a means of providing expert information to the councils.

Another means of mitigating potential conflicts is to ensure that the fishery allocation

plans proposed by the councUs are based on sound factual information and proper analysis.

Also, the plans should be written in such a manner as to be understandable and perceived by

the public as the basis for a council's actions. In our February 1992 report on the North

Pacific Council's allocation amendments, we found that the council and NMFS staff had not

adequately determined the costs and benefits of various alternatives, such as the changes in

employment, income to the inshore and offshore industries, and groundfish prices. We
recommended initial disapproval of the amendments until adequate economic analyses had

been performed.

The quality of data collected on the status of the fishery must be improved. In some

cases, the socio-economic data is insufficient for preparing the types of analyses needed. The
lack of data appears to be the result of inadequate resources and severe time constraints for

NMFS and the councils to fund and perform adequate economic and scientific data collection

programs. One way to address die lack of resources would be to combine data collection

activities, i.e. NMFS and councils could form plan development teams composed of

expertsfrom a variety of fisheries-related disciplines and interests to prepare and analyze plan

options.

As the Subcommittee continues in its efforts to find ways of balancing the financial

concerns of the affected fishermen with the concerns of the public, keep in mind that

regardless of how perfect the theory, how well intentioned the plan, the success of this

undertaking depends on the integrity of the decisionmaking process. In other words, in order

to have faith in the decisions being made, the public must perceive that those in charge of

approving and implementing a plan are free of direct financial benefits that would influence

them to favor individual benefit over the general good. Admittedly, reducing or eliminating

the appearance of a conflict of interest will not solve all the problems facing the fishing

industry and the resource itself. However, it would be a step in the right direction.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I and my counsel, Wayne Weaver,

would be happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.
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Potential Amendments to the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976

Mitigation of Conflict of Interest

1. Increase participation on the Councils of "knowledgeable" individuals who are not

actively involved in fisheries.

2. Include a recusal mechanism, at least where economic allocation decisions are under

consideration.

3. Require financial interest disclosures to become part of the record at the time the

decision in question is being voted on.

4. Authorize the Secretary to remove members for failure to make full disclosure before

voting.

5. Authorize the Secretary to reject a plan if it is passed based on a conflict-of-interest

vote.

6. Eliminate the waiver of the federal conflict of interest statute.

7. Eliminate the waiver of the federal conflict of interest statute and replace it with a

more tailored exemption.

8. Remove the Councils' exemption from the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

9. Require a written transcript of Council hearings (rather than a summary).

10. Require witnesses to state, under oath, qualifications and interests for full

consideration by the Council and other interested parties.

11. Require a two-thirds vote of the scientific statistics committee before an emergency
action can be taken.

12. Require fishery management plans to be "based upon a clear preponderance of the

evidence in record" to ensure votes are based on presented facts and not preconceived
agendas.

13. Expand the authority and responsiblity of scientific, industry, and other advisory
panels as a means to provide information to the Councils.
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Auditing
Up Front

Frank DeGeorge's stock-in-trade is

hindsight. As Inspector GeneraJ of

the Commerce Department, he

spends much of his time reviewing

what has already happened, not what may be

coming up. That, after all, is how auditors

normally work.

But in the field of high-tech procurements,

DeGeorge and his staff are indulging in a

little foresight these days. A small, contro-

versial—and sometimes influential—unit of

his office kibitzes throughout the process as

other Onnmerce agencies develop and in-

stall major computer systems.

In its search for efficiencies, the Office of

Audits/Information Technology has pried

into such huge systems as the the National

Weather Services' big new satellite and ra-

dar system, the Census Bureau's prepara-

tions for the decennjal population count next

year and the Patent and Trademark Office's

(PTO's) ground-breaking program to store

acme 27 miUion documents on optical disks.

Together these systems, along with 10

other major computer systems Commerce

that agenaes are buying, will cost more than

$2.4 biUion over the next five years.

DeGeorge's office says its "front-end" au-

dits of these systems have cut their cumu-

lative cost by $300 million over the past

three years.

The information systems auditing staff

may step into the lifespan of a major system

just as an agency is developuig the idea for iL

And it may continue to work with the agency

through cost-benefit analysis, design, pro-

curement and systems management The

goal is to streamline expenses "at the front

end, before problems can emerge," says

John D. Newell, who directs the office and

serves as assistant IG for auditing.

The information technology office's ap-

proach is somewhat risky, like "trying to

take a snapshot of something that's mov-

A division of the Commerce Department's Inspector General's

office is attempting to head waste and inefficiency off at

the pass. BY KRISTIN KNAUTH

ing," says Ronald D. Lieberman, acting dep-

uty assistant IG for information technology

audits. "Most IGs come in after a system is

runmng and focus on internal controls—sys-

tems development, verification of data and

so forth," Lieberman says. "We concentrate

on the decision-making process, alternatives

analysis, risk factors, whether a proposed

system will meet agency requirements. It's

much harder to write about something dy-

namic than something static."

Auditors generally see front-end audits as

the "ideal way to operate," says June

Brown, IG at the Department of Defense.

But such audits are rarely undertaken in the

federal government. Brown adds, because

they require a large commitment of re-

sources. In 1981, when the General Ac-

countmg Office (GAO), which sets standards

for federal auditors, sought to require front-

end audits m federal agencies. Brown and

others opposed the move. "With 2,000 sys-

tems being developed in Defense at any

time, and each large system taking several

years to develop, it would have been impos-

sible to do," she says. "We objected to the

deep resources [it] could have entailed."

Such budget-driven realism was again re-

flected in the GAO's update of auditing stan-

dards published late last year. Indeed, the

1988 version of the auditing "Yellow Book."

unlike its 1981 predecessor, did not even

mention the desirability of such audits.

Today, Commerce's information technol-

ogy auditing office is the only institutional-

iied instance of front-end auditing in the fed-

eral government, although some other

departments use front-end audits on an ad

hoc basis. And the office is hardly the focal

point of DeGeorge's operation: The $1.3

million it wiD spend is only about 11 percent

of the Commerce IG's $14 million budget.

And not all of that $1.3 miUion goes to sup-

port front-end audits.

The front-end approach has its pit&Us. Al-

though the auditors' recommendations are

not binding upon agencies and the office has

no procurement authority, its approach fre-

quently creates friction with auditees who
bridle at the contention that their proposals

are needlessly expensive or inefficient

Agency executives must either consent to

the office's recommendations, which often

entail radical shifts in planning and budget-

ing, or justify their dissenting opinons.

DeGeorge and his staff have learned to

listen to agency viewpoints and in some

cases have revised their conclusions in re-

sponse to counterproposals. Says Newell,

"It's not competitive; we're working with

the team. We identify problems, they ideo-

Knstin Knautk is a Washington-based fne-

lana writer specialixing in business, economics

and high lechnoto^L
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ttfy solutions. The agencies are most con-

cerned with meeting their objectives, whiJe

the IG is most concerned with cost-effective-

ness—it's a different focus."

Many agency heads say that, ultimately,

they appreciate the assistance. Frances

Balint, chief of automation at the National

Meteorological Center, where the auditmg

office reviewed a cost/benefit study for up-

grading a supercomputer system, says. "It's

helpful to have them working for us up front

so we can work things out as we go along.

When you're ready to move, everyone is sat-

isfied with the package. You don't get de-

layed later on."

Staffing for Unique Challenges

Commerce is a crazy-quilt department with

agencies as diverse as the National Oceanic

and Atmosphenc Administration (NOAA).

the Census Bureau and the PTO in its baili-

wick. The department's 13 major technical

systems are spread among these three agen-

cies and the National Institute of Standards

and Technology and the International Trade

Administration. (See table, page 31.) To-

gether, they will spend more than $550 mil-

lion on technical systems in 1989, DeGeorge

says, about 18 percent of Commerce's $3

billion annual budget.

Newell claims that the information tech-

oology office's recommendations have saved

Commerce more than $300 million in the

three years since DeGeorge shifted the of-

fices' focus to major systems. The greatest

chunk of savings has come from an examina-

tion of NOAA's ongoing modernization ef-

forts, according to Lieberman. This in-

cludes: $85 million saved on an advanced

radar procurement; at least $25 million from

"Isn't it more intelligent to

discuss where you're going,

even if it may change? But

not everyone in the IG

community agrees with me."

—Commerce IG Frank DeGeorge

delaying the launch of an envirorunental sat-

ellite: and as much as $50 million on planned

telecommunications networks for weather

data.

DeGeorge conceived the information

technology auditing unit five years ago while

he was deputy IG. together with then-IG

Cnmmmtcm Inspector Ommt*! Frank

DeGeorge has established the onty

Institutionalized front-end auditing olTlce in

government.

Sherman M. Funk, in response to the de-

partment's need for expert, objective sys-

tems analysis. Initially called the Office of

Automated Information Systems, the divi-

sion's focus shifted between 1985-87 from

general audits to major technical systems,

defined at Commerce as those that either

exceed $100 miUion in development costs or

are critical to the department's activities.

"Much of Commerce's budget goes to

systems," DeGeorge says. "We started ask-

ing, how do you judge the correctness of

these expenditures? We looked at the whole

continuum of the procurement process and

decided the best way to make something

happen is in the design phase, before it be-

comes bureaucraticaljy locked in."

Some inspectors general differ with this

premise, on the grounds that endorsing a

system at the design stage makes it impossi-

ble to be objective in the final review. 'Tm
not of that school," DeGeorge says firmly.

"We can always say later that we may have

been wrong. Isn't it more intelligent to dis-

cuss where you're going, even if it may

change? But not everyone in the IG commu-

nity agrees with me."

Creating the information technology of-

fice. DeGeorge relates, required combing

government and private industry to find a

team capable of talking as equals with sys-

tems experts, scientists and agency direc-

tors—a recruiting challenge given the fed-

eral government's low salanes.

"These men have to know enough to

force the system managers to answer to a

level of accountabibty, to ask the right ques-

tions at the right time," DeGeorge says. "A
person with John Newell's skills could proba-

bly make a quarter of million dollars a year

outside. We had a very tough time bringing

federal people in."

The opportunity to audit programs on the

cutting edge of technology is key to enticing

recruits, says Lieberman, who is trained as a

certified public accountant and has audited

government systems since 1976. "No two

problems are alike, and we deal daily with

world-class scientists. It is extremely chal-

lenging." Training even the most talented

graduates takes three to five years,

Lieberman says. So at the moment he is

making do with a working staff of 18, leaving

five budgeted job slots empty while the new

hires come up to speed.
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staff gets Involved fn all phases of

procurement It Is headed by, from left to ngm.

Ken Qlese. Kad Schomagd, John Newell, Ron

Uebemun and Bill Lee.

NOAA's Audits

Liebemun's office has been involved in

some way with every one of Commerce's 13

major systems, he says. Its three office divi-

sioos correspond roughJy to the three

phases of systems pnxnirement: systems ac-

quisitions, which looks at the entire acqui-

sition strategy, from requirements analysis

through design; automated information sys-

tems, which audits concept studies and dem-

onstration testing: and computer services,

which usually audits installed systems.

Tlie office decides when in a system's

lifespan it will begin the auditing process,

relying primarily on the five-year plans

agencies submit to outline their future auto-

mation needs.

To date, the office's largest project has

been its review of a massive modernization

program for the National Weather Service

(KWS), a division of NOAA. The moderniza-

tion, which began in the late 1970s, may

eventually cost more than $2 billion.

NEXRAD (Next Generation Weather Ra-

dar), a multi-agency effort to replace con-

ventional weather radar with advanced

Doppler radar technology, is the largest sys-

tem the office has audited. In 1987. allega-

tions of improprieties in bidding for the $500

million contract prompted an exhaustive re-

view of the procurement process. The re-

view did not confirm the allegations, but "we

detemuned there was much more work

needed before NOAA could decide on a wm-

ning contractor. Audit of the winning pro-

posal saved $85 million," DeGeorge says.

NOAA's National Environmental Satellite

Data and Information Service uses satellites

to feed data to Earth-based computers to be

used in managing global energy resources,

food supplies and natural resources. At least

two satellites are needed to supply enough

data for accurate modehng, but because they

are so essential, the satellite data service

proposed maintaimng a third, "spare" satel-

hte in orbit as well

The problem with this idea, the auditors

say, is that satellites deteriorate faster in

orbit than on the ground. Other nsks inher-

ent in keeping a satellite in orbit would raise

the rhanrt-i that the spare would not survive

kmg enough to fulfill its mission. Meanwhile,

each launch costs NOAA about $60 million.

Delaymg the launches as long as possible

could extend each spare's lifetime by a year

or more, the IG's office suggested, saving at

least $24 million in addition to launch costs.

"The fail-safe position that NOAA wanted

was terribly expensive." DeGeorge says.

"We convinced NOAA that it was safer and

much dieaper to keep the spare on the

ground as long as possible."

Another planned NWS system. AWIPS-90

(Advanced Weather Interactive Processing

System for the 1990s), is a highly sophisti-

cated telecommunications network that will

carry satellite weather data among individ-

ual weather service offices and the NWS su-

percomputer that processes iL The system

is expected to cost more than half a billion

dollars over its 10-year life cycle.

The information technology office became

involved with the AWIFS acquisition in

1984. wfaen it audited the initiation phase of

the proposal and asked the NWS to prepare

a list of alternatives. When the office felt that

the alternatives were inadequately explored,

it recommended that the National Institute

for Standanls and Technology (NIST) assess

whether existmg government systems could

be used to meet any of the system's require-

ments. NIST came up with several specific

recommendations to help streamline devel-

opment and ensure the system's long-term

success.

Also following the auditors' recommenda-

tion, the federal coordinator for meteorology

is developing a national plan to integrate its

automated surface observing system, of

which AWIPS-90 is a part, with the Federal

Aviation Administration's central weather

processor to ehminate redundancies in the

two systems. "(Ordination can save $10.5

million in the definition phase of the systems

development effort alone," Liebeiman re-

ported in the IG's ^M'mianmiai report to Con-

gress for March 1989. In addition, consohda-

tion of devek>pment and acquisition efforts

couU save more than $40 million, the IG's

office estimates.

Other Front-End Audits

In 1987, the auditing staff helped persuade

the PTO to renegotiate a $289 milUon con-

tract for its massive Automated Patent Sys-

tem, first awarded in 1984 as part of a king-

range procurement of more than half a

Idlion dollars. (Sa "Taming tlu Paper

Beast, " June.) "We were concerned that

... the PTO had never done an adequate

technical analysis of cost proposals for the

contract," De<}eorge stated in the Septem-

ber 1988 semiannual report to (xmgress.

The problem, recalls Thomas P. Giammo,

assistant commissioner for information sys-

tems at the PTO, was tiiat PTO staff didn't

have the necessary expertise to undertake

the substantive re-analysis the office recom-

mended. When auditors pointed Giammo to

the Defense Logistics Agency for consulting

support, a DLA representative spent about a

week structuring a program to help the PTO
get organized, Giammo says. "It was very,

very helpfuL We then did the detail work."

As a result of the analysis, the PTO was

able to cut its use of contractor staff by 10

percent and to take back almost all jobs in-

volving the operation of the system. A total

of about $20 million was saved by renego-

tiating the Automated Patent System con-

tract, the IG's office reported.

In June 1987. then-Secretary of Com-

merce Makolm Baldrige asked the IG's of-

fice to help resolve a deUcate trade issue

associated with the Automated Patent Sys-

tem by reviewing a subcontract the PTO
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was about to award to a Japanese firm as

part d the proanemenL Trade with Japan

was paiticularly sensitive at the time, in part

because the Japanese were exchiding U.S.

companies from procurements for a major

new airport near Tokyo. Moreover, the sub-

contract in question induded the O.S. gov-

ernment's first major purchase of optical

storage technology, a purchase that Con-

gress hoped would spur development of a

new, national optical disk industry, the IG's

office reported.

"Secretary BaWrige wanted the bid re-

confirmed in its entirety so that if the Japa-

nese woo we couM explain it to Congress,

and if the Americans woo. we couW explam it

to the Japanese," DeGeorge explains. "It

was a very dehcate situation."

The IG's office "found no evidence to sug-

gest that the procurement was handled in-

correctly. . . . [and] no evidence of favorit-

ism." the office stated in its semiannual

report for November 1987. The subcontract

was awarded to the Japanese firm.

The office has also had a hand m p lanning

the 1990 decennial census, which will count

250 million Americans at a cost of about

$2.6 bUlion. Hoping to avoid sooie of the

unnecessary data coUectioo and processing

costs and other problems it incurred in the

1980 census, the Census Bureau in 1987

made plans to mcrease the number al pro-

cessing offices from 3 to 11, at a cost of

$550 milboo. The auditors persuaded Cen-

sus tliat they couW achieve the same results

by consolidabng the work load in seven cen-

ters, thereby saving $45 miDion.

At the same traie, the IG's office reports.

Census agreed to automate some processes

that had been done manually at a cost of $40

millioo in the 1980 census; savings cannot be

estunated until after 1990, when the new

procedures are in place. The IG also sug-

gested pliniinanng some Other labor-inten-

sive procedures used to reduce the amount

of the census undercount on ttie grounds

tliat the resuhs did not justify the cost

—

savmg about $37 miUioD.

Tbrf Mtars

Because agencies are in no way compelled to

abkle by the informatiao technology audi-

tors' recommendations, turf wars with

agency heads are a regular feature at its

task. While agencies are free to make then-

own decisions, the IG's office "can make it

embarrassing, noisy and uncomfortable" for

those that push opposing agendas,

DeGeorge admits.

Commerce undersecretary for oceans and

atmosphere William Evans and other admin-

istrators declined to comment oo the oogo-

ing review of National Weather Service sys-

tems. Sources within the IG's office say the

audit has generated considerable tenskn be-

tween the IG's office and Weather Service

executives.

Giammo of the PTO gives a vivid descrip-

tioo of his interaction with the auditing staff.

Giammo was new to his job when the audit-

ing office stepped in last year and therefore

not personally respoosihte for the weak-

nesses tliey pointed out. Nevertheless, "We

hollered at each other across the table for

two days." Giammo recalls with wry amuse-

meoL "It was not a smooth, gentlemanly

interactiOQ. But it was a healthy ooe, and we

ended up with a common consensus."

Giammo observes that many technical de-

dsioos "are judgment caDs; it's a question at

emphaqQ In same cases we convinced (the

IG was created for."

At least once, the office's recommenda-

tioos have resulted in personnel displace-

menL In September 1987. the office's rec-

onunendatiao to NQAA that its proposed

Shipboard Data System III coukl be imple-

mented using off-the-shelf equipment,

rather than new designs, resulted in a design

team being disbanded. "Of course, tliey

were very unhappy with what we did. But it

gave NQAA $13 millxin to use somewhere

else." DeGeorge says.

DeGeorge hasn't won them all, at course.

"But I'd say we've won 90 percent," he

says. "They have every right to disagree

with our judgment"

COMMERCE'S NEW INFORMATION SYSTEMS

TliJneen ma)Of intemiation systems are now undef devetopmem In the Cocnmeree

Depatment Here's a list. *ing with conservative estimates Itom the agencies of what

each system will cost over the next live yeare.

OMca of tiM SMratwy
mandal Manafamant tntofinatlon System

kvM* of Export 4

EipoR Contnil Automated Support Syiten)

Decennial Census Autoinabon
Census Central Computer Facaty

GeopapISc Support System

lanwtloMi Tratf* A4aWs<ratiea
Cuiisiw clal miKiiialkin ManaCMnent System

toUoMl iMlMirta of tt««<»i<» am* Tack
Departmental Sdendflc Computing Pn0vn

Advanced Mtalher IntafBcttve Procsssmg System

Navigation Products ProffBm

Next Generation Waathar Radar

Sateats Operations. Support Systems

Marina Rsnarles hiluriiiaUun Tectsiology Prajact

Automstad Patent Systam

(S in mWons)

S134
$143
$245

$339
$36
$343
$133
$1S

$867
$a,*4e

auditors! of miscooceptioas, that we needed

to make tradeoffs they weren't aware of. But

I was very impressed with the people. I don't

think it wouU work with less technically

competent people." In the final analysis.

Giammo says, "I weknme that kind of input.

It's good to have an objective opinioo."

DeGeorge sees the information technol-

ogy unit as providing a level of accountability

that agency managers wouM not otherwise

have. "We don't work for you or with you;

our job is to review your performance." be

says. "No ooe wants to be secood-guessed

about ivbat you feel is your management

responsibiUty. But that is after aU what the

' DeGeorge thinks other IGs wtw audit ma-

jor systems couU benefit from the front-end

approach. "Anytue could do this if tfiey were

willing to put up with the pain." he says.

"It's not that the agencies are trying to ran

away from anything—they would have the

same problem if 0MB or GAO walked in.

But we do it much earlier in the game.

That's the secret to our success, and that's

what makes it most difficult"

More and more often, agencies "ccme to

us both for endorsement and for tprhniral

ac»icijnr»- once they realize we're not try-

ing to ck>bber them," DeGeorge says. "It's

not typical, but it is happening more." D
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Nationai Oc«an>c and Atmospharic

Admintstfation

60 CFR Part 601

Oockat No. (»402S»-40SS; UX 1007MB]

RIN0648-AO16

Regional Flshary Management
Councils; QukMlnMtor Council

Operations/Administration

ACKNCV: National Marine Fisheries

Senrioe (NMFS). National Oceanic and

AtiDos]dieric Administration (NCAA),
Conuneice.

action: Interim Bn»l rule.

summary: NMFS issues this interim
final rule to revise regulations

concerning the practices, procedures,

and operations of the Regional Fishery

Management Councils (Councils) under
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (Magnuson Act). This

action would foster fuller disclosure and
make Information easier to access in

required finnnrlal disclosures of

Councils' nominees, voting members,
and Executive Directors. It is intended

to disclose possible financialconlbcts of

interest.

DATES: This interim final rule is

effective April 11. 1994. Comments
must be received on or before May 10,

1994.

ADDRESSES: Send comments on this

intermi final rule and requests for

copies of NOAA Form 86-195 to:

Richard H. Schaefer. Director, Office of

Fisheries Conservation and
Management, NOAA. NMFS. Silver

Spring Metro Center #3. 1315 East-West -

Highway. Silver Spring. MD 20910.

Send comments on collection-of-

information requirements to: The Office

of Information and Regulatory Affairs.

Office of Management and Budget.

Washington. DC 20503 (Attention: Desk

Officer for NOAA).
FOR FURTHER INFORMAHOH CONTACT:

Richard W. Surdi. Office of Fisheries

Conservation and Mansgement. room
14600. telephone (301) 713-2337. Silver

Spring Metro Center »3. 1315 East-West

Highway. Silver Spring. MD 20910.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: -

Background

NMFS received a. petition for

nAemaking from Emerald Seafoods,

Emerald Resource Management "' •

Seahawk Pacific Seafoods, Seacatchar

Fisheries and Swan Fisheries asking the

Secretary of Commerca (Secretary) to

adopt r^ulations related to: (1)

Financial disclosure requirements of
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Council membon, (2) autagoncy

rulemakings. (3) requirements to

balancs the memberAip of the North

PadEc Fishery Management Council

between different fishing interests. and

(4) general procedures for Secretarial

review of fifiieiy management plans

(FMPs) and regulatory amendments.

NMFS published a notice of receipt of

the petition for lulanuking and a

request for comments on April 15, 1991

(56 FR 15072).

Commenls and RaspoDses

Three comments naie received on the

petition for nilemalditg. These were

from Williams. Kastner and Gifabs

(representing tltf petitioners), American

Factory Trawler Association, and Royal

Seafoods, Inc. All three commenters
supported the petition and, in some
cases, expanded oo the rationale for

adoption of the proposed provisions.

One commenter had an additional

comment concerning unconstrained

conflicts of interest among Council

members. This commenter indicated

that there is a fine line between the need

for industry expertiso and conflicts of

interesL The current system, which
allows Council members to vote on
issues where they have a direct financial

interest, crosses over the line of

accepubility. Qting E.0. 12674,

commenters suggested that NMFS
develop a comprehensive set of rules

governing Council member conduct on
issues in which they have a direct

financial interest

Because E.0. 12674 is specific in that

it can apply only to Federal employees,

it cannot be used as a basis fox

regulations governing Council members,

who are not Federal employees.

Furthermore. Congress provided for

industry members to participate in and
vote on issues inj^hich they have a

financial interest Paragraph (A) of

section 302(b) of the Magnuson Act (16

U.S.C 1852(b)(2)) provides for the

appointment of members based on their

occupational experierxs. and paragraph

(B) requires a fair and balanced

apportionment of the active participants

in the conmiercial and recreational

fisheries under a Council's junsdiction

when TT>«Ving appointments to that

Council. Furfiiermore, guidance for the

conduct of Council members
specifically, and members of any
deliberative body, in general, already

exists. _ ^^
Discussioa

NMFS has consideied the petition^

public comments, and other reialsd

issues, and decided to proceed with
several of the rulemaking sugjjHtkius

proposed in the petition. The foUowing

paragraphs list the suggestions

contained in thr petition for

rulemaking, provide an explanation as

to why NMFS has decided lo accept or

reject the suggested rulemaking, and

describe the changes to be made.
1. Adopt a regulation that provides for

meaningful disclosure of the financial

interests of Council members.
The petitioners requested six

additional areas of information be added

to the finnnHal form for rtllinril

members, including fisheries

participated in, product types produced,

gear type used, revenue generated,

identity of primary buyers, and financial

interest of stockholdefs in a privately

held corporation in which the Council

member is a stockholder. NMFS has

determined that NOAA Form 88-195,

"Statement of Financial Interests for Use

by Voting Members. Nominees and
Executive Directors of Regional Fishery

Management Councils," should be

amended to include information

concerning the fisheries participated in,

the product type produced, and the gear

type utilized. This information will

better identify the nature of a Coimcil

member's financial interest. Additional

revisions not noted in tiie petition are

made to delete Part 1 of the form, which
presently Is completed by the Agency
but is no longer useful, and to add a

statement to the General Provisions

section concerning penalties for false or

incomplete information.

The petitioners also requested that the

form be updated every 6 months, on
January 15 and June IS. Section 601.37

of title 50 CFR is amended to require

that Council members update the form

annually, beginning February 1. 1995, in

addition to updating the form when a
financial interest is acquired or

substantially changed, as is now
required. NMFS finds that requiring

updates only as interests are acquired or

substantially changed does not provide

for disclosure of modest, but important,

changes in financial interests and
divestitures of interests. Requiring an

aimual uptiate will bring into focus a

member's need to update the current

status of his/her interests, particularly

in terms of fishery participation, gear

utilized, or product types produced.
NMFS al»> beUeves it appitjpriate to

make financial disclosure forms more
readily available to the public. Section

601.37 accordingly is amended to

reqtilre RnanHnl disclosure forms be

available at all Council meetings, and

that their availabiUty be so noted on the

agenda for each meeting. This provision

is in addition to the requirement of

having the tonmk^ oo fileand
available to the public at die CouDCii

offices.

2. Adopt a rule that prohibits

biological reasons from being used to

support an emergency rule unless a

Council's Scientific and Statistical

Committee (SSC) concurs that a

biological justification exists.

NMFS rejected this provision because

the Secretary does not have the

authority to condition a

recommendation for emergency action

by the Council on the approval of an

advisory body, such as the SSC. NMFS
notes, however, that a Council may
establish such a condition as part of an

FMP.
3. Adopt a rule that requires the

Secretary to balance the governor-

nominated voting membership of the

North Pacific Fishery Management
Council (NPFMC) between the at-sea

processing fleet and the onshore

processing fleet.

NMFS rejected this provision because

its enactment would be redundant to an

existing provision of the Magnuson Act.

Section 302(b) of the Magnuson Act (see

also interpretive poUcy published May
24. 1991, at 56 FR 23856) provides that

the Secretary '• • * • shall, to the

extent practicable, ensure a fair and
balanced apportionment, on a rotating

or other basis, of the active participants

(or their representatives) in the

conunercial and recreational fisheries

imder the jurisdiction of the Council."

Congress established a limited number
of seats on the Regional Fishery

Management Councils to which the

Secretary appoints voting members.

Only seven such seats are established on

the NPFMC. Considering the broad

range of industry sectors, gear types,

and other interests that might wish
representation on the NPFMC and other

Councils, it would be impossible to

have every interest represented. NMFS
further finds that there are numerous
alternatives for having ideas and
concerns considered by the Councils

and their panels, including participation

in committee and panel meetings,

testifying at Council meetings, and
providing the Coimcil with written

testimony, suggestions, conmients, or

data.

4. Adopt a rule that sets forth dearly

the proc«luies far Secretarial review of

regulations and amendments that have

been recommended to the Secretary for

implementation by a Council.

'The petitianecs requested rulemaking

that wmild: (1) Set forth the review

process followed by the Secretary when
reviewing a regulation or amendment,
and (2) require all final ruks
promulga^d by thaSaczeUiT to sal

forth the procoiure toUownl in

reviewing the regulation,or amendment .

These proposals are rejected. Detailed

78-917 0-94-2
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^ormatioii conoeniiiig-the schedule

^d timing ofthe review process for an

FMPjjt amendment is available in the

•Operational Guidelines—FWtfry

Management Plan Proce8^||i addition,

a detailed schedule ofevM^ttd dates

is available foi final SeS^Mreview
of a specific plan or anMNbtari. Both

documents are availditeto the public

upon request from NMFS (see

ADDRESSES). A summary of key target

dates relative to the date of receipt from

the Council follows. The dates noted are

target dates only and are subject to

change, except those dates specified in

the Magnuson Act (so noted by an

asterisk).

Date and Event

Pay 0*—Receipt date of FMP or

amendment from Council.

Day 1*—Begin Secretarial review and

60-day public comment on the FMP
or amendment.

Day 9—Assistant Administrator for

Fisheries (AA). NOAA . clears

proposed rule for continued review

and publication in the Federal

Register.

Day 15*—Secretary makes such changes

as may be necessary and publishes

rule with any changes, together with

an explanation of changes which are

substantive.

Day 60*—Pubhc comment period ends

on FMP or FMP amendment and

proposed nile.

Day 73—Regional Director transmits

final rule package to NMFS
headquarters.

Day 95*—FMP or FMP Amendment is

formally approved, disapproved, or

partially disapproved, and Council is

notified of decision.

Day 110*—Final regulations pubhshed

in the Federal Register.

Day 140—End of Administrative

Procedure Act 30-day delayed

effectiveness period. Final regulations

become effective.

The suggestion that all final rules

disclose_who reviewed the rule or

amendment, what was reviewed, and

the identity of the person who
determined that the rule complied with

the national standards is also rejected. It

is impractical and of no benefit to

identify all those who reviewed the rule

or amendment, and to identify what was

reviewed. Except for the actual

decisionmakers, all reviews are

considered advisory.

Classification

The AA has determined that this

action is necessary for the efficient

administration and responsible

operation of Councils and is consistent

with the Magnuson Act and other

applicable law.

This interim final rule contains a

modification to a coUection-of-.

information requirement previously

approved by the Office of Management

and Budget (OMB) underOMB No.

064»-0192. Several new-requirements

are added to NOAA Form 88-195. part

n, under the section titled "Financial

Interests." Each voting member and
Executive Director of a Cotmcil and new
nominees for Secretarial appointment to

a Council are required to provide

.^information concerning: (1) Fisheries

participated in under Council

jurisdiction, (2) the product types

produced, and (3) gear types utilized.

Council membere are required to update

the form by February 1 of each year, in

addition to updating the form when a

financial interest is acquired or

substantially changed, as is now
required. Part I, which is routinely

completed by NMFS, is removed from

the form. A request for clearance of this

change has received OMB approval.

Public reporting burden for this

collection of information is expected to

increase by 5 minirtes per respondent to

an average 35 minutes per response,

including the time for reviewing

instructions, searching existing data

sources, gathering and maintaining the

dau needed, and completing and

reviewing the collection of information.

Please send comments concerning the

burden estimate or any other aspect of

this collection of information, including

suggestions for reducing this burden to

OMB (see ADDRESSES).

Pursuant to section 553(b)(B) of the

Administrative Procedure Act, the AA
finds that prior notice and comment is

contrary to the public interest, because

this rule institutes procedural changes

that provide increased information to

the public regarding possible financial

conflicts of interest of individuals

involved in establishing fishery

conservation and management
measures. In addition, public comment

was solicited on the petition for

rulemaking, and the additional data

requirements contained in the financial

disclosure form were sent to the

regional fishery management Councils

for review. This rule is not subject to

review under E.0. 12866.

List of Subjects in SO CFR Part 601

Administrative practice and

procedure. Fisheries, Fishing.

DatwLMncha,1994.

Nancj Foliar.

DeputyAssistant Administratorfor Fisherin.

National Marina Fisheries Service.

For the reasons set out in the

preamble, 50 CFR part 601 is amended
as follows:

PART 601—flEGIONAL FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCILS

1. The authority citation for part 601

continues to read as follows:

AnthorllT: 16 U.S.C 1801 e( seq.

2. In section 601.37, paragraph (a) is

revised to read as follows:

$601.37 Financial disclosure.

(a) The Magnuson Act requires the

disclosure by each Council nominee,

voting member appointed to the Council

by the Secretary, and Executive

Director, of any financial interest of the

reporting individual In any harvesting,

processing, or marketing activity that is

being, or will be, undertaken withir) any

fishery under the authority of the

individual's Council, and of any such

financial interest of the reporting

individual's spouse, minor child,

partner, or any organization (other than

the Council) in which that individual is

serving as an officer, director, trustee,

partner, or employee. The irjformatioii

required to be reported must be

disclosed on NOAA Form 88-195,

"Statement of Financial Interests for Use

by Voting Members, Nominees, and
Executive Directors ofRegional Fishery

Management Councils" (Financial

Interest Form), or such other form as the

Secretary, or designee, may prescribe.

The report must be filed by each

nominee for Secretarial appointment

before the date of appointment as

prescribed by the Secretary. Voting

members appointed by the Secretary,

and Executive Directors, must file an

update of the report with the Executive

Director of the appropriate Council,

with a copy sent to the NMFS Regional

Director for the geographic area

concerned, on or before February 1 of

each calendar year. Individuals must

also update the form at any time a

reportable financial interest is acquired

or the financial interests are otherwise

substantially changed. The Financial

Interest Forms will be kept on file, and

made available for public inspection at

reasonable hours at the Council offices.

In addition, the forms virill be available

for inspection at each Council meeting

and their availabiUty will be so noted on

the Council meeting agenda.

|FR Doc 94-5844 Filed 3-10-94: 8:45 ami

aiUMO CODE i>i»4>-r
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§601.35

applicable law. and shall conduct myself at

all times according to the rules of conduct

prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce.
This oath is freely given and without

mental reservation or purpose of evasion.

§601.35 Rules of conduct.

(a) Council members, as Federal of-

ficeholders, and Council employees are

subject to most Federal criminal stat-

utes covering bribery, conflict-of-inter-

est, disclosure of confidential informa-

tion, and lobbying with appropriated

funds. In particular, the following pro-

visions apply:

(1) 18 U.S.C. 201—prohibits offer or

acceptance of anything of value to in-

fluence any official act;

(2) 18 U.S.C. 203. 205-prohibits offi-

cials from representing anyone before

a Federal court or agency in a matter
involving a specific party In which the

United States has a direct and sub-

stantial Interest and in which the offi-

cial has worked personally and sub-

stantially.

(3) 18 U.S.C. 207—prohibits a former
official from representing others

before a Federal agency concerning a

particular matter involving specific

parties in which the official participat-

ed personally and substantially as a

Federal official or which was under
the person's official responsibility.

(4) 18 U.S.C. 208—prohibits official

acts in a matter in which the official

has a personal financial interest. This
prohibition does not apply to a finan-

cial Interest of a Council voting

member or Executive Director if the

official obtains a waiver under 18

U.S.C. 208(b). or if the financial inter-

est is In a harvesting, processing, or

marketing activity that has been dis-

closed in a report filed under § 601.37.

(5) 18 U.S.C. 209—prohibits an offi-

cial from receiving compensation for

performing Federal duties from a
source other than the United States
Government. This restriction does not
apply to an official who has served for

130 days or less in a 365-day period.

(6) 18 U.S.C. 210. 211—prohibit offer

or acceptance of value to procure ap-

pointment to public office.

(7) 18 U.S.C. 1905—prohibits disclo-

sure of trade secrets or confidential

commercial Information except as pro-

vided by law.

50 CFR Ch. VI (10-1-92 Edition)

(8) 18 U.S.C. 1913— prohibits use of

appropriated funds to influence a

member of Congress to favor or

oppose any legislation or appropria-

tion. However, this prohibition does

not apply when responding to a re-

quest from a member of Congress or a

Congressional Committee. Personal

communleatlons of a Council member
or employee at his own expense that

are identified as such are not prohibit-

ed.

(b) The Councils are responsible for

maintaining high standards of ethical

conduct among themselves, their

staffs, and their advisory groups. In

addition to abiding by the applicable

Federal conflict of Interest statutes,

both members and employees of the

Councils must comply with the follow-

ing standards of conduct:
(1) No employee of a Council may

use his or her official authority or in-

fluence derived from his or her posi-

tion with the Council for the purpose
of interfering with or affecting the

result of an election to or a nomina-
tion for any national. State, county, or

municipal elective office.

(2) No employee of a Council may be

deprived of employment, position,

work, compensation, or benefit provid-

ed for or made possible by the Magnu
son Act on account of any political ac-

tivity or lack of such activity In sup-

port of or In opposition to any candi-

date or any political party In any na-

tional. Stale, county, or municipal
election, or on account of his or her
political affiliation.

(3) No Council member or employee
may pay. or offer, or promise, or solic-

it, or receive from any person, firm, or

corporation, a contribution of money
or anything of value in consideration

of either support or the use of influ-

ence or the promise of support, or in-

fluence in obtaining for any person,

any appointive office, place or employ-
ment under the Council.

(4) No employee of a Council may
have a direct or Indirect financial In-

terest that conflicts with the fair and
Impartial conduct of his or her Coun-
cil duties. However, an Executive Di-

rector may retain a financial Interest

In harvesting, processing or marketing
activities, and participate In matters of

general public concern on the Council

12
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which might affect that interest, if

that interest has been disclosed in a
report filed under i 601.37.

(5) No Council member, employee of
a Council, or member of a Council ad-
visory group may use or allow the use.
for other than official purposes, of in-

formation obtained through or in con-
nection with his or her Council em-
ployment that has not been made
available to the general public.

(6) No Council member or employee
of the Council may engage in criminal,
infamous, dishonest, notoriously im-
moral or disgraceful conduct.

(7) No Council member or employee
of the Council may use Council prop-
erty on other than official business.
Such property must be protected and
preserved from improper or deleteri-
ous operation or use.

(8) No Council member may partici-
pate—

(I) Personally and substantially as a
member through decision, approval,
disapproval, recommendation, the ren-
dering of advice. Investigation, or oth-
erwise In a particular matter primarily
of Individual concern, such as a con-
tract. In which he or she has a finan-
cial Interest; or

(ID In any matter of general public
concern which is likely to have a
direct and predictable effect on a
member's financial interest unless
that Interest is In harvesting, process-
ing, or marlcetlng activities and has
been disclosed In a report filed under
i 601.37. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, the member's financial Interest
Includes that of the member's spouse,
minor child, partner, organization In
which the member is serving as offi-
cer, director, trustee, partner or em-
ployee, or any person or organization
with whom the member is negotiating
or has any arrangement concerning
prospective employment.

§601.36 Removal.

The Secretary may remove for cause
any Secretarlally appointed member
of a Council In accordance with sec
tlon 302(b)(5) of the Magnuson Act
wherein the Council concerned first
recommends removal by not less than
two-thirds of the voting members. A
removal recommendation of a Councfl
must be In writing and accompanied

§ 601.38

by a statement of the reasons upon
which the recommendation is based.

§601.37 Financial disclosure.

(a) The Magnuson Act requires the
disclosure by Council nominees, voting
members appointed to the Council by
the Secretary, and Executive Directors
of any financial interest of the report-
ing individual in any harvesting, proc-
essing, or marketing activity that Is

being, or will be. undertaken within
any fishery under the Jurisdiction of
the individual's Council or of any such
financial interest of the reporting indi-
vidual's spouse, minor child, partner,
or any organization (other than the
Council) In which that individual Is

serving as an officer, director, trustee,
partner, or employee. The information
required to be reported must be dis-
closed on NOAA Form 88-195. "State-
ment of Financial Interests for Use by
Voting Members. Nominees and Exec-
utive Directors of Regional Fishery
Management Councils," or such other
form as the Secretary, or designee,
may prescribe. The report must be
filed by nominees for Secretarial ap-
pointment before the date of appoint-
ment as prescribed by the Secretary.
Voting members appointed by the Sec-
retary and Executive Directors must
file the report with the Executive Di-
rector of the appropriate Council prior
to taking office. Individuals must
update the form at any time a report-
able financial Interest Is acquired or
the financial Interests are otherwise
substantially changed. The Informa-
tion required to be submitted will be
kept on file, and made available for
public inspection at reasonable hours
at the Council offices. A copy of the
form may be obtained from the appro-
priate Regional Office.

(b) The provisions of 18 U.S.C. 208
do not apply to an Individual who has
filed a financial report under this sec-
tion regarding an interest that has
been reported.

§601.38 Security investl^tions and clear-
ances.

(a) Access to security classified mate-
rial Is governed by security regulations
and procedures Issued pursuant to
E.O. 12356. 3 CFR part 166 (1982

13
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18 USC5 208. Arls ftfforlinp: a prrsoiinl riiiniicial Interest

(n) r;xrr|.l nn pnmiHo.l l.y pnl.f^rrlinfi (h) lirrrnf, wliopvor, lioJiic

nn offlrrr or rmployrr of tlio cx«'culivc brnnrli of the lliiilcd Sfnirs

i.'nvrinmrnl. of ;mv indrppM.lrnl npcncy of \hr Unilrd RInlrj.. or of

ihr F)isfiJcl of Col.inibin, inclii.liup a special (Jovcrimici.t employer,

|..TrUri|.alcs prrsonally nn.I suhslantially ns n Govci iinicnt officer or

rmplovee. Ilnourh florision, npprovnl, ilisapprovnl, rcconimemlation.

ihr renderinr of a.lvire, invcstlpalion, or otherwise, in a judicial or

oMter proceeding npplicalion, request for a ruling or other determi-

nation, conlrnri, claim, controversy, charpc, accusation, arrest, or

other particulai matter in wliich, to his knowledpe, he, his spouse,

minor child, jiartnT, omanization in v.hich he is serving as officr.

director. trur.lee, patlner or employee, or any person or organization

wilh whom h" is nepotintinp or has any nrranfrcmont concerninc

prospective employment, lias a financial interest

—

Sh.Tll he fini>d not nn»r'' than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than

two years, or iiolh.

(Ii) Riil>s»'((i«>n (:\) hereof slmll not apply (1) if the officer or

onipjoyee first advis'"". (lie (loveniment official responsible for np-

pniplmrnt to bis jiosiHnu of Ihe nnlnie and circumstances of the jii-

dirinl or ollu-r proceedinr, nf»plicalion. request for a rulinp or other

lolermitinlioii, r-»'nlrnr(, rlnim. ronlroversy, chnrpe. accusation, ar-

re"5l. or other pailiciilnr mailer and makes full disclosure of the fi-

nancial inlr-iest and receives in advance a written determination

rm«le liv such offici.-il Ihnllh'' inlerest ii not so snbslantial as to l«e

-^ tb-emed lil<'ly In nffefl Mie iol^crify of Ibe services which the (7<'v-

TorufMil niriy rxpfcl from siirb officer or emj)b)yee, or (2) if, by

i'f'nor;)l rnio or rernl;ili»Mi iMibli'brd in thf Federal KeRisler, the fi-

ii.Miicinl inteii'sl h;is bmi exrmpled from Ibf ref|uiremriils of clause

'!> Iiefciif nc beior l'»'> remote nr (oo inconscfpienli.nl (o affect the

inl'*Ci ily of (lovornmenl officers' or enndnyees' services.

A.bled lii;i.I,. JIT PIP. 5 Ha>. on C*^. inr.2. 7C SI.tI. 1 121.
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The Seattle Tniio. Sunday, Novoniber 10, 1991 -- ivoni page story

Critics say members of panel set up to manage rich fisheries zone

off Alaska are watching over their own self-interests at the same time

The
Unjied States' nchest hshen, is

coniroUed by a fwteraJ councU so
'

nddled with con/bns of mierrsi

that us aaians resuJl in millions of

dollars m benefils to some council

mpjnt>ers or their companies
Cniij:« say self-serving votes by council

members are also leading to lost jobs here

and anificial higher consumer pnccs for

(ish

The group, called the North Paofic

Fishery Managemeni CounciL was set up 15

yedrs ago lo manage the SI bdlion a year

AJaskaTishery in the federaJ zone berween
three and 200 nults offshore.

But It wasni untJ recent years, when
Amenca/i fishermen oegan fighting Amen
can fishermen, rather than the Japanese for

INSIDE }7f:;;5;.

A case history ot one ftsfteffnan'and

how council actions affect [lim.

Busin«s9,E1 '.((J :;•

jrce, iha: the

puhiic

Tammany Hail of tbe Paafic v

'

"The poLiDcs are so blatant il forces you
as a protective measure lo become part of

the problem." says Waller Pereyra. a ScartJe

businessman and member of the council

fishjng businesses. Two are industry-group

employees One is a consultant who makes
no secret of the fact he hof^es to make
money off his mside expertise.

Pereyra. perhaps more candid than most,

admmed that he performs government busi-

ness w-irh an eye on his own trawler

Cf-mpanies' botium lines

"I sllDuldn't even be on the council

making these kinds of decisiorts that I have j

conflia on - absolutely." he sajd "I think

that's true of every member of the council It

should be in the hands of professional

managers.

"

Pereyra, for instance. loses millions o'

doQart , in potentiaJ revenue because oi

coundl-lffiposed limits on fishing for a type

of bottom fish caJJed pollock Perevra. citinp

sdenlific studies on optimum .yielo. is iryinji

to get the council to kiosen the limits

Under current praaice, most of the

council members are appointed preciseiv

because of their industry erpenence Thev

are required to file finanoal-disclosure state

ments and take an oath to vote in the

national Witeresl

But some council members say the

national mterest is often equivalent to their

Please see FISHING oq a le
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Member!
RSH!NG
coniinued ffom Page i

After he look a $I.250-a-
week ]ob from crab hshermen.
council member Larr7 Cotter
changed hjs vote and tabled a far-

reachmg rule he'd previously fa-

vored and the crabbei^ opposed

B Council member Oscar Dy-
ion voted to allow Japanese fish-

ing companies to take 10 million
nounos ol cod from the US
iisning zone after he struck a

pnvate deal for his company to sell

them a milUon pounds of cod
fillets

Council member Ron
Hegges three freezer boats kept
their current hshing nghis whjle
competing travelers were slashed
in a plan approved by Hegge and a
council majonty in June Some
council observers sajd Hegge also
stands to gain from a fishing-quota
plan now under study, Hegge says
he could be hurt, not hel^d. by
the plan - ,

These council members all

deny they were considering their
pnvate business while they per-
lormed their public service. Bui
business people and other observ-
ers point to Ihe web of sel/-

inierests on the council every time
It decides who gets how much of
the hsh

"Its a very senous problem,
and we re gening siruations here
that are very, very close lo the
edge, said Rudv Petersen, a coun-
cil member from 1982 to 1988 and
owner of a Seanle-based faaory
:rawler

b!cvf DavTs, longtime depury
director of the council staff until
he quit in July, said council mem-
bers taKe pains to mask iheir self-

interest in scientific rationales
^^''hen you sit tfirough a coun-

cil meeting, you'll know there s an
underlying motive that's probably
the main reason they re doing
what thev re doing, or a particular
council member is pusfung a reeu-
laiion down a parricular pain.

"

Da^ns said

were raised last summer in a plan
to shift at least S250 million of
annual fish product from a Seattle-

based floating factory fled to a
largely Japanese-owned pnxxss-
ing industry on the Alaska shore.

Washington, as a result of Ihe
plan, could lose more than 1.000
jobs Critics say the decision will

also mean higher pnces for fish by
curbing Ihe free market economy

Seven of the 11 council mem-
bers live in Alaska, and four of

them stood to gain or lose person-
ally from the decision. But they all

voted

The fishery council is exempt
Irom federal conflict-of-interest

laws because it is supposed to be
an advisory body, with the secre-

tary of commerce making Ihe final

decision The secretary, however,
almost never overrules • council

decision and is nol expeaed lo do
so in this case

That leaves a handful of special

interests m charge of a federal

resource affecting thousands of

jobs and millions of consumers.
The council has no rules on

abstaining from voles because of
personal interests, no rules against

seeking outside work from special

interest groups, and no require-

ments for lobbyists lo report their

aaiviiies or spending
The council was set up under

fishing-industry control because of

« distrust of scieniists who might
sei fishing limits loo low. accord-
ing to Bud Walsh, former chief
counsel lo Ihe Senate Commerce
Commmee Walsh worlwd wiih
Sen Warren Magnuson <k Wash-
ington to draft the Fishery Conser-
vation and Management Act in

1976

Council members are nomi-
nated by the governors of Alaska
and Washington and appointed lo

three-year terms by the secretary
of commerce. They meet nx times
a year, usually m Anchorage. Four
council members repreKtit gov-
ernment agenoes; seven represent
fishing interests

Donald Sevan, former director

of the Uruversiry of Washington
School of Fisheries, said the law he
helped to draft is nol working
because of the personal conflicts oi

ftshing-inOustry members.
"we might do bener with 1

1

real-estate salesmen who had no
conflias of interest." B«?v»n said,

'It just isn't good pubbc policy
having people wiih a direct finan-
cial interest making decisions on
those financial interests We
wouldn't stand still for a minute
with a ciry council run by contrac-
tors making decisions on city con-
traas

"

The Amencan Faaory Trawler
Association recently approached
the Depanment of Justice and Ihe

Depanmeni of Commerce inspec-
tor general to try to have conllia-
;f interest c!::rges mvescgated

Th»y orarvn't the first Lee
AJverson. a Seattle consultant and
former lop federal fishery official,

tned without success years ago to

interest federal agencies in invesli-

gating the counaT's acuvtties.

AJverson and the trawler asso-
ciation a Seattle-based group, said
m their complaint lo Ihe Com-
merce Department thai council
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interests
for Hegge," Brown said

Hegge denied Ihal, saying he
did noi benefit from the amend-
meni and would not have been
hun by being classified with the
offshore fleet He said he was
voting to prevent the huge and
mobile offshore trawl neei from
scooping up too many fish at the
expense of the shore-based indus-
try

Some council insiders also said
Heg£e stands to gain from a plan
for fishing quotas that the council
IS crafting The quotas on black
cod would replace a limited season
on the cod. and they would give
some fishermen a guaranteed fu-
ture harvest nghi. a nght that
could be sold to other operators.

"Someone like Ron Hegge
stands to do real well," said former
council deputy director Davis.

But Hegge said this. too. is an
incorrect assumption He said he
has cut back his black<od fishing
in recent years so he would receive
a smaller quota than most other
black ccxWithermen.

"I would be bener off personal-
ly if we never went to it." Heege
said

1 Hegge said he makes his coun-
cil decisions based on testimony
and the national-interest standards
of federal law.

I

Tm going to vote for the best

I

interests of the resouire. not the

I

besi interests of Ron Hegge." he
said "I think of my own situation
in this sense I think if it is good

:

for me as a fisherman.
1 guess it

;

would be good lor the fisheries
"

Three other council members
are accused of conflias of interest
because they are paid to represent
a certain vnewpomt

Richard Lauber council chair-
man, IS a full-time lobbyist for the
Panfic Seafood Processors Associ-
ation, which represents shore
pijnts. the big winners in the
bilhondollar onshore-offshore bat-
tle

Henry .Mitchell works for west-
ern Alaska interests as director of
the Benng Sea Fisherman's Asso-
ciation Bob AJverson manages the
Fishing Vessel Owners' Associ-
ation in Seanle

They say they vote indepen-
dently of their associations

"As soon as council week
comes along. I don t feel that I

represent anybody but the re-
source." AJverson said

Some former council staff
members are also being accused of
conflias

Richard Tremaine. an econo-
mist, and Daws, a biologist, were
hired this year by LGL Associates
a consulting firm. LGL was paid

Tm going to vote
for the best

interests of the
resource, not the
best interests of
Ron Hegge.'

RiDn Hegge

counal mefnber

about J15.0O0 by the shore proces-
sors' group to analyze the council
proposals on onshore processing
preference.

Tremaine worked on the analy-
sis but said he did not use any
inside information. Tremaine de-
nied a charge by Brown that he
was asked by council staff mem-
bers to comment on council sub-
mittals before they were made
public

Davis, who was in charge of
council staff on the onshore prefer-
ence issue, said he had no conflict
because he did not join LGL until
after the council made its decision.
Davis did not work on the LGL
report financed by the shore pro-
cessors

Divis accepted the LGL job in

Apnl but stayed at the council
three more months to finish work
on the onshore preference plan.
Davis passed out nis new business
cards it the June council meeting
where the onshore deosion was
being made He left federal em-
ployment July 10 and has recently
been seeking industry clients.

Divis has now staned spealdng
:

out about how the council decision .

on onshore preference was made
by polincs. not ment. He had to
lunk I S2S.0OO computer model
because of lack of time lo do a

I

proper analysis Davis said that is

one big reason why. after 1 1 years.
I
he quit

I

"As analysts, we were kind of

I

being squeezed down a cenam

I

path ' Davis said 'We felt if we d
had more time we would have
come out stronger against " the

I

onshore preference plan.

I

Economist Brown said he

I

has worked with some of the seven
similar councils in other parts of
the countr) but nowhere are the
dollars so big or the conflias so
blatant

More than half of all edible fish
in the US is caught ofl Alaska
The annual value to fishermen is

nearly SI billion per year, but
because the council is allocating
the fish in future years, too. the
amount that is really at stake is $5
billion to JIO billion. Brown said

"The stakes have gonen so high
that I don't see how any process
here can continue to work. Brown
said "There's never been a situa-
tion where you put billions of -

dollars in front of the industry and '.

ask them to police themselves"

Times suff nponer Ross An- J

derson contributed to Ibis report. '
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THE MAGNUSON ACT

Aging Fisheries Act

overdue for an overhaul

AMERICANS tend to ignore our oceans We worry about

toxic dumps while blithely pumping sewage into bays and

estuaries, we carefully inspea red meat, but not seafood.

We are a society of beef-eating landlubbers oblivious to much

of what goes on beyond the hieh-tide line.

One exception vk-as the 1976 Magnuson Fisherjr Conserva-

tion and Management Act, which "Amervaniied the rich

fishing grounds in the North Paafic and other US. waters, and

attempted to kick an old habit of over-harvesting fishenes

Sixteen years later, that act is a success story, a federal law that

led 10 creation of a $1 billion industry, based in Seattle

Now that aa is senously overdue for a new look The

regional councils that manage the fishenes are monopolized by

lisnemien. nddled with multimillion-dollar conflicts of interest

that would not be tolerated m ihe landward oil or timber

indusmes.
As a result. Ihe New England council has "managed its

fishing grounds to the bnnk of an ecological disaster. In the

Pacific, high-tech trawlers targenng cod and pollock inadver-

lenlly scoop up and waste untold thousands of crab, halibut and

salmon. The federal govemmeni spends millions of dollars on

researrh. management and enforcement, then doles out free

fishing nghts with linle regard for the interests of taxpayers or

consumers.
For all its successes, the Maenuson Aa also perpetuates

obsolete management policies that force taxpayers to subsidize

the fishing industry to the rune of tens o( millions of dollars

Last December. US Sen Slade Gorton requested Senate

heanngs to tiegin reviewini; these and other problems in the

Magnuson Act. which is due for renewal next year In

particular, Gorton asked the Commerce Commmee to look at

the makeup of the Alaska -dominated North Pacific council,

which has been under increasing cntiosm in recent years

So far, there is no sign that anybody's listening. The

comminee has scheduled no heanngs Alaskans like the

process the wav n is

Its time for Congress to tike a senous look at the Magnuson

Aa, at what does and does noi work First, revamp the regional

councils by gmng consumers and taxpayers a voice at least

, equal to that of the fishing proups Eliminate the council's built-

in tilt toward Alaska Explore ways to reduce or eliminate the

' waste of valuable protein

Most imponant. Congress should reexamine the basic

assumptions of the industrv by introducing markej efficiencies

into the byzantine world of fishenes management Only a

senous overhaul of the Magnuson Aa will do justice to the

owners of the resource - Amencan atizens - and to the

memory of the late senator who shepherded the act through

Congress and lent it his name
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THE POLLOCK WARS

Congress, not courts,

nnust fix ocean fisheries

FEDERAL FISH allocators me« again next week in Alaska

to take up the volatile issue of how to divvy up $ 1 bilbon

or so worth of Pacific pollock and other groundfish.

But don't expect changes - despite bowls of protest from

Seattle fishermen and a variety of federal reports challenging

their recent management strategy.

The federal Commerce Department has rubber-stamped the

plan to bypass the free marlcet and award 35 percent of the

lucrative fishery to Alaska shore plants, a decision by a North

Paafic Fisheries Council dominated by Alaskans and laced with

extraordmary confbcts of mterest.

Factory-trawler owners have gone to court, warning the plan

will cost Seattle jobs and millions of dollars. A recent cost-

benefit study by the Nabonal Marme-Fishenes Service

estimates it will cost that fleet $6J9 million over three yeare.

But instead of backing off, the federal council piles on,

awarding the Alaska pla^ a larger-share in 1993 and 1994.

AVhile fishermen and their lawyers squabble over who gets

how much of the pollock pie, Ihe pae (tseU may \x shrinking.

Chmese, Polish and other foreign fleets fish mdiscnmihately in

adiacem mtemadonal waters, scooping vp untold millions of

fish native to U.S. waters. « »*-''x»^-'v' - -

The scenario rings tragically fajniliar.t)ver the past decade,

federal fish managers in New England played political games
while fishermen ravaged the North AllanDc. eventually turning

those nch fishing grounds mto a wasteland

It's the same old problem In most of the worid, fish are

managed as a "common resourtx." available to anyt>ody with a

boat. Inevitably, there are tod tnany fishermen and not enough
fish, and the fishermen deplete their own bvelihood.

Whoever wins in Alaska next week, there is little question

that the North Paafic is dangerously dose to going the way of

the North Atlantic. Allowing fishermen to manage their own
fishenes. with virtually no voice for taxpayers, is a bluepnnl for

disaster

It's time for Congress to face up to the naggmg questions of

allocation, effiaency and conservation. Fishenes management,
in the absence of sound economics, amounts to a clash l)erween

19th century thinking and 20th century technology

Congress needs to recxamme the North Pacific council and

its counterparts anjundthe country, rid them of their absurd

conflicts of mteresti provide a real voice for taxpayers and
consumers, and take a serious look at a rational, market -driven

approach to management
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Pollock politics: a billion-dollar tragedy
The Seattle Times Friday.^ugusl 14. 1992

Ross Anderson
Times editorial columnist

ALL SCALES and fins

and oversized eyes, the

Pacific pollock is hard-

ly the stuff of 30-5econd

sound bites and modem con-

gressional campaigns
Too bad H seems there

' billK upon biliic of

$1 billion

nchesi fishery, all based

them swimming around the

Nonh Pacific, which is why
they have become the focus of

mdustry, the world'

in Seattle

Now something appears to be going tembly
wrong on those fishing grounds The industry is

careening toward collapse We are about to get

another harsh lesson in the politics of narural

resources And there's no guarantee we'll even

learn from a billion-doUar mistake

This we«k, three congressional candidates

stopped by The Times, and we asked what they

would do about the pollock fishery This is

something they should be mierested in. since

they are campaigning for the 1st Congressional

distnct. which may be the most fishenes-

dependent in the state Here s what they had to

say
Mark Gardner, a TV guy making his- first

political run. said the problem is over-fishing by

foreign fleets

Sorry Foreign fishing boats were booted out

of the U S, fishing grounds years ago This is an

Amencan problem
State Sen Gary Nelson, says we just have to

"enhance" the fishery - more hatchenes and
more fish farms

Wrong fish Hatchenes and fish farms breed

salmon, not pollock Thats like asking a

question about cows, and gening an answer
about goats

John Dahl. who comes from a BaJlard

hshing family, came closer He wants to change
the make-up of the federal council charged with

managing inat SI billion industry

Maybe But that won't do u cither

Here's the problem:
Barely 10 years ago. mosi of the U S fishing

industry was too busy fishing for high-value

salmon and crab to pay anention to all those

pollock and other groundfish Bui. with lots of

help and money from the federal government,
enterpnsing fishermen built the big boats and
floating factoncs they needed to exploit the

lucrative pollock

Alas, they built too many boats and fac

his was inevitable For more than a

century, US fishermen have overbuilt and
over-fished ever>' species they could find -

from Alaska halibut to Atlantic haddock to

California sardines

They do this because fishenes are managed
as a "common resource." free for the taking -

first come, first served Success is contagious

One fisherman does well, and attracts another

Eventually, there are too many fishermen and
not enough fish.

Meanwhile, government spends hundreds
of millions of dollars to research, manage and
allocate the resource, subsidizing the fishermen

even as they deplete the resource.

Econor

If interesi gruups a dismitTCsted. then >i)i.

tors, good or bad. respond to squeaky wheel'..

to some mysienous mix of letters, phone calls.

lobbyists and campaign contnbutions

If consumers were paying attention, they

might register some complaint about a back-

ward management system that seeks to accom
modate fishermen - never mmd how it affects

consumers But consumers are not paying

attention

If environm^tallsts were paying anen
tion. they might point out that an i

mdustry already has depleted the c

fishing grounds of the North Atlantic, and is

threatening to do the

other saentists who
understand the fish-

ing business generally

agree on what should

be done about this

The mam problem,
they say. is allocation

- deciding which
fishermen are entitled

to catch the fish and
which ones are not

The solution is to

do It the old-fashioned
way Sell It We
should allocate fish

the way we allocate

trees or oil - auction

It off to the highest

bidder The market-

place makes all the

tough decisions, and forces the winning bidder

to find the most effiaent way to harvest the

resource without over-fishing it-

There IS a bonus Proceeds from the sale of

fishing nghts could be used to offset the costs

of management
Sure, fish present some peculi

- moving anjund the ocean, for

there are ways to get around that problem
It's probably too late to try this with

established fi&henes like salmon But pollock is

new fishery, offenng opportunities to learn

from past mistakes

So why don't we try it''

Because the subject never comes up Ask a

congressman about auctioning off fishing

nghis. and hell sran looking at his watch
Suggest It to most fishermen, and they re likely

10 loss you overtx>ard

For 200 years, Amencans have largely

Ignored their oceans We are a landward-
onenied. t>eef-eating society that believes that

seafood comes in sw-ounce cans or frozen bars

coated in baner Nobody pays anennon to

fishenes management

For more than a century,

U. S. fishermen

have over-built

and over-fished

every species they could find

- from Alasl<a halibut

to Atlantic haddocl<

to California sardines.

difficulties

same in the Pacific

But environmentalists

have other things to

worry about

If taxpayers were
paying attention, they

might grumble about

spending hundreds of

millions on fishenes

giving away the re-

source to fishermen
But taxpayers aren t

paying attention, ei-

ther

The only voices lefi

are those of the fish-

ermen They wnte the

letters and make the

phone calls They hire

lawyers to lobby the key congressmen They

organize the cocktail parties tn Seattle or

Washington, D C ,
pumping dollars into the

campaign funds of the decision -makers

Congress, in rum, defers most of the

decisions to a narrow-minded, politicaliy load-

ed federal council, made up mostly of people

who work for fishing companies thai stand to

make millions from those decisions

They're all busy clawing for a larger piece of

the pie Colleaively. all this back-room politics

can only lead to the demise of the pollock

fishery

Chances »

the fishermen

Politicians will

loss of another

on in search of

cycle will begin

e, nobody will notice except

By then, it will be too late

ssue statements regrening the

hile fishermen move
fishing grounds And the

Ross Anderson s column appears Fr.oav <

editorial pages o' The Times
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Friday, December 27, 1991 The Seattle Times A 7

HARVESTING RIGHTS ^

Fishery needs good management
or national resource will be gone

TTie public has been subjected to a barrage of

rhetoric^bj^^^ opposing pides in a high-stalces battle

over Harvesting »rTghts rto the billiori-doflar .North
Pacifidgroundnshresoorde:. ;

" ? ; V.

The Pacific Seafood Processors Association

(PSPA), Jargely financed by Japanese conglomer-
ates and abetted by Alaska's not-so-subtle Sen. Ted
Stevens, are claiming a pre-emptive right to the

groundfish. Their justification, in my opinion, is

founded in arrogance and greed.

In a recent coliimii, John lani, a representative of

PSPA, commented presumably to rebut the facts

reported by The Times regarding conflicts of

interest and self-serving deasions by. the North
Pacific Fisheries Management CounciL lani would
have you believe that this paper and its highly

respected' reporter compromised their ethics by
omiltiAg so-called "facts', to ^pporl the position of

>the American Factory Trawler Association.

The facts are dear, the fisheries council is

captured and totally ^incapable of 'managing the

resource to the net national benefit of the nation as

a whole.

lani is the one guUty of oniitting facts:

1). He knows that AFTA had no mfluence over
The Times or its repo:ler.

2). He knows that The Times thoroughly
investigated the facts; having spent significant effort

listemng to arguments on both sides, including his.

3). fie did tiot- mention that he and his

organization employ as a paid lobbyist the chairman
of the council and ^re in a position to control the

council%_ agenda, debate- and priorTtJes of staff

members as welTas to exercise efdut'onal Gcenseover

the staff's work product.

4). He did not mention the unpardonable damage
that he and his selfish organizanon are doing to the
public's resource by tying up the limited resources
available for conservation and scientific purposes
and utilizing it for PSPA's self-serving agendas.

5). He did not mention that editorial boards
. including -the Anchorage Daily News have all

referrea to, the. North Pacific Fisheries Council as
riddled with confbct and bankrupt as to process.

Each of these boards has called for immediate
reform.

The Anchorage paper made the analogy of

having Exxon, AJRCO and BP mnning the Depart-
ment of Ecology.

6). He did not mention that collectively his

members virtually control the Alaskan fisheries for

crab, salmon, halibut and herring. The only re-

sources they do not have in a strangle hold are the

groundfish.

The shoreside special-allocation plan now sits

with the U.S. secretary of commerce for approval.

Rep. John Dingell, chairman of the subcommittee

on oversight and investigations of the Committee on
Energy and Commerce, has written the secretary

demanding what constitutes a full and complete

response to the actions advocated by PSPA and
responses to the accusations of misconduct by the

council.

Unless this system of management of a valuable

public resource is changed to take away the

Xrtunity for misconduct and misbehavior, we
continue to be burdened with similar corrupt

decisions by the North Pacific Fishery Management
Council and other councils across the country. It's

easy to predict that without responsible manage-
ment of America's fishery, we will soon come to a
point where we will have nothing to fight over.

- Stuart W. Looney, President,

Royal Seafoods, Inc., Seattle
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EDITORIALS

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

North Pacific fishery

council needs makeover

^HE makeup of the federal council managing the Uruted

I States' richest fishery does not serve the public interest.

:- Congress should change it

Consumers, taxpayers, and the resource deserve better than

fhe conflict of interest built into the North Pacific Fishery

Management Council by its statutory composition.

: The Fishery Conservation and Management Art of 1976

/created an 1 l-member council to manage the Alaska fishery in

the federal zone between 3 and aQO.miles offshore. It has

become a $l-billion-a-year fishery.

Under the act pushed by the lale Sen. Warren G. Magnuson.

.7 of the 11 members must be from the fishing mdustry. There

.were fears that scientists (night set fishing limits too low.

The council's acbons have resulted in millions of dollars in

benefits to some council members or their companies. A
detailed investigation by Duff Wilson in The Tunes last Sunday

showed the depth of that self-interest.

The conflict of interest emerged as American fishermen

began batthng Amencan fishermen, rather than the Japanese.

for shares of the resource, which is rich vvith groundfish

, Conflict charges were raised when the council approved a

jjlan to shift at least J250 million of annual "fish product from a

^eartlebased floatmg factory fleet to a largely Japanese-owned

processing mdustry on the Alaska shore

, Washington could lose more than 1,000 jobs if the advisory

Council's proposal is accepted by Secretary of Commerce
Robert Mosbacher. It could mean higher pirices for consumers

This was more than an Alaska vs Washington fight. At least

tour of those who voted stood to gain or lose money personally

The reauirement that a majonty of the council represent the

fishing industry is out of the hands of the governors of

Washington and Alaska, who nominate, or the secretary of

commerce, who appoints members
Washington's delegation should begin pushing to change

the council makeup. Decision-makmg belongs with those who
are knowledgeable m fishenes but doni stand to gain

finanaally. 11 Magnuson were alive, he'd undoubtedly agree

with thai

fScatlle Times ediloriai-stnff wnicrs are Mindy Camei

Dicfeie. Don Hannula. Richard Larsen. Terry Tang. Jan

and Don Willcomson ;

I
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THE SEATTLE TIMES SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22; 1992.1

U.S. urged to reject

proposal to split

Alaska
by David Schaefer
Times Washington bureau

WASHINGTON - The top in-

vestigator at the U.S. Commerce
Department is recommending that

the department reject a proposed
division of the lucrative Alaska
pollock industry that would give

Alaska canneries the rights to fish

previously processed by Seattle-

based factoiy ships.

Inspector General Frank De-
George yesterday recommended
rejecting the plan approved last

summer by the North Pacific Fish-

ery Management Council, which
said that 45 percent of the bottom
fish caught off Alaska's coast

should be reserved for land-based

fish processors in Alaska.

DeGeorge briefed some House
and Senate members yesterday on
his report.

Last year, factory trawlers

based in Washington state "caught

.^d processed about 70 percent of

Alaska pollock and cod, a $1 bO-
lion-a-year industry.

The local companies said as

many as 1 ,000 jobs for Washington
state residents could be at stake.

: The General Accounting Office

found that ownership of the Wash-
ington factory trawlers is about 70
percent American, while four of

the five Alaska plants are owned
by Japanese interests.

The dispute involves the richest

fishery in U.S. waters and how the

resource is managed under the

1976 Magnuson Act.

Until then, mostly foreign boats

fished off Alaska. Former Sen.

Warren Magnuson sought to cre-

ate an Ajneilran industry, arid the

act named for him 'established 200-

mile fishing Unfits and set up
councils to manage the resource.

As a result, a valuable fish

harvest, dominated by factory

trawlers from Seattle, developed.

In the past .five .years, however,

land-based fish processors have
sprung up to compete for the fish.

Fumlly, the inspector general

found that the council did not do
an adequate economic analysis of

its allocation proposal and, accord-

ing to a Senate staff member who
heard the briefing, said "the pro-

cess was so flawed that doing an

economic analysis now would not

solve the problem." -

DeGeoi^e also reportedly said

a criminal probe is taking place.

A decision by the Commerce
Department on the Alaska plan is

due March 5.

Reed Boatwright, a Commerce
Department, spokesman, had no
ooimnenfozLthexlraft report or on
a Justice Department recommen-
dation that llie fish-coundl deci-

sion be rejected.

Jim Gilmore, lobbyist for the

American Factory Trawlers Associ-

ation, said he hadn't seen the

report. "But,", said Gilmore,
"based on what we've seen . .

.

we'd be surprised if the inspector

general didn't see the same flaws."

Stuart Looney, president of

Royal Seafoods, a Seattle company
that operates factory trawlers, has

criticized the plan, saying it does

nothing to stop the burgeoning
number of boats and processors

vying for a finite supply of fish.
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SECTION C
Sunaav MavSl 1992

Tne Sealiie Tirres

Seame Posi-lnieiiigence-

ng for answer)
•Pollock season at hand,

but factory-trawler fleet

is facing stormy seas
< Tom Brown

f factory trawlers. 65

and process fish, are

n Islands for the opening

worlds nchest

jic of ihe Nonh Pacific Fisherv Manage-
I s decision to guarantee, for the first

1 35 percent ol Ihe pollock caich will be

d onshore in AJaska. compared with aboul 25

AnolhCf front m
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:t!e Post-liiielligencer

Factory-trawler fleet fishing for answers

F!SH
coniinued from C '

(luncu scn'in^ each day for 37 days.

Some pollock winds up in supermarket cases,
and a Id! more is sold as fish sticks, Tish-and-chips
..Ad me fish sandwiches at fast-food restaurants.

'u; '!h- Inilk (II 11. whether processed by factory
;:.i\:t;^ ui uris.'iure plants, is turned into sunmi.
mosi 01 which IS shipped to Japan, where it is

made into a variety of food products.

AJIhough each side in the dispute is quick to

cast aspersions on the other, both are sizable

contnbuiors to the Seattle economy.
The trawler companies list crews of alxiut

lOoiHJ, about two-thirds of them from Washington
iijic. and have payrolls that totaled $294 million
lasi year The trawlers also provide rents to the
Pen of Seattle and millions of dollars in annual
lepair and fiiiing-out work for boatyards.

Some trawler operators, notably Royal Sea-
tnnds and Arctic Alaska Fishenes Corp., process
ine'i pioducis further in Seattle.

Ui.Mi; lur example, employs about 400 people
j; l.^ V-dcre facility at Pier 89 It products fish

^iicKi. entries for jenny Craig frozen meals and
fish sandwich fillets for every Burger King west of
the .Mississippi

Royal President Stuart Looney said the Long
John Silver fast-food chain - the largest single
consumer of pollock fillets in the U.S. - has
indicated it will seek other suppliers because of the
uncenainties caused by the Benng Sea allocation
battle

Tha allocation plan is a double whanuny for-
Rnyal Seafoods Its trawlers will be hurt by lower
caivtiea, and iis Seattle shoreside operations,
uii.i;v.- iho!,t in Alaska, will receive no benefit.

'. '..ij •(i-.hure plants in Alaska owned by Seattle*

01 cd companies employ 3.500 to 4.000 people,
man\ ul whom are Washington residents, said latti

of the Pacific Seafood Processors Assocution.
Seattle-based catcher boats working for the Alaska
plants employ several hundred fishermen. Com-
panies such as Tndent Seafoods, the only one of
the major onshore operators that is US -owned,
and Uniiea also employ about 2,500 at their

SeaMle-area operatioru. lam said.

Kdctorv-trawier operators estimate that initially

aiii'ui 1 Con jobs may t>e lost to onshore prtKessors
I' \ij-K.i vsiih larger losses in subsequent years If

'r. irjiii.n is cut further
X .\..n.- ano has eaten artificial crab knows

'1 1* - and might well wonder how it

I. -.: .,...1. acrid charges of political manipula-
iiun eiunomic "pre-emption." the giveaway of
L i- resources 10 a foreign country and Japan-
bashinj;

But thia IS fishing, where the commonplace
expenations of landlubber business people rarely
appK In pan. this is because anywhere there's a
fish [here s bound to be a politician nearby.

The present Benng Sea fishery was created by
poliiits The 1976 Magnuson An created a fishery
riannpiment zone extending 200 miles off the U.S.
cu.oi which was intended to "Amencanize" a
li'". -m iiihury ihai had been developed by
1 L.tr., ..r .ind oiher loreign fleets in the 1950s and
I. .. ., tun i:.. une in the U.S. had an interest m
pi.li:....-!

Noi much happened for a few years. But when

more valuable salmon and king crab fisheries

t>egnn to decline. US. fishermen's interest in

pollock increased Seattle-area companies began
converting vessels for the pollock fishery and lor
sunmi production.

Factory trawlers are capable of catching vast

numbers of fish quickly, and within just three
years the fleet had grown to the point where too
many boats were chasing too few fish. That left

.

expensive vessels with high carrying costs tied up
at docks in Seattle more than halt the year because
the years allowable catch could now be landed in

'

two seasons of about 2 '/i months each.
The two Japanese conglomerates. Taiyo Fisher-

ies Co and Nippon Suisan Kaisha Ltd , decided to
invest in onshore plants in Alaska, increasing
Dutch HartKir's prxxressing capaary by about 60
percent and greatly increasing the shoreside

.

demand lor pollock. The last of the plants came on
line last year - after the factory trawler fleet had
already grown to a size larger than the fishery .

justified

With the fishery heavily overcapitalized, poli-

tics again entered the picture, and while the factory
trawlers were cleaning up at sea they lost badly
ashore.

The Paafic Seafood Processors Association

'

complained to the North Paafic Fishery Manage-
ment Counal that its plants would be pre-empted
by the faaory trawlers unless the pollock catch •

was allocated

In other worxls. the factory trawlers, which are
able to catch and process the fish on the fishing

grounils while the catch is freshest, were likely to
win a competitive t>attle with onshore plants that

.

must rely on catch brought to them over often
corutderable distances by catcher boats.

The council, which The Times reported last fall
".

IS dominated by onshore interests and riddled with
confiias of interest, accepted this argument and
developed the allocation plan.

Alaska's congressional delegation - Sens Ted
"

Stevens and Frank Murkowski and Rep Don'
Young, all Republicans of long senionty - earned •

the ball in Washington. D.C. They were helped by
Charles Black of the high-powered public affairs

firm Black, Manafort. Stone & Kelly and a key
adviser to President Bush's re-election campaign. .

Black IS the onshore processors' registered loboy-

Th« lactory trawlers got strong support from
Washington s Democratic congressional delega-

_

tion. but none from Republican Sen Slade Gorton.
'

who maintained a careful neoirality. saying he had
constituents on each side of the dispute

Despite wntten opinions by the Commerce
Uepanmeni s inspector general and the antitrust,
section ol the Justice Depanment that the alloca-;
tion program was unjustified, the first year of the'
program was approved by John Knauss, undersec-

.,

retarv for oceans and atmospheres, on March 4.

The result, the factory trawlers argue, will be to •

stnp public resources artitranly from more thani
20 small US companies who were there first to;
subsidize rwo large Japanese companies that made-*
poor business decisions 1

Having been thwarted politically, the faaory;
trawlers are turning to the courts.

However, the trawler operators concede that,
the track record of challenges to fishery manage-

J

ment decisions under the Magnuson Act has been*
boor And if a court challenge fails, the way would,
be opened lor them to tie pushed out of the fishery!
altogether
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.A28 rRiDu. August 16, 1991

:i|e tPft^Iimgtom f 0,

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

How Many Fish?

IN
THE 1960s and early 1970s there was a

huge increase in foreign fishing off U^.
shores. The fisheries were depleted, the U.S.

catch was much reduced, and in 1976 Congress

stepped In. For the purpose of fishing, It extend-

ed the a2-mile territonal limit to 200 mile.": and
ordered the foreign boats out of the new lone

except with permission. To rebuild and sustain

the fisheries, it then tried to tame the new
frontier by setting up a system of federal regula-

tion. Lots of luck.

The regulation was not to be direct; regulation

even then wis a mildly dirty word. The law

aeated eight je^onal councils mainly drawn
from the fifhing 'industry itself. These qoasi-

publlc panels were required to develop fishery

manflgf.ment plans for each species or broader

category of fish offshore. Each plan was to set

out an 'optimum yield' (OY) and the regulatory

means of achieving iL OY was mushily defined, ai

is Congress's way, as the ainount of fish that

would be of 'greatest overaD benefit to the

Nation,' but taking into account how many fish

the biologists thought could be safely caught and

still leave each spedes room to reproduce and

sustain itself. AH plans had to be approved by the

secretary of commerce. ^
What sounded orderly and impressive enough

on paper has in too many fisheries turned out to

be a failure in fact. Forei^ overfishing has been

suppressed—but domestic overfishing has re-

placed it. In some cases the self-regulatory mech-
anism has performed as it should, but in others

neither the councils nor the commerce secretar-

ies meant to back them up have been tough

enough. The National Fish and Wildlife Founda-

tion estimates that 14 stocks, representing about

a fifth of the stocks oSshore, are currently

"overexplolted." It says that nearly a third o(

stocks have dwindled rather than flourished since

the advent of regulation (for another fourth, this

information is not available), and that 10 of the

ovcresploited fisheries arc so far gone that it

would take them five to 20 years to recover if

there were no fishing at all.

Two broad possibilities have been sketched for

reform. One is to stiffen the existing system,

have the secretary if not the weaker councils

crack down, with Congress in reserve to legislate

sustainable vlelds if they aren't Imposed adminis-

tratively. The other is to change the system by

limiting entry and somehow introducing owner-

ship to the fisheries on the likely theory that if

fishermen are given a salable share in the re-

source they will be more will'mg to conserve it.

But how and to whom to limit entry? That is thr

problem, of politics as well as design.

The current rteimen is too weak. An impor-

tant part of the food supply, a natural resource

and an industry all three are wasting as a result;

the government needs to shift the incentives to

save them Instead.
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Rush Campaign Aide Seeks Break for Japanes

.4s Fresideni .Wegotiaies in Tokyd, Lobbyist Battles Over Alaska Fish Processing Industry

Dy Tom Kerworlhy
WMiun|i«n Pwt IWI *rtw

While Prt»id«nl BuBh has been in

Tokyo on • high-profile miMion to

wreji economic ind tride conces-

Mon« from the Japinwe. one of the

tenior •dvisen lo hta pitwdentWI

reelection c<mp4ign his bten it

home trying to win (4vor«ble tieat-

mem from the Commerce Dep«rt-

ment for a Jtp»neae-<iomin»le<) lec-

tor o( the Alaska fi* proceninj

indusifv

Chnrlea R BUck Jr.. who heads

the Waihinston pu()bc iflai" ""l

lobSving firm Black, Manafon.

Siont and Kelly and who *"
named last month to Buah's reelec-

tion leadership loam, is one of a

bev7 of powerful Washington lob-

biiMJ locked in a brmair.g, high-

atikei "battle over allocating the

1800 milhon-per-yeAT pollock fiih-

ing industry in the north Pacific off

Alaska.

Black 18 part of a team rep.-eient-

ing the Pacific Seafood ProceMors

Aiaociation. whose membership

mciudtf aeveral Japanese-owned

(ish procfMUig companies that

dominate ihi- Bering Sea onshore

pollock proceiiing mdusiry. The

onshore proceiiors stand to gam

hundredk ol millions of dollars ov»i

several vears il thf secretary of

commerce approves a June harvest

allocation recommendation by the

Ncrtn Pacific Fishery lvl»na«ement

Cour.:i;

Undei the council plan, onshore

proce»sor5 would get control of

about 45 percent of the nearly 3

b.lhonpound pollock c*lch by 1994.

reducing the current 80 percent

share en)oye<l by their compeil

tiun— a factory trawler fleet that

luell las hu-ed some hJgh-pricM

Washington help to persuade the

Commerce Depanmem to overturn

the fishery council's decision

According to a recent General

Accouminj Office report, published

before another Japanese-owned,

onsnore piocesimg plant was com-

pteted. Japsnesa interests own

abnui 70 percent of the shoreside

processing industr). The trawler

processing fleet is about 20 to 30

percent forelgtvownsd. with Nor-

wegian interests holding the largest

foreign share.

iJim CiUnors. t Washington rop-

re^ntalive of the American P»c

tory Trawler Aasocistion thet is

fighting to overturn the fishery

cotmdl's recommended ellooitlon.

said it IS "beyond irony" that one of

Btlsh't top csmpsign adviien is

miJrtilng to advance lh« Interests of

Jstunese coropanioi at the same

Uilie the president >s trying to score

doknestK politlcil points by taking •

totgh trsie line In Tokyo.

"^ the one hand wo ate trying

to' promote U.S. anpotti. create

jobs in AiTwnca lad tight a rtces-

aion. iix) on tbe other tht Com-

f~

iptrtmem b considering s

I tint la designed to re-

Tihje of U.S. enporte and

mcreM* the proflti ef two

coinptnie* at the expense

IMen st-eea U.S. cwipa-

niM.' Mid Glbtiore

;But Buck and Oennla J. Phelan.

vice president o< the Pacific Seafood

PiocMMcs Association, md the

lt«ue cannot be C4tt ai a domeslic

versus Japaneif foonomic eiruggle

because both parts o( the industry

halve foreign components and be-

cikiae all the jobs at stake are

Atierictn

"There Is all kinds ol foreign in-

vojvemcni on both sides." seid

Buck "There art a lot of American

jo»s ai suke here that we are Tight-

ing lor
'

: Joseph Bkjm. a fithery council

number who a director ol the Wash

iflgton state Fiabetiea Deptnment.

auo uld 11 was a "phony argument'

to portray the dispute as one be-

tween US. and foreign inlereats.

"ft a a toesup." said Blum, who voted

aisintt the slkxition formula and

w>nis II overturned by the Com
mrrce Department. "There's foreign

inveatment in both places.'

;Black declined to say whether he

hid discussed the laaue wiih Robert

A^ Mosbechcr. who is leaving his

past as secretary of commerce to

bocome genersl chatniMn ol Bush's

reelection effort. I'd taiiier not get

into my eaetgnmenu." Black said.

Tlie (iatl Ariaion on the fishery

council's tOocelion formula re$t«

with the secretary of commerce.

who rarely rejects the dedaions of

the eight regional councils th«t reg-

ulate fiitmig catches within the

MO-raile U.S. fishing lone. \^it6

Moabacher leavinj Commerce, the

teaslon, wtiich is to be mada In ear-

ly March, would pass to secretary-

dcaignate Barbara Hackman Frank-

lin if ahe la confirmod Li tune by the

U.S. Senate.

The battle over poUock—

a

groundfiah proceMod into surlmt

paste uaed mostly in Japan m arti-

Iklll crab legs and ihhmp—also u
a fight over Jobs between Waahing-

lon state ind Alaska, two sutea

whose congiotsiona] delegations

have joined the fray. Sen. Tod Ste-

vena (R-Alaska) is aggressively pro-

tnotmg tlie mierestt d the commu-

nities in his eute that (epend on

nnshore processing jobs. Tha entire

Washington slate deleiation. In

turn, has pressed Moabacher to

ovenum the fishery council's de-

cision because the trawler fleet Is

based primanly In their state

Tlie issue hsa also been compU-

caied by Oisrges that the 11 -mem-

ber fishery council is awash In cosy

fllcu of Interest and that the pollock

allocation could directly affect sev-

eral council members. The Seattle

Times (eponed In November thai s

number of council members had i

financial stske in the pollock dod-

slon and other Issues before the

council. As an advisory body, the

council Is exempt from federal con-

flict-ofinlerest laws.

The corrfttcl-of-inierest alien-

tkina have prooiptad Rep. John D.

Dingell (D-Mich.), chairTTUO of tbe

House Energy and Commerce aub-

committee on ovemgnt and Invee-

ligations, to begin an inquiry Into

the matter.
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Opinion

Politics are poisoning Nortliwest fislieries

You donl have to look any farther ihan

Seattle's Pier 66 for proof that recettl

actions by the North Pacific Fishery Man-

agement Council and the Bush administra-

tion have inflicted great harm upon the

Pacific Nonhvvest economy.

At last count. 18 factory trawler vessels

sat idle along Seattle's waterfront because

of poliucal decisioni made that severely

limit the at-sea fleets access to the

groundfish resource that the fleet, ironi-

cally, first fully developed.

Last year at this time. I was working

aboard one of these boats earning family

wages The al-sea processing fleet

employed thousands of people while meet-

ing a multimillion-dollar payroll that

directly benefitted economic growth in the

Pacific Northwest

Today, that same boat sits tied up at

Pier 66 My personal income has declined

^•le to the current admiiustrauon's poliu-

decision. Yet — for the time being — I

eel lucky Unlike some of my colleagues.

I still have a job. This time next year, I

may not be so lucky

I am one of 10,000 Pacific Northwest

workers fortunate enough to be employed

by an at-sea seafood processing industry

that has provided me with high wages and

important health care benefits This indus-

try stands to lose over 3 .000 of these well-

paying jobs because of a poliucal process

How could this happen at a lime when

politicians each day claim they're fighting

hard for "jobs. jobs, jobs'"' Words are

not deeds Those boats sit unused because

politicians in Alaska and Washington.

DC. are ignonng the intent of the Mag-

MANAGING
RESOURCES

John McVea

nuson Aa (meant to Amencanize our fish-

eries) while creating a $101 million net

loss to the nauonal economy by guarantee-

ing a percent of the catch to foreign shore-

side concerns in Alaska.

Although Bush proclaims his support

for expanded free trade, his administration

has stifled our industry's ability to com-

Pon of Seattle to be $348 million

• The fleet contributed $500 million to |

the United States' balance of trade \

If you worry about the effect of more ^

Boeing layoffs on the region, you might j

also wonder about the potential impacts of
|

losing the at-sea fleet's considerable con- 5

tnbutions to our way of life.
\

What's the solution? Open access to

Amenca's fisheries by all segments of the

US fishing industry, subject to observ- .

ance of good conservation practices

That's what the Magnuson Act intended

The American factory trawler fleet should

be able to fish for groundfish in the North

Pacific and Pacific whiting off the Oregon

How could this happen at a time when politicians

each day claim they're fighting for ''jobs, jobs, jobs'?

Words are not deeds.

pete Furthermore, we are an American

industry that makes a positive contribution

to the nation's balance of trade.

While Japanese-controlled shoreside

processing plants continue to send their

catcher boats out to harvest pollock and

other groundfish. our segment of the

industry is forced to either tie up its boats

or fish outside of Amencan waters. Mean-
while, laid-off workers collect unemploy-

ment from the state of Washington to feed

their families Vessels financed by feder-

ally guaranteed loans and designed for

year-round fishing float dormant

Sure, the Pon of Seattle generates reve

nue ($1 per foot per day) on the vessels

tied up at Pier 66 But at what trade-off

Consider that just two years ago
• The ai-sca fleet's payroll expenditures

totaled $130 million in Washington stale

alone
• The fleet spent $240 million with

Washington state busmesses

• The fleet's economic impact on

Washington state was estimated by the

and California coasts, just like everyone

else.

Take it from someone who has been

there We are an Amencan fleet that

catches and processes groundfish By law.

over 75 percent of our crews are U S citi-

zens We positively contnbute to the

nation's balance of trade We make signif-

icant economic contributions to local

communities and the nation as a whole

This contnbution should be recognized.

Since the future of Amencan fishenes is

our livelihood, we are commined to long-

term preservation and management of the

resource By the same token, employees

of the ai-sea processing fleet urge our

elected officials to be forward thinking

The future of Amenca's al-sea resource is

our livelihood — a qualir> of life that is

very impcinant to the Pacific Nonhwesi's

vital interests

John McVe3. an employee ot Golden

Alaska Seafoods, is a lechnicun on t/ic

factory trawler Golden Alaska

78-917 0-94-3
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Jou rnal of Comiii.ao - .mlo. Washineioii. Monda y. Ju

Ruling favors

Alaska over
Seattle-based

factory trawlers
SEATTLE (AP) — Fishprocess-

ing plariLi en Alaska won a key
couri njling over SeaiUe-bascd fac-
lon- trawlers Friday as a federal
judge refused lo ovenum govem-
mcni aJlocaiions of Nonh Pacific
pollock and cod.

The ruling by US Di^inci Judge
Barbara J Ro(hsi«in is ihe laiesi

bui not Ihe lasi round in a bacde
over a $1 billion annual groundfish
industry

About threequa^'^rs of the catch
li now processed aboard the huge
trawlers, sometimes called factory
ships Commerce Department al-

locauons announced earlier this
year would cut that share to about
55 percent over five years.

According to department esti-

mates, the shift would cost at least
1 .000 jobs in Washington stale.

On May 29. the American Fac-
tory Trawlers Association and two
other groups filed suit asking
Roihstein to overtuni the alloca-
tions without a tnal.

The lawsuit said the shift ex-
ceeded the department's authonty
under the Magnuson Act, the mam
law rcgulaung fishing in U.S.
waters, and was adopted without
folloivmg procedure leciuirtd by
the Nauonal EnvirDnmenial Policy
Act '

Rothstein rejected those argu-
ments but added that "there are se-
rious quesuons involved in this
lawsuit which «rt not" covered in
the rubng and can be decided only
at inaJ

Specifically, she said she had not
ruled on whether the department
should have sought pubbc com-
ment on a cost-benefit analysts thai
was issued March 5. the day after
the allocauons werr approved, or
the assocLaix)n s claim that a sup-
plemental environmental impact
statement containing the analysis

(ConiinvKtl on Page 9, Column 1)

Fishing
(CoMioa^ ffom V,ux tliiri

wasadcguHe.
Sen. Ted Stevens. R-Aliska. is-

sued a staieaeni praising the ruling

as "a major tnumph for Alaska's

fishenes."

The niSmg "upheld the govern-

ment's ikcissn acknowledging the

needs of Alaska's fishamen and
coastal cDoimunmcs," said Rep.

Don Youac R-Alaska.

Bruce BA of the uawkn associ-

auon said ihe ruling "only ad-

dressed a my limiied number of

issues tot were inchided in our

complaiM. This is round one. It's

only raorf one."

Sinc£ Rothstein largely upheld

the way in which procedures were

folk>«'ed under the environmental

law, the focus will shift lo social

and ecoBomic effects under the

Magnusoo Act, Buls said.

Also iresolved arc contentions

that the allocation unconstitution-

ally faroed Alaska ports over
those ui Washington sale and that

membcn of the panel that recom-
mended the change were improp-
erly appotnied, he said-

The osoe has provoked heated

battles between the largely Demo-
crauc Washington stale congressio-

nal dek^auon and the all-Republi-

can Alaska conungem.
Led by House Speaker Tom

Foley. Washington's representa-

tives and senators wrote then-Com-
neice Secretary Roben Mosbacher
ui Ociotcr lo ask that the allocation

issue be Rnimed lo Ihe North Pa-

cific Fishery Managetneni Council

(or funhcT review.

They oKd questiooi raised by
Ihe NaioMi Manne Fisheries Ser-

vKe iboa Ihe council's recom-
mended changes in groundTish al-

loUDcnts, Bctuding a claim of inad-

equaie csvwTXunenial analysts.

They alio noted that Alaska
dominaa the council with six of

dK II vaiuw roemben. There are

Ihree boai Washingun, one from
Oreion and one frooi Ibe federal

£iivmifnm
In Jaaiary. (he tnwiers' repre-

tenuuvc in Washuigun. DC, Jim
GiUnorc said it was ironic that

Bush was in Japan on a mission lo

boost Aaencan business while one
of his csnpaign adviscrx, Charles

R. Black Jr., was lobbying for Japa-

nese inieresis ui the allocation bat-

tle by itpesenting PaciTc Seafood
Proceoon Associautn.

Aboa 70 percent d the Alaska
shore-based processoci that stand u>

beneCl from the ruling are con-
trolled Inr (WD Japanese companies.
h4ippan Suisan and Taiyo Fisheries,

wtuJe tte irtwteri fleet is 20 lo 30
pmeti foreign owned. Gilmore
said.

-^' - - .

-•

Black aid (he issue was employ-
mem raikcr (han foreign con(rol

and (hai t victory for the trawlers

would BUn "a net loa of Ameri-
can jote."

Jouiiog Ihe tiawlen association

in the towsuit were American In-

dependent Fishermen, a Washing-
ton siaic-based group of owners of

small fishing vessels, and Royal
Seafoods Inc. of Seattle, which
owns 1 pcocessmg plant in Seattle

and seioral trawlers.

Pacific S^^ood and 1 1 other par-

lies joaed on Ihe side of Com-
merce Secretary Barbara R
Franklin and John A. Knauss. un-

dersecreury of cooimerce for

oceans and atmosphere, named as

defendants in the lawsuit
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RE NME
WASHINGTON (AP) - A campaign adviser to President Bush denied

Thursday any conflict in his lobbying for a Japanese-dominated group

seeking the right to process almost half the p>ollock caught in the

Bering Sea off Alaska.

Pacific Seafood Processors Association, represented by Bush

adviser Charles R. Black Jr., would sharply increase its share of the

$800 million annual pollock catch under a proposed new rule.

The allocation is being fought by the American Factory Trawler

Association, which now processes almost three-quarters of the fish at

sea. Pacific Seafood Processors have onshore processing plamts.
'

' Jim Gilmore, the trawlers' Washington representative, called it

"ironic" that Bush was in Tokyo trying to boost American jobs while

one of his campaign advisers was lobbying for Japanese interests.

Black called that allegation "ridiculous."

"It's not American vs. Japanese at all," said Black, a principal

in the lobbying firm of Black, Manafort, Stone and Kelly. "What's at

stake here is American jobs, mostly in Alaska ... If the other side

won, there'd be a net loss of American jobs."

Black said foreigners hold interests in both the or^hore fish

processing industry and in the trawler industry.

Coriservative columnist Patrick Buchanan, who is challenging Bush

for the presidential nomination, said it was "just astounding" that

Black was lobbying for Japanese interests.

"We have really got to stop letting our policy in Washington be

made by hired lobbyists and registered foreign agents," said Buchanan

in Claremont, N.H. He said Bush should force Black to sever his

campaign ties or quit representing the fish processors.

* Two big Japanese companies, Nippon Suisan and Taiyo Fisheries,

control 70 percent of the onshore processing industry. The trawler

fleet, which operates primarily out of Seattle, is 20 to 30 percent

foreign owned.

Gilmore said the pro]X)sed allocations would "cut our revenues by

30 percent. There would be bankruptcies ... and thousands of jobs

lost."

"It would cost us higher-paying jobs to create lower-paying jobs"
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in the onshore plants, he said.

But Dennis ]. Phelan, vice president of the Pacific Seafood

Processors Association, said the Japanese invested in onshore

processing in Alaska after a 1976 law effectively closed the area to

Japanese trawlers.

"It was considered a great victory at the time," said Phelan.

"Now they (the trawler industry) are coming in, trying to Japan-bash

this thing, saying, 'How did this happen?"'

He said the trawlers are squeezing out the 125 independent boats,

which took 1 million tons of pollock in 1987 but only 200,000 tons in

1990.

The Commerce Department proposed the new rule last month following

a recommendation from its North Pacific Fishery Management Council.

The secretary of commerce must dedde by March 5 whether to accept

the-Tule. Robert Mosbacher is stepping down as commerce secretary

next week to head Bush's campaign, and Bush has nominated Barbara

Franklin to succeed him.

Phelan said several prominent Republicans, including Bill Timmons,

Tom Korologos and Ed Rogers, are lobbying for the trawler industry.

"This is hardly a situation where the poor, defenseless trawler

pwners are getting picked on by us and Charley Black," he said.

DE Updated: YY92 MMOl DDll

End of Story Reached
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March 22, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO: Members. Subcommittee on Fisheries Management

FROM: Subcommittee Staff

SUBJECT: Hearing on conflict of interest in the operation of

the Regional Fishery Management Councils

TNTRODUCTION

On Wednesday. March 23. 1994. at 1:30 P.M. in 1334 Longworth House Office

Building, the Subcommittee on Fisheries Management will meet to continue its series of

hearings on the reauthorization of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management

Act (Magnuson Act). This hearmg will focus on alleged and potential conflicts of

interest m the operation of the Regional Fishery Management Coundls established under

the Magnuson Act. Although the issue of conflicts of interest has already arisen at a

number of previous hearings, this hearing was called in response to a request by the

Honorable Jolene Unsoeld to specifically examine a recent investigation of the North

Pacific Fisheries Management Council by the Commerce Department Inspector General.

The only witness at this hearing will be Frank DeGeorge, Inspector General of the

U.S. Department of Commerce.

^ MADE OF RECYCLCO FIBERS
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Subrapoutue on Pubtrim MftnAcement
Ccnnm of latenst ud tbo Mafflusoo Act

March Z9, 1994; Pip 2

BACKGROUND

The Magnuson Act created eight Regional Fishery Management Councils

(Councils) charged with managing and conserving U.S. fisheries resources through the

promulgation of fishery management plans in coordination with the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS). In addition to managing fisheries resources for conservation

purposes, Councils are responsible for allocating resources among various and often

competing users.

Section 302 of the Magnuson Act established the Regional Fisheries Management
Councils and the process for appointment of members to the Councils. Congress

specifically intended that the Councils should be composed primarily of experts with

"hands on knowledge about fishing and fisheries resources. Hence. Section 302 provides

that the voting members of the Councils shall consist of (a) the principal State official

responsible for marine fishery management from each state represented on the Council,

(b) the regional director of the Nationjil Marine Fisheries Service, or his representative,

and (c) members appointed by the Secretary of Commerce "who, by reason of their

occupational or other experience, scientific expertise, or training, are knowledgeable

regarding the conservation and management, or the commercial or recreational harvest,

of the fishery resources of the geographic area concerned."

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

There is no universal agreement on what constitutes a conflict of interest for a

member of a Council. Although it is generally agreed that a person who personally

profits as a direct result of decisions he makes in his official capacity would have a

conflict of interest, there are numerous other instances where there is substantially less

agreement. For example, does a recreational fisherman who fishes a specific stock of

fish and then participates in an allocation decision on that stock have a conflict. While
some would argue the presence of a monetary interest is necessary to create a conflict,

others would say that a person's nonmonetary interest could bias his judgement.

Similarly, a paid employee of a commercial, recreational, environmental or other

interested group may have his judgement unfairly affected by the views of his

employing organization. It has also been argued that allocations based on state of

residence may lead a Council member, especially the state fisheries official, to act to

further his or her state's interest as opposed to the national interest.

The Magnuson Act specifically provides (section 301(kX7)) that certain actions

which' in another context would be an impermissible conflict of interest (and a violation

of 18 use 208, the federal conflict of interest statute) are lawful. For example, as long

as a Council member makes the financial disclosures mandated by section 302 (k), he is

generally not subject to the provisions of 18 USC 208 that prohibit an official from
acting in a manner that affects his financial interests. Further, unless they have made
the required disclosure. Council members are prohibited by National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Regulations from participating in (1) a particular

matter primarily of "individual concern" or (2) a matter of general public concern which

is likely to have a "direct and predictable effect on a members financial interests" (50

CFR 601.35(bX8)).

The Inspector General will testify that, "We have found, after some research,

that this exemption apparently is the only example in federal law of a direct statutory

blanket waiver from the prohibitions agamst conflicts of interest by federal officials...".
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: GENERAL INVESTIGATION OF
CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND THE NORTH PACIFIC COUNCIL

On June 30, 1992, Frank DeGeorge, the Commerce Department's Inspector
General, forwarded a memorandum to John Knauss. the Under Secretary for Oceans
and Atmosphere, regarding alleged conflicts of interest by members and staff of the

North Pacific Fisheries Management Council. The Inspector General found that while
the actions of certain Council members amounted to a conflict of interest, their actions

were permissible and legal because of the exemptions included in section 302 (k) of the

Magnuson Act (see above discussion of permissible conflicts).

The Inspector General's investigation involved the inshore-offshore allocation

issue and claims that certain Council members voted in a way that advanced their

personal financial interests. The critical action involved a CouncU vote to define

"inshore fadlities" to include all vessels of less than 125 feet. Three council members
may have financially benefited from this decision since they had interests in vessels less

than 125 feet. However, the Inspector General found there was no violation of law.

since the members disclosed their interests and this was not a "particular matter of
individual concern" nor a matter that had a "direct and predictable effect on their

financial interests".

A copy of the Inspector Generals memo is attached.

PgSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Numerous fisheries interests have offered a broad range of options to address this

matter, ranging from greater financial disclosure to stricter rules dictating when a

member must abstain from Council activities due to his or her financial interests.

Although a few have suggested revamping the Council system to prevent the

appointment of members with financial interests, most observers feel this would be a

drastic and unjustified change in the system that allows those with the greatest

knowledge and experience to act to manage and conserve the resource.
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ISSUES

* Have conflicts of interest led to any illegal actions by Council members or

Council staff?

* Is there any evidence that Council members have enriched themselves through

their actions on the Councils?

* Is there any evidence that the management or conservation of any fisheries has

suffered as a result of a conflict of interest?

* Does the perceived "domination" of Councils by conunercial and/or recreational

fishing interests that may be guided by short-term economic objectives undermine the

goal of long-term conservation of fisheries resources?

* What changes might be expected from Councils if the Magnuson Act barred the

appointment of individuals who are less likely to have conflicts of mterest?

* Do improper conflicts exist between Coundl members' personal financial

activities and their service as Council members? If so, how should these conflicts be

addressed?

* How can the composition of Councils be changed to eliminate perceived or

actual conflicts while still maintaining the basic philosophy behind the Magnuson Act?

* Is it still reasonable to believe the underlying Magnuson Act principle that

members of the various user groups have the greatest interest in the long term survival

of the resource and are essential to the successful functioning of the Councils, or should

decisions be made by those without a personal financial interest in the fisheries?

* Is there fair representation for all interested parties on the Councils? Further,

should Congress strengthen the requirement that Councils be "fair £md balanced" or

significantly alter the composition of the Councils to ensure that certain interests such as

commercial or recreational fishermen, consumers, and conservation groups are better

represented?

* Should the Secretary of Commerce exert greater care when reviewing an FMP
to ensure that no conflict of interest has led to the approval of a particular plan?

* Should NMFS be authorized to revise Council plans or amendments, especially

where there is evidence that a conflict of interest may have "tainted" the decision

making process?

* Should Councils be allowed to adopt FMP's that grant exclusive harvesting

rights to specific individuals while excluding other users? If so, should more stringent

conflict of interest rules apply in this situation

Jim Mathews or Greg Lambert (majority, X-63514)

Rod Moore or Bonnie Bruce (minority, X-63520)
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ITSHERMEN'S
FOUNDATION

Mnrch 21, lyyi

The Honorable Thomas J. Manton
Chairman/House Subcommittee on

Fisheries Management
534-Ford House office Bldg.
Washington, D.C, 20515

Dear Rep. Manton,

Attached is some additional documentation that I thought might
give your committee some idea of the frustration many of us

involved with our nations' fisheries have had with the guidelines
outlined in the Magnuson Act, Our Foundation has repeatedly
voiced our opinion that we do not feel that Magnuson or it's
regulations are necessarily broke, but maybe we need to take
a closer look at some of the managers that we're asking to
implement these regulations.

I would like to request that the attached letters to Mr. Frank
DeGeorge and the letter from the Assistant Administrator for
Fisheries to the former Chairman of the Western Pacific Council,
be included in the record, following your committees' hearings
on conflicts of interest. The letter to Mr. DeGeorge
demonstrates how some improprieties by council members, simply
slip through the cracks. The council members we had asked be
placed on administrative leave, were not only able to vote on
several major issues, concerning their own operations while
their case was pending, but each had a profound impact on the
outcome of these issues. Their recommendations to the council
were not only inconsistent with that of the NMFS, other council
members and the Endangered Species Act, which would have erred
towards conservation, but their positions could possibility
result in the over-fishing of resources who's long-term
Sustainable yield is unknown.

These individuals were not only accused of fisheries violations,
but also failed to report their Involvement with one another
(one leasing the vessel to the , other and the lease purchase
agreement) on their financial/disclosure statements, all of
which are part of the public record and I would be happy to
supply your committee with copies of these as well if you wish.
One of these council , members even purchased an additional

305 Hahani Street #181, Kailua, Hawaii 96734
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longline vessel to add to his longline operations ana failed

to let the other council members know that he had in tact

acquired yet another vessel. This in itself may npt appear

significant, however, at the time, the council was considering
regulations regarding the transferability of longline permits

and the increasing of the harvesting capacity of each vessel

and this council member was advocating no restrictions on either.

He had purchased a small longline vessel that could barely float

and with the new regulations, could transfer that vessels' permit

to a vessel twice the size. He also owns a company that operates

the largest ice house in the Western Pacific, is the largest

bait supplier and is the largest longline gear supplier as well.

Obviously it is not in this council members' best financial

interest to limit the number of boats or their activities.

The other council member, who was in fact the owner of the

company operating the boat when it was caught harvesting illegal

lobster, had the nerve to suggest to the council, as a member

of the crustaceans committee, which is also on the record, that

the lobster fishery quota (the number of lobster that could

be harvested) be increased, so the fishery didn't have to be

shut down. This after the NMFS scientists told the council

that the stocks were in trouble. She was evidently concerned

about the lost income from her lobster operation.

All in all, I believe in the system we're working with and feel

that our managers have to be free of outside influences. You

can't blame the council member for wanting to sell more gear,

but he shouldn't be involved in the regulatory process which
would ultimately restrict his companies' ability to expand.

This individual is even chairman of the council's committee,

that in effect, makes decisions in the fishery he and his

companies are directly profiting from.

The council process does need people from all sectors of the

fishery represented on the council, but maybe not to the degree
that these members are. The Magnuson Act should clearly define

the criteria for establishing council ethics for both council
members and staff. The public's trust and confidence in the

council system is what is truly at stake. Whether it's through
their actions or simply the perception, to the general public

that there has been some sort of violation of the law, the

council members cannot give the appearance of any improprieties.

As in the aforementioned case, it has taken nearly 16 months

to bring these council members to trial and during that time

they continued to participate as voting members on the council.

There should also be a mechanism in place that would allow the

NMFS Regional Director or the Assistant Administrator of

Fisheries to take immediate action and place members of the
council suspected and accused Of violating the public's trust,
on administrative leave, until final resolution of the matter.
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I hope that your committee can make the chdiiyes necessary

for Magnuson to insure that out ucean re&ources are protected

for years to come. We realize that your job in far fiom easy,

however, we appreciate your involvement and the efforts being

made by you, your staff and your comroittee.

If we can be of any further assistance, please feel free to

contact our office at 808-262-2476.

President
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July 22, 1993
r, HAWAII
hSHERMEN'S
FOUNDATION

Mr. Frrtnk DeGftOrge
Inspector General
Dept. of Commerce Ste. 7898
14th & Constitution Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Mr. DeGeorge,

For many months now, our Foundation, as well as other
organizations, individuals and public officials throughout
Hawaii, have been trying to get the Western Pacific Regional
Fisheries Management Council (WPRFMC), to address a very serious
issue. Unfortunately our attempts have failed and this matter
continues to cast doubt on the integrity of both the Council
and the Department of Commerce.

Two WPRFMC council members have been accused by the NMFS of
violating several fisheries regulations, which involved the
illegal taking of over 1600 undersized and egg-bearing lobster,
as v;ell as other related fisheries regulations (see attached).
This in itself has overwhelming ramifications, since the NMFS
and the WPRFMC have now had to close the Lobster fishery
altogether. The fishery, according to the most recent data
and the NMFS biologists, has been severely overfished.

Enclosed is a report of the incident, as well as a subsequent
letter outlining the position of the NMFS, to the chairman of
the WPRFMC and what action would be taken if any council member
is found guilty of violating these types of regulations. These
council members not only violated fisheries regulations, but
they also failed to disclose a secret financial commitment to
one another, which was inadvertently uncovered by the US Coast
Guard and made public at the August 1992 Council meeting.
There are other questionable activities by these council members,
that seem to suggest that there may be serious conflicts of
interest as well.

Our complaint is that there are no checks and balances to correct
this situation. When other Dept. of Commerce employees have
been accused of illegal activities, even outside of the agency,
they're put on administrative leave until the case is either
settled or they are found innocent. There are dozens of these
cases on record, both here in Hawaii and on the mainland. We
had thought that this Dept. of Commerce policy would be standard
operating procedure in order to insure the public's trust in
the process. However, not only do these council members, who

305 Hahani Street #181, Kailua, Hawaii 96734
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have been accused of these violations, remain on the council
33 voting and active members, but one has even continued to
fall to disclose additional financial commitments that may
directly effect his motives and participation on the council
itself. All this is documented with the NMFS/NOAA and yet their
hands seem to be tied by the system itself.

These council members continue to have a major effect on the

council process and one continues to chair a very important
committee. Many people, who have monitored our situation, from

fisheries around the country, have suggested that this is very
irregular and not in the best interest of the fishery, nor in

compliance with the council member's own oath.

We believe that these individuals should be placed on immediate
administrative leave until this matter can be heard and
adjudicated by an Administrative Law Judge as provided in 16

U.S.C. SS1858, the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management
Act. How can the general public be expected to abide by the

guidelines and regulations recommended by the council and

promulgated by the Secretary of Commerce, if those on the council
itself may have repeatedly broken their own regulations?

There appears to be significant evidence that the lobsters were
in fact illegally taken, as outlined in the enclosed NOVA and
we further believe that the criteria designed by the NMF5 under
Magnuson, supports the removal of council members should they

be found guilty of these and other violations of the Magnuson

Act.

Your office is our last hope of seeing the integrity of the

council process maintained before the September council meeting-

As of this writing, these council members will still be permitted

to vote on yet another issue that directly effects their own

fishing operations, while the charges against them are still

pending. We've seen the Clinton administration repeatedly

demonstrate that it will not tolerate these types of

improprieties that may jeopardize the public's trust and give

the perception that ANY federal agency's integrity is in

question.

we would respectfully like to request an investigation into

this serious situation and would also like any information

regarding action taken or obtained by your office, that may

be part of the public domain or available under the "Freedom

of Information Act".

We pray that your office will see the merit of our concerns.

President
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FEB I 2 1993

Mr. Rufo J. Lujan
Chairnan, Western Pacific

Fishery Management Council
1164 Bishop Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Section 302(b)(5) of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and

Management Act provides for the removal for cause of any voting

member of a Regional Fishery Management Council (RFMC) appointed

by the Secretary under provisions of subsection (b) (2) . The
Secretary may take such action if the concerned RFMC first
recommends removal by not less than two-thirds of the voting
members and if that recommendation is made in writing and

accompanied by a statement of the reasons upon which it is based.

This provision of the Magnuson Act is implemented by regulation
at 50 CFR 601.36.

This letter is to advise you of the procedure I will follow
if I become aware of conduct of a member that may warrant
consideration of removal.

I will advise by letter the Chairman of a RFMC and/or its
Executive Director, as appropriate, of such information that has
been made known to the National Marine Fisheries Service, and
include? a rocommendation that the RFMC review the information in
regard to possible consideration of removal of that voting
member. Concurrently, I will advise the concerned individual of
the information and indicate that the information has been
provided to the RFMC.

I will 3£k the Chairman of the Regional ccu.ncil and/or Exscutive
Dirnctor, as appropriate, to acknowledge receipt of this informa-
tion and respond within 60 days of receipt to describe the action
the RFMC proposes to take.

Hatters of conduct that may be considered sufficient to advise
the RFMC in relation to possible removal are:

Commission, while a member of the RFMC,
o of fisheries violation(s)
o of felony violation(s)

;

Falsification or purposeful omission of information
required for financial disclosure;

THE ASSSTAr-JT ADMINISTRATCiO
FOR FISMEBies
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ViC)lations of national security;

Voting on mattars "primarily or individual concern" in

which the memfter has a financial interpst; and.

- Behavior inconsistent with federal standards of conduct.

The above matters may or may not constitute good cause; I will
consider them in context before deciding whether to advise a RFMC
of such conduct.

If I advise a RFMC of the existence of good cause for removal of
one or more of its members appointed by the Secretary, or if the

Council independently becomes aware of good cause, that RFMC

should consider whether to recomwend to the Secretary whe reraoval

of such member or members. If the member in question is a

principal State official, the Council should consider whether to

make a recommendation to the Governor of a redesignation of that

official.

Sincerely,

William w. Fox, Jr.

(for)
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UNnrBl STATES OB^ARTIMEMT OF COMMERCE
The Inspector General
Washmston. D-C:. 3JZ30

JUN 30 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR: John A. Knauss
Under Secretary for/Oceans and Atmosphere

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Frank DeGeos^ jf .

Inspector Q§nj^Jf^

NOHIE PACIFIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Attached is a report on oiir investigation into conflict of

interest allegations against certain voting and staff members of

the North Pacific Fishery Management Council. We are forwarding

the report to you because we think it contains information that

you should be aware of in your dealings with the Coxincil. The

revision of regulations and the need for legislative changes may

be iiidicated by the facts of this particular case.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Ric Doery,

Assistant Counsel, at 377-1577.

Attachment
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UMtTEO STATES DEPARTIVIEIUT OF COMMERCE
The Inspector General
WBShineton. O.C 20230

JUN 3 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

Wendell L. Willkie, II
General Counsel

Frank DeG«orge JSMko«B««»

Inspector General

SUBJECT: NORTH PACIFIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Attached is a report on our investigation into conflict of
interest allegations against certain voting and staff menberi of
the North Pacific Fishery Management Council. We sure forwarding
the report to you because it exposes some fundamental problems
with the operations of the Fishery Management Councils. The
I>epartment may be interested in reconnuending amendments to the
Magnuson Act, 16 U-S.C. S§ 1801-1882 (1988), and its implementing
regulations, at 50 C.F.R. Part 601.

If you would like to discuss our findings or have any questions,
please feel free to have your staff contact Ric Doery, Assistant
Counsel, at 377-1577.

Attachment
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JUN 29 1992

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

FRANK DeGEORGE
Inspector General

FREDERICK PINCIARO
Assistant Inspectorr General for Investigations

NORTH PACIFIC FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
Anchorage, Alaska
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
CONFLICT OF INTEREST MATTERS
92DN5-3766

INTRODUCTION

North Pacific Fishery Manaaenient Council
Inshore/Offshore Preference Issue

We initiated this investigation upon the receipt of allegations
that certain voting and staff members of the NORTH PACIFIC
FISHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCIL (NPFMC or the Council) violated
conflict of interest laws and regulations. The allegations
revolved around the inshore/offshore preference issue (I/O)

before the Council. This issue involved a proposal by the NPFMC
to amend the Bering Sea/Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Plans by
allocating pollock and Pacific cod between inshore and offshore
processing interests. The amendment is controversial because it

would transfer a large portion of the total allowable catch from

at-sea processors (mainly based in Washington State) to shoreside
processors in Alaska.

Allegations

We investigated the activities of five individuals. It was

alleged that RONALD E. HEGGE and OSCAR DYSON, two voting members

of NPFMC, violated conflict of interest statutes when they

participated in the deliberations and voted in favor of their

personal financial interests on the I/O amendment.

It was also alleged that (^^^^^^^i^HH^^HHHHI^i^^^^
two former staff mergers of NPFMC, violated post employment
conflict of interest statutes when they accepted employment with

LGL Alaska Research Associates, Inc. (LGL) , a consulting firm

located in Anchorage. Further,^iBifc was said to have

participated in the I/O amendment at the Council after
negotiating for employment with LGL . The amendment was thought

to have a financial effect on LGL. ^Kwas said to be given

preferential access to Council information while at LGL and to

have helped the staff prepare for discussions on the I/O issue.

'jY^
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Finally, we investigated LAWRENCE P. COTTER, a voting member oC

the Council, who had a contract with a consortium of companies
that would directly benefit from the amendment.

Legal Background

Although we uncovered abuses, our investigation did not
substantiate any violations of criminal laws. We found that
conduct that is forbidden under criminal conflict of interest
laws in other contexts is permitted under the laws establishing
the NPFMC and the other regional councils. The legal framework
governing NPFMC operations makes this possible: it anticipates
conflicts of interest but establishes an exempting mechanism for

the Council's voting members and Executive Director.

The NPFMC is one of eight regional councils established by the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as amended
(Magnuson Act), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1882. Regulations promulgated
under the Act require that Council members be knowledgeable and

experienced in one or more specified areas, including harvesting,
processing, or marketing fish. Required experience may also
involve holding office in or leading a State, regional, or

national organization representing any of these interests. 50

C.F.R. § 601.33.

The regulations, at 50 C.F.R. § 601.35, make clear that Council
employees are subject to most federal conflict of interest laws,

including 18 U.S.C. § 208 (actions affecting personal financial
interests) and § 207 (post employment conflicts) . However, the

Magnuson Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1852(k)(7), and regulations, 50 C.F.R.

§ 601.37(b), exempt the voting members of the Council and its

Executive Director from 18 U.S.C. § 208 if they disclose
financial interests they hold that may come within the
jurisdiction of the Council.

The regulations, at 50 C.F.R. § 601.35(b)(4), prohibit Council
employees from maintaining financial interests that conflict with
their duties. Also, under 50 C.F.R. § 601.35(b)(8), Council

members are prohibited from participating in (i) particular
matters primarily of individual concern in which they have a

financial interest, and (ii) matters of general public concern_

that are likely to have a direct and predictable effect on their

financial interests, unless those interests are properly
disclosed.

We report the following findings in the context of these

standards.
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RONALD E. HFGGC

Allegations

By a 9 to 2 vote, the NPFMC decided at its June 1991 nesting to
allocate the total groundfish catch. This decision favored
inshore interests, allocating to then 35 percent of the
groundfish catch in the Gulf of Alaska during the first year of e

three-year plan. We examined an allegation that Council member
RONALD E. HEGGE personally benefitted when he voted on the I/O
issue. The NPFMC defined "inshore" facilities to include all
commercial fishing vessels of less than 125 feet in length,
leaving longer boats in the "offshore" category. It was alleged
that HEGGE voted in favor of this measure, which was tailor-made
for three boats he owned.

Findings

HEGGE disclosed in financial disclosure statements filed with the
NPFMC that he has a financial ownership in three commercial
fishing vessels described as freezer/longliners (boats that use
hook and line gear) . Those vessels include two 78 foot freezer
longliners and one 56 foot longline-crab vessel. He also
reported interests in two businesses, Sea Source, and Sitka
Fishing Co., and three fishing vessels named Rebecca B. , Melissa
Beth , and Michelle Ann .

HEGGE told the reporting agent that he and his wife, KATHLEEN
HEGGE, owned 95 percent of the 78 foot Rebecca B . and their son,
MATTHEW HEGGE owned the remaining 5 percent. The disclosure
statement indicated that RONALD and KATHLEEN HEGGE owned 50
percent of the 78 foot Melissa Beth , while HAROLD and MIG
THOMPSON owned the other 50 percent. RONALD and KATHIE HEGGE own
51 percent of the 56 foot Michelle Ann , and MATTHEW HEGGE owns
the remaining 49 percent.

HEGGE has a family owned business called the Sitka Fishing
Company. The Sitka Fishing Company administers the federally
req^jired insurance needs for his vessels, providing insurance at
a lower cost than buying insurance from other companies. HEGGE
also has a fishing business called Sea Source, Inc., which
manages the three fanily-owned fishing boats and pays the
skippers and crews. HEGGE operates both businesses from his
residence in Anchorage, Alaska.

HEGGE did vote in favor of allocating groundfish. But he stated
that he made it plain during the deliberations on the I/O issue
that he owned interests in longliner boats, and that he has done
so at other NPFMC meetings. Contrary to allegations, he said he
did not attend any meetings to discuss the I/O issue in advance
of Council deliberat:ons (there were no such meetings) and did
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not discuss his vote on the I/O issue with anyone else. IILGGE
said there was no attcr.pt by anyone at NPTMC to sway his vote one
way or another.

IIEGGE claimed that the final vote by NPFMC did not really affect
him. His three boats catch from 20,000 to 30,000 pounds of fish
in the area affected by the I/O amendment, while his boats catch
about 1,500,000 pounds of fish outside this area, in the Bering
Sea. He said the amount of fish he catches in the Gulf of Alaska
does not represent much of his total catch and, therefore, the
I/O decision does not really affect him. HEGGE said he will not
change his operation if the measure is approved by the Secretary
of Commerce; he will continue to fish mostly in the Bering Sea.

HEGGE said he was not required to abstain from the I/O vote just
because he owned three fishing vessels. He once abstained from a
vote on an education issue for longliner boats, and was severely
criticized by the longliner industry who thought he. had "let then
down." HEGGE believed that he has done nothing unethiral by
participating in NPFMC discussions and voting on important issues
since he declared his interests and reminded the Council during
meetings that he has a personal interest in the matters being
discussed. He was responsible for exercising his judgment to
vote for the best interests of all parties involved, including
voting logically to best preserve fisheries resources.

Records maintained by the Corporations Sections, Department of
Commerce & Economic Development, State of Alaska, Juneau, Alaska,
corroborated HEGGE's interests in Sea Source, Inc. and the Sitka
Fishing Co., as reported on his financial disclosure statements.
A cross reference check for the names of RONALD E. HEGGE and
flB^BBBH^H^Krevealed no business interests in Alaska other
than these two companies. There were also no corporate listings
for

We reviewed National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) records on
boats of 125 feet in length or less that are engaged in the
groundfish business. The 1991 list encompasses 95 boats,
including the three boats owned by HEGGE.- The NMFS list did not
contain any other boats owned by HEGGE.

We reviewed the transcripts cf the meetings at which the Council
decided to include boats of 125 feet or less in the "inshore"
definition. HEGGE did tell the Council that he owned vessels
that would be affected by the decision. The transcripts also
show that it was Larry Cotter, anothef voting member, who
introduced the 125 foot definition, not HEGGE. HEGGE thought the
Council should adopt a lir.it en the amount of fish caught, but he

went with the majority on the 125 foot definition when it came up

for a vote.
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Conclusion

RONALD HEGCE voted on a matter before the NPFMC in which he had

financial interests. However, because he disclosed his interests-

in the fishing vessels affected by the Council's decision, he is

exempt from the conflict of interest provisions of IS U.S.C.

§ 208 and 50 C.F.R. § 601 . 35 (b) (8) ( ii) . HEGGE did not violate 5C

C.F.R. § 501.35(b) (8) (i) by voting on the 125 foot "inshore"

definition because this issue affected a large class of boat

owners, and is therefore not a "particular matter primarily of

individual concern."

OSCAR DYSON

Allegation

We examined an allegation that OSCAR DYSON, a voting member of

NPFMC, participated in the I/O issue, including the decision to

amend the "inshore" definition to include vessels cf 125 feet or

less, even though he owns vessels cf less than 125 feet and is

the vice president and part owner of All Alaskan Seafoods, Inc.

(All Alaskan) . All Alaskan is a seafood processing company that

stood to benefit from the vote.

Findings

We determined that DYSON owns a 6.7 percent interest in All

Alaskan, a commercial fishing processor headquartered in Seattle,

Washington. All Alaskan owns an inshore processing facility,

located in Kodiak, Alaska, one floating processor (motor vessel),

and a crab processing barge.

/ , ^ , DYSON said he is not involved in the daily operations of the firm

i^iy) because he is f^ years of age and • is a retired fisherman. He

ma

said All Alaskan uses its floating processor primarily to process

salmon and crab. It functions like an offshore mothership with

the important exception that it processes fish within the

territorial waters of Alaska (within three miles of shore)

.

The All Alaskan inshore facility currently processes crab,

salmon, pollock, Pacific cod, sole, rockfish, red snapper, and

other species of fish, depending on the season. Salmon

constitutes the largest portion of the business' operation.

DYSON declared his ownership in All Alaskan and a company known

as Peggy Jo, Inc., on financial disclosure statements. He also

declared his ownership in the 99-foct catcher boat cal^^the
Peaav Jo . DYSON did not disclose his affiliation with^^^H^
^^^^^Hj^HI^HH^H^^^HB^ Inc. , because
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profit organization from which he docs not rccoivo any finjnoial
compensation.

We reviewed records at the Corporations Sections, Dcp:irtmcnt of
Commerce & Economic Development, State of Alaska, in Juneau,
which corroborated DYSON ' s financial interests in All Alaskan and
Peggy Jo, Inc. A cross reference check for the name of OSCAR
DYSON did not reveal ownership in any other corporations.
Records maintained by NMFS showed that the vessel Peggy Jo is
included in the 1991 list of groundfish industry boats up to 125
feet in length. There are 95 vessels on the list, all of which
come within the Council's definition of an "inshore" interest, as
mentioned above.

DYSON admitted that he participated in the I/O issue and in the
125 foot "inshore" amendment. He said his primary concern was to
protect the groundfish resource. Some of his decisions
benefitted him, and some have not. DYSON said the Magnuson Act
allows voting members to have financial interests in the work of
the Council because the Council needs knowledgeable members to
make informed decisions.

Richard B. Lauber is the chairman of NPFMC and he is a voting
member. Lauber said he has never seen any "skullduggery" from
NPFMC members on any issue, even though some of the members have
had personal opinions on certain issues. Lauber maintained that
if any unethical conduct had ever occurred at NPFMC meetings,
someone would have reported it to him, and that has not happened.

Lauber said both HEGGE and DYSON have declared their interests on
disclosure statements. He recalled that HEGGE even reminded the
NPFMC during the June 1991 meeting about his commercial fishing
vessels: HEGGE 's interests were not secret. Lauber said there
is no prohibition against either HEGGE 's or DYSON'S voting on the
I/O issue.

Lauber said neither HEGGE or DYSON are the kind of people who
would organize a coalition to lobby for any issue. He saw no
evidence that either HEGGE or DYSON attempted to influence the
votes of other NPFKC members during the June 1991 meeting.

Conclusion

OSCAR DYSON voted on a matters before the NPFMC in which he had a

financial interest. However, he disclosed his financial
interests in activity within the jurisdiction of the Council, and

is therefore exer.pt from the conflict of interest provisions of

18 U.S.C. § 208 and 50 C.F.R. § 601 . 35 (b) (8) (ii) . DYSON did not

violate 50 C.F.R. § 601. 35 (b) (8) ( i) by voting on the 125 foot

"inshore" definition because this issue affected a large class of

boat owners. It is not a "particular matter primarily of

individual concern," as previously mentioned.
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Allogations

^mMBi^^HHI^i ^ ^ former Council staff enployee who worked
on the I/O issue while employed at the Council, -i^left
the Council to work for a consulting firm, LGL Alaska Research
Associates, Inc. (LGL), where he was alleged to have worked on
the I/O matter and been given special access to Council staff.
It was also said that he helped Council staff prepare for the I/O
deliberations.

Findings

During 1990 and 1991, four NPFKC staff employees left NPFMC for

employnent with LGL, a wildlife consul t ing fim legated in

Anchorage . Those enployees werej^^^MIHIHHfe andm
^>cf LGL, had decided by

the end of 1989 to hire additional staff to handle increasing
client needs in fisheries consultation. In May 1990,^^^k
hired^IHIPI^^^ from NPFMC. iMH^fcwas a certified
fisheries scientist who had experience performing fisheries
assessments as a meiaber of the NPFMC staff.

The Pacific Seafood Processors Association (PSPA) is a trade
association, located in Seattle, Washington, that represents
inshore processing interests in Alaska. In the lattsr part of

iggo,:^H|mHI|^B PSPA's^flHHHh^ retained LGL to analyze the
NPFMC 's I/O study when it became available for public review and

cor::sient. The study, in the fom of a Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (SZIS) , was designed to evaluate the economic,
biological, and sociological consequences of the Council's
alternative recocnendations on the groundfish industry. The PSPA
and most other interested parties were primarily interested in

the economic ramifications. The draft SEIS was released by the

Council in April 1991.

<BaBHHHHi^BIH^^is a fisheries economist who was employed by

the NPFMC from September , 1987 through March 4, 1991. As a

Council economist, ^l^^HBB*" worked on the initial design of the

analytical database the Council used to evaluate the I/O issue.

He helped code data from a survey of groundfish industry
fishermen.

^MHI^ resigned from his Council staff position on December 22,

1990, but remained on NPFMC 's payroll until March 4, 1991 by

expending his accrued annual leave and compensatory time. He
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began working for LGL on Mnrch 0, 1991. V^BBi^ said that at

the time he was working at the Council, he did not know that LCL

would contract with PSPA.

One of MHHBBK first projects was analyzing the economic i'

aspects of the Council's SEIS for LGL's PSPA contract, ^^-/'y /(
conducted some background research for LGL on groundfish during /J,\,^^

March 1991. ^^told the reporting agent that he attended .

'

^

public Council meetings in March and April concerning the

groundfish industry and attended a lecture at NPFMC. He said he

occasionally asked NPFMC staff questions on how they arrived at

certain conclusions in the SEIS. He denied that he was given
preferential treatment or obtained any non-public information
from any Council employee. The NPFMC released the I/O SEIS for

public review at its April 1991 meeting.

Clarence Pautzke, Executive Director of the NPFMC, told the
_ fl)'C

reporting agent that .iH^BBK- was not present at any non-public
staff meetings at which the I/O issue was discussed, and that -j\i C^tewas not granted access to any non-public or proprietary l,^^',^

^
information on the I/O issue, ii^—1—^and ^M^fcfc . 'A
MMBi^ilb. NPFMC economists, said they met with •{fcto (~J/iC
discuss the economic model the Council used to analyze the I/O

issue prior to the Council's April 1991 meeting. They too both (-i\(r
said •i^^^ neither asked for nor received information from the I )\^

Council that was not available to the public. Neither Pautzke, /-,-\/^ )

i^niil^K^ nor.-•IB' said that1^^Bli^«ttempted to influence/ I }(}-
-

their work on the I/O issue.

:oDpleted his critique of the economic analysis and

conclusions of the SEIS in June 1991, after the SEIS was

published and before the Council vote on the I/O issue,^^^an independent consultant from British Columbia, Canada,

critiqued the biological portion of the SEIS for LGL.

In 1991 LGL provided consulting services on contracts totaling

^IBIii^B^' The PSPA paid LGL about $29,000 for the critique of •

the SEIS. PSPA was one of ^^active LGL clients for that year.

Investigation did not disclose that there were any contracts

either between LGL and NPFMC or between PSPA and NPFMC.

(4)

Conclusion

.worked on the I/O issue first as a member of the(7J(_L.'

I then for a consulting company. He did notCouncil staff and then for a consulting company
violate 18 U.S.C, § 207 by working for the consulting company

because the I/O issue was not a particular matter involving

specific parties. Further, we did not substantiate that''^

represented LGL in an attempt to influence the Council on a

natter in which he participated while working for the Council.

This investigation did not uncover" evidence that flHlHMPeither
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/'/

sought or received confident] .il or privileged information fron

the NPFMC or helped Council Gt.iff prepare for deliberations on

the I/O issue.

Allegations

is 3 former employee of the NPFMC. He served as

__ .the team that analyzed the I/O issue for

the Council. We received an allegation that in early 1991:aB^Bfc
announced his resignation from the Council to work for LGL
Associates where, it was alleged, he developed business from PSPA

and the Council. ^Hi^ did not leave his Council position,

however, until July 1, 1991, after the Council vote on the I/O

issue.

Findings

^^^^had overall responsibility for analyzing the I/O issue and

drafting recommendations for the Council. He decided how to

study the groundfish industry, coordinated teams to do the work,

and oversaw the project's development.

flllBl^told us that during his ten years at the NPFMC, he saw the

potential for a consulting firm that offered services in fishery

management resources. He discussed his ideas for a consulting
"think-tank" with MHHIMHMHB^ while both were employed at

NPFMC. MMl^ and iHi^ had been friends for years and shared an

interest in forming l consulting business, fll^^^told^^^^^^^^VHBk of LGL, thati—! was

interested in employment with LGL, and A^^m^ offered^^BB a

position in late March or early April, 1991.

40^^ advised Clarence J. Pautzke, Executive Director of NPFMC of

his plans to work for LGL, but he volunteered to remain at NPFMC

until the I/O issue came before NPFMC f or final action in June

1991. Pautzke and^H^- agreed that ^H^^ would stay at NPFIIC

through the first week of July 1991, to finish his work. Pautzke

announced l^MBl departure for LGL in the April NPFMC newsletter.

After announcing his departure, ^B^* handed out LGL business

cards at the Council. He told the reporting agent he did so to

let his associates know how to contact him when he left. None of

the people we spoke to told us otherwise.

-^iirbegan work at LGL in the second week of July. However, he

remained on NPFMC's payroll until September 1991, when his annual

leave was exhausted. ^—P* said h_e ha s not worked on any PSPA

contract for LGL; LGL ' s «Mm|giMtfHki>.provided -IHilBi^
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10

timoshoGts, which showed that ^HB^ did not work on a PSTA
contract. As mentioned above, LCL's coiisultinq work for PSPA was
only a small portion of the services LGL performed in 1991. LGL
did no consulting work for the Council.

r/)"Pautzke asked ^^H^^Hi^^^, Attorney-Advisor for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) , Juneau, Alaska,
for advice on whether fl^^fr would violate conflict of interest
laws by working for LGL. ^^ requested an opinion from the
Office of General Counsel on whether MH^ work tor LGL would
violate post employment conflicts laws.

Barbara S. Fredericks, Assistant General Counsel for
Administration, drafted a nemorandura dated November 22, 1991,
stating that the post employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. § 207
do not prohibit M|^^ from working for a consulting firm that
provides analytical services or from making a presentation to the
Council. The basis for this position is that § 207. prohibits
only representational activities, and to the extent that ^K^M
only consults for LGL, he does not provide representational
services. Further , ^^^^ may present his analysis to the Council:' //\^

because the fishery management plan ^^K worked on at the (1 H'-^

Council is a matter of general policy, not a particular matter _.^
involving specific parties. ^I^HBil^^lll^ stated that he ( 1)1^
believed this memorandum applied to him as veil.

Conclusion

fli^^k worked on the I/O issue at the Council and subsequently
accepted employment with LGL, where it appears he did not work on
the I/O issue. Even if he worked on the I/O issue for LGL, that
would not constitute a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 207 for the
reasons cited in the GGC opinion.

(^W

While SB^^ nay not have run afoul of 18 U.S.C.
culpable under other statutes and regulations.
certain about the nature of BI^BV work at LGL,
after he accepted employment with that firm, he worked on the I/O
issue at the Council. flBHa^iM^^i^H^i^^^^BH^iiHHa^H^^Bi^^^K.

§ 207 he may be ( V^
Though we are not
we know that

/'" W;

At a minimum.

flB^B^ actions clearly conflicted with the fair and impartial
conduct of his Council duties, thus violating 50 C.F.R. §

601.35(b) (4)

.
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I.AWRrMCE r. COTTER

Allonations

In the course of gathering information in Alaska, we uncovered
information that raised suspicions about certain activities of
LAWRENCE P. COTTER. We investigated whether and when COTTER, a

voting Council rember, had financial interests m companies that
stood to benefit from the Council's decision on the I/O issue.
We also sought to determine how expenses for a lobbying trip to
Washington by COTTER were paid for.

Findings

COTTER is c voting nember of the Council and is the sole owner of
Pacific Associates, a fisheries consulting business. Documents
we reviewed show that Pacific Associates entered into a

consulting contract with a consortium of five inshore seafood
processors that would be affected by the Council's decisions on
the I/O issue. The five processors represent well over a

majority of the inshore processing capacity in Alaska: Trident
Seafoods, UNISEA, Inc., Dutch Harbor Seafoods, Ltd., Alyeska
Seafoods, and Westward Seafoods. COTTER told us that he did not
discuss his contract with the consortium until September, 1991.
The documents we reviewed showed that one member of the
consortium paid COTTER $10,000 in mid-September and the others
paid him in October. COTTER said the September payment was
probably made in anticipation of reaching an agreement, nnd that
he did not deposit the check until October. The total contract
price was $40,000 plus travel and associated expenses.

COTTER and most of the members of the consortium signed the
contract in October, 1991; COTTER'S work on the contract
continued into 1992. The contract called for an analysis of the
different uses of crab waste, COTTER produced a report, dated
January 199?.. At the present time, we are unable to estimate the
report's value or the time expended in producing it.

COTTER told the reporting agent that he traveled to Washington,
D.C. in the end of October, 1991 to discuss the I/O issue with
Alaska's U.S. senators. He said he paid for the trip with his
own money and did not charge the NPFMC for expenses. The members
of the seafood processing consortium made individual payments to

Pacific Associates just before the trip to Washington. However,
we did not find payments to COTTER or Pacific Associates from the

consortium that specifically matched the amounts of the trip,

i.e., we did not substantiate that any payments to Pacific
Associates were for the lobbying trip. The consortium did pay

COTTER separately for expenses for a trip to New Jersey he made

in connection with the crab waste contract. NPFMC documents do

not reflect payment to COTTER for the trip.
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The Council rpqulations require Council moiv.bcrr, tu up.latc their
financial disclosure lorms "at any time a reportable imancial
interest is acquired or the financial interests are otherwise
substantially chanqcd." COTTEK disclosed his contract with the
consortium in a Statement of Financial Interests on November S,

l'J91. He told us that he thought he was allowed a 30 day grace
period to report new financial interests and said that at the
time he made his disclosure he thought he was m compliance with
the regulations.

Conclusion

COTTER participated in the I/O issue as a mer-ber of the Council
and entered into a contract with a consortiun of companies that
would benefit fror, the implementation of the Council's
reconnendations. Ke did not develop infor::iation that COTTER
performed any work for the Council on the I/O issue -during the
period after entering into contract negotiations with the seafood
processing consortium and before disclosing his financial
interest in Novemfcer, 1991. Thus, we did not establish any
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 208 or 50 C.F.R. § 601. 35 (b) (8) (ii)

.

The nid-September payment by a member of the consortium is
troubling. The contract was not entered into until approximately
three weeks later, and precontractual payments are unusual.
However, we do not have information that the payment was made for
a purpose other than COTTER'S consulting work, as indicated by
the company. Therefore, we have no basis for alleging any
violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 201 or 209.

COTTER traveled to Washington to discuss his views on the I/O
issue with U.S. senators. We determined that the NPFMC did not
authorize or pay for the trip. Further, we did not substantiate
that the consortium: paid him for lobbying services. The law does
not prohibit any appearance of a conflict of interest that might
arise from COTTER'S lobbying senators at a tine when he has a
financial interest in a group of companies that would benefit
from his efforts.

REFERRAL TO U.S. ATTORS'IY ' S OFFICE

The results of this investigation were referred to the Criminal
Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office, Anchorage, Alaska .

Prosecution was declined on KEGGE, DYSOK, ^^i^ll^Bi^ and
COTTER.

/-
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SOUTHEASTERN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION. INC.

je«ST<!«)B<5ia6T«ET . TAUAM*SSe£.fLO«lD*3a>1.17»l . m.l«04)l2*^iei2 • F««H)22MOOD(a6«3)

OSEITT C JONle. EXECUTIVE OMCCTOR

March 15, 1993

The Honorable Thomas J. Manton, Chairman
Subcommittee on Fisheries Management
Room 203 Camion House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We notice that you will be conducting a Hearing concerning

"Allegations of conflict of interest involving members of the

Regional Fishery Management Councils" on March 23 and would like

to offer comments for consideration.

In 1976, when MFCMA was being discussed and during passage and

implementation, it was always understood by the commercial

fishing industry that part of the membership of the Regional

Fishery Management Councils would be composed of persons engaged

in commercial fishing and therefore knowledgeable of the myriad

fisheries in the newly created federal fishery zone.

It was further understood representatives from recreational,

scientific and ecological groups would also be members of the

Councils and would operate within the parameters established by

the Act itself.

1
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1

2

3 We viewed the system as putting Council members in a "big box" in

4 order for them to dynamically discuss and debate fisheries

5 issues. The Council would then make RECOMMENDATIONS to the

6 Secretary of Connnerce for his final decision.

7

8 The one constant control of this system was the Council members

9 couldn't get out of the box. They had to recognize the confines

10 of the law and then their recommendations were to be reviewed by

11 the Secretary of Commerce who would, among other things, make

12 sure the seven National Standards were adhered to and all other

13 applicable laws complied with.

14

15 Under original concept, it didn't matter if a boat captain or

16 processor or marina operator or pleasure boat manufacturer served

17 on the Council because the product of the collective work was to

18 be an FMF RECOMMENDATION to the Secretary of Commerce who has

19 legal responsibility to determine if the RECOMMENDED FMP was

20 legal. After such a determination the Secretary would write and

21 publish the regulations. This is the kind of check and balance .

2 2 wh-fch makes government work.

23

24 What is killing the MFCMA is that former Secretaries of Commerce

26 have abrogated their responsibilities to the Director of the

26 National Marine Fisheries Service.
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27

28

29

30 WitlJ this abolition of checks and balemces within the fisheries

31 management system what we have now in NOAA amounts to a

32 dictatorship or at least a fiefdom where sportfishing friends are

33 rewarded and commercial fishing enemies punished. This is not a

34 good way to run our government,

35

36 What we hope you look at during your Hearing is the difference

37 between Councils. There is no way anybody can compare the Alaska

38 Council with any other Council. There is no way you can compare

39 the Pacific Council with the South Atlantic Council. Two

40 different worlds.

41

42 As an aside, on the South Atlantic Council for instance, the

43 State of South Carolina has still never had a fulltime commercial

44 fishing representative as a member of that elite group during the

45 entire IS years of its existence.

46

47 As a matter of fact, the Vice-chairman of the South Atlantic

48 Council IS also a leader of a petition drive to ban all gillnets

49 in Florida waters and prohibit all nets greater than 500 square

50 feet inside three miles of shore on the Gulf of Mexico side of

51 Florida.

52
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53 Hardly a fair person to commercial fishing but we can live with

54 hin if we only had equal representation of commercial fishing

55 representatives who could debate the issues at Council meetings

56 and have a vote on the FMP the Council submits to the Secretary

57 of Commerce for final approval and regulations.

58

59

60 There are two commercial fishing representatives on the 13 member

61 South Atlantic Fishery Management Council. Because of this

62 flagrant imbalance, the commercial harvesters are being squeezed

63 out of federal waters. As a result of this power play, non-

64 boaters and inland states consumers ability to purchase and eat

65 fresh fish from federal waters in the South Atlantic Ocean is

66 being denied?

67

68 What needs to happen, in our opinion, is for Congress to put the

69 Secretary of Commerce back in the fish business.

70

71 Rollie Schmitten, the new head of NMFS, is a very competent and
f

72 honest person who would like to make needed changes within the

73 agency. Unfortunately, his predecessor. Dr. William W. Fox Jr.,

74 resigned as AA for Fisheries at NMFS and burrowed into the bowels

7 5 of the agency and now he can't be touched because of his

76 political clout. There are other Fox students being brought into

77 the agency and are being groomed, without Schmitten's approval I

78 assume, for future policy making roles. A tragedy in the offing.

78-917 0-94-4
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79 If Congress removes commercial fishing representatives within the

80 Fishery Management Council process under the guise of "conflict

81 of interest", it will be validating the hypothesis that sport

82 fishing money can control anything. We pray such a validation

83 does not occur on your watch.

84

85 When Congress passed PL 94-265, it established a federal fishing

86 zone that was to provide food, jobs and recreational opportun-

87 ities for following generations of citizens. MFCMA is not

88 working. Removing commercial fishing industry expertise will only

89 majce things worse.

90

91 I would be glad to meet with you anytime or to answer any

92 questions you or members of your Committee or staff might have. 1

93 have been fighting in the trenches of the "fish wars" since 1964.

94 I served two terms on the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management

95 Council and am a past chairman of that group. I was active in the

96 Oceans Affairs Advisory Committee in the 1960's and 70's, I have

97 a 30 year corporate memory in fisheries issues and records to

98 match. They are both available to you for the asking.

Bob Jones

.

Executive l>i'rector
mu

cc: Southeastern Congressional Committee Members
Officers, Directors & Past Presidents, et al.
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STATE Of WASHINGTON

OFPICE OF THE GOVERNOR
P.O. Bot 40002 • Olympls, yn$hlngton tof04'000i • <30fi) ni-i^do

March 10, 1994

The Honorable Ron Brown

Secretary

us. D*p«rtmont of Comm»rc«

14th StrBst and Constitution Avanue N:W.

Washington, D.C. 20230

Doar Secretary Brown:

As is customary under the Magnuson Fishery Coneorvation andlManagament Act

(MFCMAJ, you have asked me for nominations to positions on both the North Paoific

and Pacific Fishary Management CouncllB. I am prepared to comply with your

request but want to do so onty with a better understanding of how ws oan coordinate

our actions to increase public trust in the operation of the managemont council*.

I request an extension of time to submit nominations aa that we firet can discuss the

Administration'e positions on the real or perceived conflicta of interest present on
managerrtant councils.

As you are aware, my familiarity with the Importance of the councils dates to my
memberahlp on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Commitl** of tha Houao of

Representatives and Is deepened by VVashingtori State's extensive stake in fisheries

issues. U ts my belief that the Industry, dependent upon and represented by the

councils, concurs in the need to rebuild public confidence and ti'ust in their

management.

in part, the public Is looking to the oharactvr of individuals appointed to the councils

to ensure that actual, potential or peroolvad conflicts of intercsl are removed. I want

to respond to thase public values by nominating persons who will be viewed as

objective, managora. Yet I recognize that, without similar actions by my fellow

governors, such action would only serve to mcrease the Influence of the vested

Interests rerT«lnlng on the councils and disadvantage those in my state who depend

on council actions for their llvoilhuods.
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Tho Honorable Ron Brown

March 10,' 1994

Pag* 2

The dilemma maK«8 clear me need for coordinated, federal leaderanip to transition

the councils from tneir existing itature to one of public trust. While Congressional

initiativo* in tha reauihorizatlon Of the Act may help, I believe the Administration

should be striving to restore public trust in the fwhory management councHs. This Is

a problem that yoo Inherited and I ballov^ Is ee*«nliBlly ©very partloipBnt&, liigJudlng

the statoa. fault.

I look forward to dl8cu$$lng with you and Department of Commerce officlBis

opportunities to Improve the council process. Please be as«ured that I am prepared

to eupport and contrlbuVo to a transition of the councHs I believe Is necessary to

restore pMbllc trust and confidence.

Sincerely,

Oovomor A/ j /
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The

Marine
Fish

Conservation

Network
"..To Proleit. Rcsiore. and Conxnv Manru Ftshtnes."

March 11 , 1994

The Honorable Thomas Mariton, Chair

Subcommittee on Fisheries Management

U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Manton:

With a Subcommittee on Fisheries Management hearing scheduled for March 2i on

allegations of conflict of interest involving members of Regional Fishery Management

Councils, I would like to submit to you the Marine Fish Conservation Network's suggestions

regarding this fundamental problem facing management of U.S. fisheries.

I've also enclosed a copy of an article you may have seen that appeared on the front

page of the New York Times a few days ago. The Network plans to secure more media and

public attention on these important public resource issues over the next several months.

The status quo that has predominated in management of our nation's fisheries must

change if our country is to have economically viable fisheries and ecologically sound marine

ecosystems. The Network, now comprised of more than 65 fishing and conservation

organizations around the country, looks forward to working with you to ensure that we have

fish for the future: to catch, to eat, and to help maintain the integrity of the ocean

ecosystems.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Mott

Campaign Director

Sli-cringCummitiiV

Ccnlcr (or Marine Conservahon • Crccnn.acr • National Audubon Socicly • National Coalilion (or Marine Conservalion • World Wildlife Fund

1725 DcSales Street, SW. Suite SIX) • Washinston, DC 20036 • Tel. (202) 857-3274 Fax (202) 872-0619
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The
Marine
Fish

Conservation

Network
"...To Prated, Ristare, and Conserve Marine Fisheria.'

The-following organizations have formally endorsed the Network's Agenda

as of March 11, 1994:

Ala<ika Longline Fishermen's Association

Ala.ska ^^arine Conservation Council

Alliance of Rhode Island Saltwater Fishing Clubs,

American Oceans Campaign

Atlantic Coast Conservation Association of Georgia

Atlantic Coast Conservation Association of Virginia

Atlantic Salmon Federation

Bass Anglers Sportsman's Society

The nilin^h Foundation

Caribbean Conservation Corporation

Carrying Capacity Network

Center for Marine Coii-iervation

Chesapeake Bay Foundation

Gty of St. PaUl/Bcring Sea Coalition

Coastal Waters Project

Columbus (OIF) Zoological Gardens

Conservation Law Foundation

Deep Pacific Fishing Company
Environmental Defense Fund

Fish First

Fish Unlimited

Fisheries Defease Fund

Florida League of Anglers

Ga. Dcpt. Natural Resources, Coastal Resources Div.

Greenpeace

Hawaii Fishermen's Foundation

Hawaiian International Billfish Association

International Game Fish Association

Jersey Coast Anglers Association -

Maine Lobsterman's Association

Maryland Saltwater Sportfishermen's Association

Massachusetts 'Audubon Society

Massachiusetts Wildlife Federation

Mystic River-Whitford Brook Watershed /Association

The National Aquarium (DC)

National Association of Underwater Instructors

National Audubon Society

National Coalition for Marine Conservation

National Fishing Association

Natural Resource Consultants (Idaho)

Natural Resources Defense Council

New England Aquarium

New England Coast Conservation Association

New York SporlTishing Federation

North Pacific Fisheries Protection Association

North Pacific Longline Association-

NYZS/The Wildlife Conservation Society

Oregon Natural Resources Council

Oregon Trout

Oregon Wildlife Federation

; Pacific Center for International Studies

People for Puget Sound

Project ReefKeeper

Salt Water Sportsman Magazine

Save Our Shores

Sierra Club

Society for Conservation Biology

The Sounds Conservancy

Sport Fishing Institute

Trustees for Alaska

United Anglers of CaJifornia

World Wildlife Fund

CfnlerlorManneCons.

SUrrtng ComrriitU

al Audubon Society • Nalio World Wildlife Fund
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The
Marine
Fish

Conservation
Network
"...To Protect, Restore, and Conserve Marine Fisheries."

Proposed Amendments to the

Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976

Objective - REFORM THE REGIONAL
nSHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCILS

The Marine Fish Conservation Network believes that refoim of the Regional Fishery

Management Councils is a fundamental issue for reauthorization of the Magnuson Act. We
recommend amending the Act to ensure a fairer representation of the broad public interest

among Council membership, and to prohibit Council members from voting on issues in

which they have an economic interest.

Summary of the Problem

The Regional Fishery Management Council system, whereby management decisions

are made at the regional level, as close to the fishers and other interested members of the

public as possible, is a cornerstone of the Magnuson Act. However, by including active

fishing industry representatives as voting members of the Councils, Congress also paved the

way for potential conflicts of interest in fishery management decisions. Individuals cannot be

expected to vote objectively when their financial interests are at stake and, in fact, there have

been numerous cases of conflict of interest throughout the Council system.

As adopted by Congress, the Act originally established mechanisms for reducing

conflicts of interest. The National Standards, Secretarial and judicial review, and the

requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) and Title 18 of the U.S.

Code, §208 (the rules prohibiting government employees from engaging in conflicts of

interest), all could be used to address the problem. However, over time these safeguards •

were eroded to such a degree that there are now few constraints on Council members.

As a result of various re-authorizations of the Act, Councils are no longer subject to

FACA ot 18 U.S.C. §208. While the Act requires voting members to disclose information

concerning economic interests in fisheries, the requirement does not prohibit them from

voting on matters affecting those interests. Furthermore, the courts have been reluctant to

challenge the expertise of the Councils and advisory committees, leaving only procedural

matters and cases of "arbitrary and capricious" actions for judicial review.

Meanwhile, fishing interests dominate the Councils. Language added in 1986 directed

the Secretary of Commerce to give priority for Council membership to active participants in

fisheries or their representatives over those simply knowledgeable individuals. Non-fishers

steering Committee:

Center for Marine Conservation • Greenpeace • National Audubon Society • National Coalition (or Marine Conservation • World Wildlife Fund

1725 DeSales Streel. NW, Suite 500 • Washington. DC 20036 • Tel. (202) 857-3274 Fax (202) 872-0619
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experienced in fisheries conservation and management, therefore, frequently would not meet

the qualifications for membership on the Councils. While that requirement has since been

modified so that knowledge of conservation and management may be considered sufficient

experience to be a voting Council member, there is still inadequate non-user representation

on the Councils.

Finally, many observers of the Council system have noted that another source of

conflict of interest is the designated state official. These individuals, by virtue of their

positions as state employees, are often beholden to the dominant political/constituent interests

in their home states, and therefore may be constrained from voting in an objective manner.

This additional potential for conflict among designated Council members only serves to

underscore the need to reduce the potential for conflict of interest among Council appointees.

Needed Action

The Marine Fish Conservation Network views reform of the Council system as necessary to

the attainment of the conservation objectives of the Act. The Network's proposals are

designed to improve the existing system of fisheries management. We offer these as a

preferred alternative to proposals being advocated by some which would completely overturn

and re-structure the Council system. In order to make the present system work, we
recommend the following:

• prohibit members from voting on matters relating to a fishery in which they have a

financial interest;

• authorize the Secretary to remove any Council member for violating disclosure and

conflict of interest provisions, and provide the Secretary with the authority to reject a plan or

amendment whose passage was contingent on a conflict of interest vote;

• provide the Secretary with adequate tools for determining conflicts of interest;

• increase participation of knowledgeable individuals who are not actively involved

in the fisheries; and

• enhance the role of advisory panels as a means to provide information to the

councils and to encourage participation by knowledgeable individuals early in the council

discussion process.
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Objective - REFORM THE
REGIONAL nSHERY MANAGEMENT COUNCILS

Amendments Suggested bv the Marine Fish Conservation Network:

• §302(b). VOTING MEMBERS
Amend (2)(B) as follows -
The Secretary, in making appointments under this section, shall, to the extent

practicable, ensure a fair and balanced apportionment, on a rotating or other basis, of

the active participants (or their representatives) in the commercial and recreational

fisheries under the jurisdiction of the Council. In addition, the Secretary, in making
appointments under this section, shall ensure that no fewer than 25% of the appointed

members of each Council are persons selected for their fisheries expertise, as

demonstrated by university, environmental organization, or other non-user group

affiliation and by past actions and accomplishments.

Add to paragraph (5) at the end of the first sentence - or if the Secretary makes a

written determination, including a statement of the reasons for such determination,

that the member has violated conflict of interest provisions of subsection (k) of this

section as amended.

• §302(e). TRANSACTIONS OF BUSINESS (new - renumber)

(2) Each decision of the Council shall be recorded through a roll call vote such that

the vote of individual members is registered and forwarded with the decision to the

Secretary for review under S304.

• §302(k). DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTEREST
Add AND RECUSAL at end of section heading.

Rewrite paragraph (2)(B) as ~
the spouse, [minor] children, grandchildren, parents, or partner of that individual:

Add a new subsection (5)(C) -

be kept on file with the Secretary for use in reviewing Council actions as required

under $304 and made available for public inspection at reasonable hours.

Amend paragraph (6) as —

The participation by an affected individual referred to in paragraph (1)(B) or (C) in an

action by a Council during any time in which that individual is not in compliance with

the regulations prescribed under [paragraph (5) may not] this subsection (S3020c))

may be treated as cause for the invalidation of that action if the vote of that individual

was necessary for approval of that action under subsection (e).

Strike paragraph (7). {Exemption from 18 U.S.C. §208}

Add new paragraph (7) - A Council member holding a financial interest requiring

disclosure under provisions of this subsection shall recuse him or herself from voting
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on or participating in all Council actions ihat would affect such financial interest-

Council members and the public may submit, in writing, a challenge to the vote of

any Council member for violation of this provision to the Secretary for review under

S304.

• §304. ACTION BY THE SECRETARY
Add paragraph (2)(D) under subsection (a) --

evaluate the action for violation of S302rk').

Under subsection (b), add new paragraph (3) and renumber ~

If the Secretary determiTies that a Council member voted in violation of S302(k) in

anv Council action, the Secretary shall disapprove the action if that vole was

necessary for approval of the action and mav remove the member or members in

question under the provisions of S302(b')(5').
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U.S. Fishing Fleet Trawling

Coastal Water Without Fish
By TIMOTHY EGAN

SEATTLE, March 6 — For the

volunteers who count fish return-

ing from the sea to fresh water,

this has lieen the loneliest year

ever. The surging Pacific salmon

and steelhead are gone; what the

fish counters at the Puget Sound

ship locks see when they stare at

the glass wall separating them

from the water is nothing but a

reflection of their own faces.

Across the country, in Glouces-

ter and New Bedford, Mass., the

story is the same. After 350 years,

the oldest American fishing area

is largely barren of the great

swarms of haddock, cod and

flounder that sustained more than

10 generations of New Englanders

and became millions of fish

sticks.

The Atlantic fishermen have

asked that the Government treat

them like earthquake disaster

victims. Last week, they honked

their boat horns in Boston Harbor

to draw attention to their plight.

To some, it was a funeral dirge.

Echoes of a Sad Song

From Chesapeake Bay, where

oystermen are fading like fog in

the afternoon sun, to the Gulf of

Mexico, where grouper and red

snapper are mostly a memory,
people who pull fish from the sea

for a living are singing the same
sad song.
' (3ovemment officials say most

of the major commercial fishing

areas in this country outside Alas-

ka are in trouble, and worldwide,

13 of the 17 principal fishing zones

are depleted or in steep decline.

As for salmon in the Pacific

Northwest, and three main com-
mercial species in New England,

the decline is catastrophic —
threatening to wipe out not only

whole industries but also cultures

and communities that are fused to

the cycles of tide and sea cur-

rents.

A Year Without Salmon

For the first time, there may be

no ocean salmon fishing on the

West Coast this year, a situation

roughly akin to Georgia not pro-

ducing any peaches.

Fishing communities in Massa-

chusetts are in such bad shape

that Gov. William F. Weld last

week requested emergency finan-

cial aid from the Federal Govern-

ment. Thousands of fishermen

are in "immediate danger" of los-

ing their homes and boats this

spring, Mr. Weld said.

But aside from devotees of wild

fish, consumers may not notice a

shortage of fish at the supermar-

ket. In recent years, farm fish

raised in pens in Norway or South

America have flooded the market,

driving down the pnce of fish.

In some cases, the lowered

prices have led fishermen to har-

vest more ocean fish in compen-

sation. About 40 percent of the

Continued on Page B7, Column 1

Front Page
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Continued From Page Al

nation's important saltwater spe-
cies have been overfished, mean-
ing more fish have been taken
than there are young fish to re-

place them, according to a recent
report by the National Marine
Fisheries Service.

\\;ho exactly is at fault in the decline
is much debated. Old-time fishermen
blame factory trawlers, boats the size
of football fields that using sonar and
satellite communications to track huge
schools of fish in remote areas. The
trawler owners blame small-boat oper-
ators who do not follow the rules, fish-

ing. out of season or using illegal nets.

Environmentalists blame industries
that have drained wetlands and
dumped toxic materials into shallow
bays.

Experts seem to agree on a few
points. Pollution has indeed played a
role; Pacific salmon have disappeared
because the freshwater streams where
they spawn have been soiled or are
blocked by dams. Restoring the
streams in the Northwest may cost
more than $2 billion.

But, the experts say, fishermen
themselves are also to blame for tak-
ing more than the sea could give back > in what he is regulating. A marine
in ^lew England, the mid-Atlantic and

I biologist, he owns a share in a factory
theGulf of Mexico. "You can boil it all I trawler that takes pollock from the
down to the fact that there are far too

I Bering Sea,
many fishermen and not enough fish,"

regional councils, which themselves
are dominated by the fishing industry.
In most cases, the councils have been
unable or unwilling to set fishing limits
for themselves.

Critics say it is as if the national
forests were handed over to the timber
industry to decide how many trees to

cut every year. The fishermen who
defend the present system say the
councils are weighted toward their in-

dustry because they are the most
knowledgeable and have a self-interest

in preserving fishermen's livelihood.

As a result, most fishing areas are
free-for-alls, as fisherman try to catch
as many fish as possible before a rival
does. Congressional leaders say the
councils will probably be remade this

year as legislators consider reauthoriz-
ing the nation's fundamental fishing
law, the Magnuson Act.

"If I had my druthers, these councils
would be run by professional managers
rather than political appointees," said
Wally Pereyra, a member of one of the
panels, the North Pacific Fishery Man-
agement Council, which covers Alas-
kan waters. "But as it is, if you re-

moved people who have a stake in the
industry, you'd probably have to ex-
cuse everyone on the council."

Like many members of these coun-
cils, Mr. Pereyra has a financial stake

reached the limit of what they can
produce. Nine out of the world's 17

major fisheries are in serious decline,
and four others are classified as com-
mercially depleted, according to a re-

port last summer by the United Na-
tion's Food and Agriculture Office.

United States officials thought they
could avoid becoming part of a global
trend of overfishing when they passed
the Magnuson Act in 1976. It expanded
the coastal economic zone claimed by
the United States from 3 miles offshore

Pollution and
overfishing

produce a year of

tiny catches.

said Dick Schaefer. the conservation
director of the national fisheries serv-
ice.-

Technology has made fishing so so-
phisticated that major marine areas
can be cleaned out in a short time.
And the system set up to regulate

these public resources is awash with
conflicts of interest. Fishing in United
States waters is regulated by eight

More Demand for Fish

Worldwide, fish provide more than
half of all the animal protein consumed
by people. As the global population has
exploded, fishing has tried to keep up
with the demand, growing by more
than 50 percent in one generation's
time.

But the oceans, which cover 70 per-
cent of the earth's surface, may have

to 200 miles, effectively chasing away
large foreign fishing fleets.

But with foreign fishermen gone,

Americans began to build up their

fleet, buying huge vessels and equip-

ment with low-interest loans backed by

the Government.

Too Many Boats

For several years, times were good.
In the North Pacific, fishermen took in

$1.5 billion a year for their Alaskan
pollock. In the gulf, the number of

shrimpers increased significantly, al-

though this led to a large decline in the
species of fish, like groupers and red
snappers, that are accidently caught in

the small-mesh shrimp nets.

And in New England, many fisher-

men had record years as they went
after the bounty that had been claimed
by boats from Russia, Germany and
Spain.
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But now there are too many boats

and not enough fish Representative
Gerry E. Studds, the Massachusetts
Democrat who heads ihe House Mer-
chant Marine and Fisheries Commit-
tee, has proposed that the Government
pay fishermen to get out of the busi-

ness. Here in Seattle, home port for

most of the North Pacific trawlers,

fishermen spend as much time in bank-

ruptcy court as they do mending nets.

"The problem of foreign overfishing

has been replaced by even more seri-

ous overfishing by the American fish-

ing industry." said Valerie Christy, a

spokeswoman for the Marine Conser-

vation Networlt. a coalition of major
environmental groups.

With boat mortgages and equipment
costs to meet, some fishermen are
loath to limit their tal<e as a way of

providing for future years, although

some fishermen criticize that as short-

sighted.

"The ocean is a farm." said Harold
Lashley, a 78-year-old retired Glouces-

ter fisherman. "If you take away all

the feed and the females, when it

comes time to plant, you haven't got

any seed. Leave it alone. Seed the

ocean and allow the fish to grow."
To protect the fish that are left, the

Government has closed a large part of

Georges Bank, the continental shelf

east of Cape Cod whose stocks of cod.

haddock and flounder have been ex-

hausted, and has approved a plan that

by restricting fishing days will reduce

the catch off New England by 50 per-

cent over the next five to seven years.

The measures were put in place only

after the council that is supposed to

regulate New England fishing was
sued in Federal court. Similarly, on the

West Coast, several groups are threat-

enmg lawsuits to force the regional

council to protect fish species. The
council considered a total salmon-fish-

ing ban two years ago but did not

Declining Fish Catches

The Magnuson Act. passed in

1976. regulates fishing in United

States waters. Commercial
catches since the act:

Chinook salmon on the West
Coast, not Including Alaska.

5.00 million fish

3.75

2.50

lillllk
Source: NaJlonaJ Marlns nsn&nss SarWcs

A way of life on

the verge of

disappearing.

proceed, and the region is now seeing

j

the lowest number of fish returning to

j
spawn in memory.

I

There are several bright spots in

American fishing waters, primarily in :

areas with heavy regulation. New Eng-

1

land lobster fishing has remained
I

steady. Striped bass and mackerel

have made strong comebacks on the

East Coast after conservation meas-
ures were put in place. In Alaska, the

nation's most productive fishing wa-

ters, the salmon catch last year was a

record 200 million fish.

Some experts point to Alaska salmon
|

The pnmary commercial species,

or 'groundfish" — mostly cod,

haddock and flounder

200 thousand tons of fish

150

as an example of how 'j manage fish.

In Alaska, fishermen are allowed to go
after the catch only after state officials

determine that enough fish to sustain

future generations have relumed to

spawning grounds. And there is a limit

on the number of fishermen. Most oth-

er Amencan fisheries are wide open,

with no restrictions on either fish or
who catches them.

If present trends hold, not only will

major American fishing areas contin-

ue to decline, but the culture lives that

revolve around them may also disap-

pear. The Magnuson Act requires fish-

ing managers to consider preserving
"a way of life" as they try to conserve
fish. But putting that into policy has
been difficult.

Mr. Lashley. the Gloucester fisher-

man, says his family has been in fish-

ing for hundreds of years, but that will

change. Mr. Lashley said his grandson.
Michael Lashley. 28. "will definitely be
the last fishermen in the family."
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National ^2Audubon Society scuny science cemer
*^ V-- ^"'' South Bay Avenue

i^ tslip. NY 11751

(S16) 277-4289

(516) 334 iTiO fax
58( 526rS

/

April 20, 1994

The Honorable Thomas J. Manton
c/o Gregory Lee Lambert, Counsel

U.S. House of Representatives

504 Ford Building

Washington, DC 20515

Honorable Manton:

Please enter the attached document "Ending Overfishing (Before it Ends

Itself)" into the hearing record for the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and

Management Act.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

'^S^^^-
Cari Safina, Ph.D.

Director, Living Oceans Program
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Ending Overfishing (Before it Ends Itself)

Carl Safina

Simple changes to existing federal law could save billions of dollars

and thousands of jobs.

In the late 1960s and 1970s, fishing vessels from distant nations began arriving

in force near the coast of North America. They came primarily from eastern

Europe, the U.S.S.R., and east Asia. And they came with fishing power beyond
anything Americans had ever used. Equipped to fish for months at a time and
with the finest electronic fish-finding gear available, cooperating fleets of catcher

boats systematically scoured coastal waters, working with floating factories

(affectionately referred to as "mother ships") capable of processing phenomenal
quantities of wild fish into seafood products at the scene of capture. Not all of

this occurred somewhere over the horizon. I once ran my own boat past a Polish

vessel processing squid so close to shore that crew members could watch the

Americans in their colorful swimsuits playing in the surf. Neither the fish

populations, nor the relatively small-scale coastal American fishers of the day,

could last long under the onslaught.

Reacting on behalf of American fishers to the rapid devastation of many fish

populations on the continental shelves of North America, Congress in 1976 passed

the Magnuson Fisheries Management and Conservation Act. The Magnuson Act,

as it is often called, created federal authority to manage fisheries, and claimed the

area between 3 and 200 miles from shore- two million square miles of ocean— as

the Fishery Conservation Zone (later changed to the Exclusive Economic Zone,
or EEZ) of the United States.

Congress' major purpose in enacting the Magnuson Fisheries Act was twofold:

1) re-Americanize the fisheries by controlling or eliminating foreign fishing

along our coasts, and 2) conserve and restore the fish. ITie first goal was
accomplished with Yankee efficiency. But with a few exceptions, effective work
toward the second goal has never really kicked in. This is largely because

deficiencies in the Act remain significant. The Act is up for reauthorization this

year, and the time is ripe for some changes in order to end overfishing in U.S.

federal waters. Foremost, the Act must be amended to a) compel fishery

managers to end overfishing and restore depleted living resources, b) empower
fishery managers to conserve and restore habitat, c) erect a national policy for

the minimization of incidentally killed bycatch.

The Magnuson Act's two major purposes have in practice proven

incompatible. To aid re-Americanization and domestic fishery development, the

federal government extended to American fishermen a protective umbrella of

loan guarantees and investment incentives that allowed them to rapidly expand

their fishing capability, which soon matched that of the recently-eliminated

foreigners. In retrospect, these well-meaning incentive programs were disastrous

to both fish and fishers, especially independent fishers, because they encouraged

investment in fishing by people with no prior history or stake in fisheries. This

increased investment resulted in tremendous overcapitalization; far more fishing

power than needed to capture the available fish in sustainable quantities, too much
fishing power to allow all the players to remain reasonably profitable, and too

many boats chasing too few fish. Overfishing and fish habitat loss have continued

to be chronic and widespread, and attempts to grapple with them have been too

little or too late in many instances.
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Economic, Social, and Ecological FailureUnder the

Magnuson Fisheries Act

A spectacular array of fishery management failures in U.S. federal waters

provide many examples from which to illustrate the issue of overfishing within

the context of the Magnuson Act. Overfishing can be very roughly defined as

taking more fish than the fish population can naturally replace (this working

definition is very narrow, because sustainably catching the entire "surplus"

production of one species may have the effect of starving another important

species that relies on the first for food, or other ecological effects, and it assumes

the population has not been previously depleted to a low but stable level). Fishes

whose populations are at their historic lows because of overfishing include some
very familiar table fare: swordfish, several species of tunas, red snapper, cod,

several types of flounders and groupers, and others. Summer flounder,

yellowtail flounder, red snapper, and swordfish populations are now capable of

producing only 30 percent, 15 percent, 12 percent, and 40 percent, respectively,

of their long-term potential yield. Combined landings of reef fishes like

groupers and snappers fell more than 80 percent during the 1980s. While these

species are still available in markets and restaurants, few consumers understand

the shifting market or can see that their renewable resources are being mined.

For example, the swordfish's Atlantic breeding population has been halved since

the 1970s, and the average size of swordfish caught is now only about half the

size at sexual maturity. In other words swordfish are now typically caught

before they can breed. Few consumers have been brought such information, but it

has implications for pricing, quality, consumer ethics, and future options in their

marketplace.

The Magnuson Act's failure to conserve the fish for the fishers is perhaps

most symbolically tragic in New England, where much of the impetus for

enacting the Magnuson Act originally occurred. The cost of overfishing to New
England was estimated by a Massachusetts task force in 1991 at $350 million

annually from lost potential catches, and 14,000 lost jobs. The worst fishery

management debacle in New England has involved a group of fish known
collectively as groundfish, which include such species as cod, pollock, haddock,

redfish, and flounders. They are called groundfish because they are found deep,

hugging the ground. Their name might equally apply to the manner in which

they have been ground down by overfishing. These fish were once so prolific that

their abundance helped spur European exploration and settlement of northeastern

North America. Explorer John Cabot described the Grand Banks around the

year 1500 as so "swarming with fish [that they] could be taken not only with a net

but in baskets let down with a stone." About a hundred years later, a colonist

who had come to partake wrote reverentially of the "Cod, which alone draweth

many nations thither and is become the most famous fishing of the world." This

swarming bonanza of riches has been reverse-siphoned into a welfare drain by

managerial negligence.

The Magnuson Act's inability to provide an effective framework for

preventing the problems it was ostensibly created to prevent is highlighted by

comparing New England's groundfish situation with that of neighboring

Newfoundland. Canada lacks a law similar to the Magnuson Act, yet Canadian

and New England fisheries suffered a remarkably similar pattern of ills brought

first by the foreign fleets and then by domestic mismanagement derived from

denial, over-optimism, and failure to apply a margin for error. In

Newfoundland, the Atlantic cod is now commercially extinct. Canadian federal

fishery officials who for years were in a state of denial, finally closed the failing

fishery in 1993— an action unimaginable only a few years ago. The situation is

costing Canada an estimated 42,000 jobs and an estimated 1.8 billion dollars in
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unemployment payments. Payments or not, a way of life and the seafaring

knowledge that went with it— a culture— is being destroyed. One fisherman was
quoted lamenting "The cod to us was like the buffalo to the plains Indians."

In adjacent U.S. waters, the Magnuson Act failed to prevent a parallel

groundfish catastrophe. New England cod are at their lowest levels ever, and

drastic economic dislocation is well underway. Atlantic halibut are commercially

extinct. Though fishing for them is allowed, no one tries. There are so few
Atlantic halibut left that they do not even appear in the table of landings in the

National Marine Fisheries Service' (NMFS) report on the Status of Fishery

Resources of the Northeastern United States. Haddock are now also

commercially extinct in New England. They are too rare in the Gulf of Maine to

support directed fishing. On Georges Bank, NMFS suspended haddock fishing by

emergency action in January 1994 after New England landings of the

long-beleaguered fish plunged 66 percent in one year. The Northeast regional

director for the National Marine Fisheries Service told the mid-Atlantic Fishery

Management Council (one of eight regional councils that develop fishing policies

and regulations) that in his opinion the Gulf of Maine should also be closed to

haddock catches. In the Gulf of Maine, no haddock appear in the net in 60

percent of the fishing trips. An allowance of five hundred pounds of haddock per

trip has been imposed, not so much to protect haddock as to prevent any

protection of the few remaining haddock from interfering with fishing activities

aimed at other depleted species like cod and flounder (the New England Council

wanted the haddock trip limit to be 5,000 pounds, but the Secretary of Commerce
disapproved this measure. NMFS requested the council to consider "a meaningful

trip limit for haddock" and to consider whether any haddock at all should be

landed). NMFS' regional director believes that the five hundred pound haddock
allowance may help to supress recovery of the species in the Gulf of Maine. The
Georges Bank haddock population is now one tenth that which is required to

produce the "maximum sustainable yield."

Similarly, the situation with yellowtail flounder, which was once the backbone

of fishing ports in southern New England, has been termed "a disaster" in that

region by Dr. Vaughan Anthony, chief scientist in the National Marine Fisheries

Service's Northeast center. In a January 1994 advisory report on the status of

New England fish populations, the Service stated that for southern New England

yellowtail flounder, "The fishing mortality rate has been extremely high...

currently for every 100 fish alive at the beginning of the year, only 8 survive to

the beginning of the next year. Spawning stock biomass [the aggregate weight of

the live breeding population] in 1992 was at a record low level." Unsurprisingly,

breeding success is "the poorest on record." With the highly unusual use of an

exclamation point in a parched scientific report, the Service states "The stock has

collapsed! Fishing mortality on this stock should be reduced to levels

approaching zero. This includes discard mortality." Discards of flounders

caught too small is at a record high. The last big year class of juvenile yellowtail

flounders was in 1987, and 60% of the catch of fish from this year class was
discarded dead, because they were too small to sell when they were caught. The
report also notes that "Spawning stock biomass declined 94% between
1989-1992." In January of 1994, Dr. Anthony told the Mid-Atlantic Fishery

Management Council that the allowable catch should now be zero. Yet the

professionals and scientists in the Fisheries Service must defer to the political

appointees on the fishery management councils who actually set fishing policy.

Despite all this bad news and trouble, the New England Fishery Management
Council's recently adopted New England groundfish plan merely aims to halt-

but not to reverse— these declines by reducing fishing mortality of some species

over the next five to ten years (depending on species) by fifty percent. If it
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works, the fishes will no longer be overfished, but neither will they be rebuilding

to more productive levels of abundance. In addition to fish, shellfish have also

been hammered. Lobsters in the Gulf of Maine are officially deemed

"overexploited," and NMFS says New England sea scallops are "at or near

all-time lows." The scallop management plan also will take years to end

overfishing and does not address rebuilding. As it stands, we can look forward to

intentional maintenance of the lowest-ever levels of these "renewable" resources.

The Commerce Department has recently proposed $2.5 million in assistance to

Northeastern communities hard hit by fishing industry problems. This first drop

in the fish relief bucket-- unprecedented in the U. S.~ signals the beginning of an

ominous siphon-like reversal in the economic contribution that fishing can and

should be- but is not- making to the economy of the northeast states.

The problems are by no means confined to the northeast. The North Pacific

fleet of factory trawlers (sea-going factories that both catch the fish and process

them on board) is another severe example of fishery management failure under

the Magnuson Act. Encouraged and invited by the North Pacific Fisheries

Management Council's open-to-all-at-no-fee policy, the number of factory

trawlers mining the waters off Alaska grew from 12 in 1986 to 65 in 1992.

These ships often catch 350,000 pounds of fish in a single haul (one of the

trawlers reportedly can catch over a million pounds offish in one tow of its net).

The target fish is walleye pollock, and landings of 3 billion pounds (valued at

$324 million in 1992) make this the largest single-species fishery in the world.

This "American" fleet has been largely funded by Japanese and Norwegian

investments. Free and wide open access into this fishery is still allowed by the

regional fisheries management council. The pollock are already showing signs of

exhaustion, and concurrent with the development of the fishery has been a decline

in animals that rely on pollock for food. Sea lions, and several seabirds have

undergone population declines of 50 to 90 percent in the last twenty years. The

ultimate predator is now starving itself as well. Two of the trawlers and their

parent company went bankrupt in 1993. One Seattle-based trawler company

owner recently stated "I fear that more than half of the boats might teeter on the

edge of bankruptcy... taking with them 4,000 jobs. These boats were mortgaged

on the assumption that they would fish 10 months a year. They now fish barely

five." Some observers speculate that a third of the fleet would have to leave the

fishery before it can become economically productive again. The Council's

laissez-fair policy now appears to have been a "losers take all" proposition;

destroy the resource and put yourself out of business simultaneously. The

Council's open-access mentality has also resulted in a vastly overcapitalized

fishery for halibut. This time, in order to protect the fish as the fleet swelled

without control to 5,500 boats, the season was reduced to just two days per year;

one in spring and one in fall. During these 24-hour marathons, the quickest,

most hazardous, and most wasteful methods are employed to catch the fish. The

result: every 24-hour opening sees fatalities, sinkings, and enormous amounts of

spoiled fish, and consumers virtually never see fresh halibut. Now that the

problem has gotten out of hand, the Council plans to institute quotas, beginning

next year, that would allow boats to fish any time they want until they fill their

individual limit for the year. But in order to reach the point at which all halibut

boats could fish throughout the year for a profitable amount of fish, some

observers estimate that roughly 95 percent of the boats may have to leave the

fishery.

The ongoing inability of the Magnuson Fisheries Act to provide a reliable

framework for preventing systematic depletion is also illustrated by Atlantic

sharks. Between 1976 (when Magnuson was enacted) and 1990, the authorized

regional fisheries management council never got around to producing a shark
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management plan. It was not compelled by the law or by custom to do so. Nor

was any federal data collection program on shark landings or shark population

sizes or trends begun until the late 1980s, when overfishing for sharks was
already in full swing. By then, unsustainably large numbers of fins and tails were

being exported to China for soup, and the live animals (minus their fins and tails)

dumped overboard to sink to the bottom and die. In 1989 the National Marine

Fisheries Service scrambled to tack together a draft "emergency" management

plan to deal with the problem. But the paucity of baseline data exposed the draft

emergency plan to a feeding frenzy of attack from all directions. It was delayed

for two years, then shelved. When a management plan was finally implemented

in 1993, the first six-month catch quota (which conservation groups argue is

much higher than existing scientific information could justify) was caught in

under a month, suggesting that the fishing power of the fleet is more than six

times that necessary to take the quota. The plan was too little and too late to

prevent severe depletion. A twenty year monitoring study by the Virginia

Institute of Marine Sciences indicates several important shark species have

declined 85 to 90 percent since the early 1980s, as fishing continues under the

new quota. It is significant that shark overfishing began after the Magnuson Act

was in place for nearly a decade and that the Act failed to prevent the problems

that subsequently occurred. (No management plan currently exists for Pacific

sharks, eighteen years after the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management

Act first became law.) When a group of animals that has dominated the seas for

sixty million years begins to falter and disappear within a decade, despite the

existence of a law that contains both the words "conservation" and "management"

in its title, something is horribly wrong.

Ironically, some species are overfished by people who are not even trying to

catch them. The capture of unwanted sea life is called bycatch, incidental take, or

bykill. Bycatch comes in many forms: unwanted or prohibited species (including

seabirds, seaturtles, marine mammals, etc.), unmarketable or undersized fish, and

creatures killed in lost nets or abandoned traps. For some animals, such as sea

turtles and albatrosses, bykill has been the main source of adult mortality. The

problems of bykill are twofold: it can overfish non-target species and it can

produce extraordinary waste. Estimates of discarded bycatch in Alaskan fisheries

in 1990 range to well over half a million metric tons annually. Currently,

incidental kill of unwanted animals, especially fish, is a legal and nearly universal

aspect of fishing. Yet bycatch has been almost entirely overlooked by the

Magnuson Act. In some fisheries, bykill vastly exceeds catch. For example, ten

pounds of unwanted fish are killed for every pound of shrimp caught in the

southern U.S. The Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery kills and wastes enough

juvenile snappers and groupers to ruin those fisheries through severe depletion

and economic dislocation. Total discard in our shrimp fishery is estimated at

175,000 tons of juvenile fish a year; fish that would otherwise grow to support

other important fisheries. This bycatch, according to the President's Council on

Environmental Quality, has contributed to an 85 percent decline in the Gulf

population of bottom fish like snappers and groupers over the last 20 years,

making the real cost of a shrimp dinner expensive indeed.

The Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council warned in 1990 that "Red

snapper are severely overfished in the Gulf of Mexico and the spawning stock is

so reduced that the population may either be in a state of collapse or dangerously

close to collapse," and that "Rebuilding the red snapper population cannot be

effected without protecting juvenile snapper from harvest as bycatch in the

[shrimp] trawl fishery. An estimated 12 million small red snapper are killed

annually by trawls." NMFS predicted that reducing shrimp boat bycatch could

almost double the red snapper fishery's productivity. Congress, which has grown
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adept at interfering destructively in fisheries issues and circumventing due

process in fisheries management, reacted with absurd irresponsibility. Language

inserted by Louisiana Senator John Breaux in the last reauthorization prohibited

"any measures... to reduce incidental mortality of nontarget fishery resources in

the course of shrimp trawl fishing" for three years. Unfairly favoring shrimpers

at the expense of other fishermen (which, ironically, appears to violate the

Magnuson Act's National Standards), this temporary exemption was recently

extended. This is the Act's only policy on bycatch. Meanwhile, billions of

juvenile fish-- the potential future paychecks of snapper and grouper fishers- are

shoveled overboard dead annually.

Though severe and systematic overfishing is emptying our oceans and

destroying fishing communities, unless we stem the ongoing loss and degradation

of habitats we can abandon hope for the future restoration of our fisheries.

Rivers, wetlands, estuaries, reefs, seagrass meadows and mangroves are not

external to the nation's economy. They provide (free of charge) the breeding,

feeding, and nursery grounds for the resources that fisheries rely on. For

example, roughly seventy percent of the U.S. fish catch is made up of species that

are dependent on estuaries for at least part of their life cycle. In parts of the Gulf

of Mexico, 98 percent of the fish caught are estuary-dependent. The effect of the

loss of coastal wetlands can be immediate and permanent. There is a direct

relationship between the pounds of shrimp landed and the area of estuary

vegetation in locales along our Gulf coast; Where wetland area is large, shrimp

landings are high. Where wetland area is small, shrimp landings are low. Over

the last 15 years, landings offish that depend on estuaries have fallen nearly 30

percent on the Gulf coast as habitat has declined, though fishing effort increased.

In addition to problems of outright destruction are the more subtle (to us, though

perhaps not to marine life) problems of degraded water quality from sediment

and excessive nutrient runoff, and from pesticides and other toxics that affect

marine life.

Particularly for those species that ascend rivers to spawn, such as salmon,

striped bass, sturgeon, shad, and many others, loss and degradation of habitat-

not overfishing- is the leading cause of depletion. For example, the inspiring

salmon that once found their way by their millions from mid ocean to the rivers

of their birth are now finding their way onto the endangered species list.

Irresponsible logging practices and dams are among the salmon's main habitat

problems. Several Pacific salmon have already been listed, and other endangered

species petitions are in the works for both Pacific and Atlantic salmons. The days

when salmon were so abundant that farmers caught them with pitchforks for use

as fertilizer, are long gone. Over a hundred major runs of salmon and steelhead

on the West Coast south of Canada have already been lost, primarily due to

habitat problems. Thousands of salmon fishermen in both oceans have been

idled. Efforts to conserve and restore fish will ultimately fail unless the habitats

that produce them are conserved or, in many cases, restored.

Fish as Renewable Resources

America's ultimate source of economic power is our natural resources.

Marine fishes, in addition to their enormous biological value, represent a

significant part of the resource endowment of the United States, and the world.

One fifth of the world's catch comes from our State and Federal waters. The

National Marine Fisheries Service calculated the 1991 value of the commercial

catch at roughly $4 billion and the total economic impact of commercial fisheries

at $50 billion. An additional $69 billion in total economic impact from

recreational fisheries was calculated by the Sport Fishing Institute in a report

released in 1994, based on statistics from the U. S. Census Bureau and Fish and

Wildlife Service. By depleting fishes and allowing ruination of their habitats, we
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have significantly undermined the social and economic power of American
fisheries and other water-dependent industries. The National Marine Fisheries

Service estimates that U.S. fisheries are now producing only 60% of the value

they could, if the breeding populations of so many species had not been mined

down and so many of the fish had not been taken while they were very small.

Continued declines are predicted for many fish populations. And while the public

treasury receives no compensation for the use and abuse of America's fishery

resources, taxpayers pay for fishing in the form of vessel loan guarantees, fuel

tax exemptions, gear loss compensation, and other subsidies. Often, this goes into

already-overcapitalized fisheries.

A 1989 statement by more than forty "concerned scientists" (mostly university

professors) on the subject of the Magnuson Act stated "Virtually all of the

important finfish stocks managed under the MFCMA [Magnuson Fisheries

Conservation and Management Act]... are either overfished or on their way to

that condition... [F]ishing effort and capital investments in vessels and gear are

just too high." They also said "the exploitation ethic, where decisions favor the

short term, virtually guarantees... severe economic and social dislocations." (The

lead author of this statement was appointed head of the National Marine Fisheries

Service a year later, but lost the post in two years, largely because he was viewed

as anathema by the fishing industry, particularly by New England fishers— and

their congressional representatives.) The National Marine Fisheries Service

noted in its 1991 strategic plan: "In the face of uncertainty and pressure from the

fishing industry, fishery managers have often tended to base their decisions on an

optimistic view of the condition of fishery resources. These 'risk-prone'

decisions eventually result in overfishing." Improved data collection and

scientific programs are critically needed to enhance the credibility, accuracy, and

forecasting power of fisheries information. But a measure of uncertainty will

always exist. Managers must learn to react conservatively and with a margin of

error, in contrast to their customary optimism of acting on the best-case scenario

and the upper bound of the calculated error range. Their optimism has often

proven tragically unfounded. The problem is a global one- The United Nations

Food and Agriculture Organization has recently determined that all the world's

major fisheries are either fully exploited, over exploited, or depleted; there are

no untapped riches left. The myth of limitless marine resources is now
recognized to be just that— a myth.

The oceans are the last theater in which industrialized peoples still hunt wild

animals on a large scale. It is always smarter to live off the interest rather than

the capital, but in a system where we can freely reap that which we have neither

sown nor nurtured, mining the capital— and that is exactly what we are doing to

the coastal systems and the oceans— is inexcusably short sighted. We are

becoming as children bom to wealthy circumstances who, failing to perceive

their privilege, have squandered their advantage, lost their station, and

bankrupted themselves and their sons and daughters.

Overfishing and habitat degradation can lead to a four-step process of

extinction, where we suffer the major effects long before the last animals vanish.

From an economic standpoint, extinction can most pragmatically be viewed (and

most effectively and inexpensively dealt with) as a process rather than an event.

Indeed, whether the last animals vanish or not is almost academic from a fishing

perspective, because fishing economies go extinct long before the last fish dies.

The first stage of the extinction process is depletion. At this stage, the fish

population is reduced below the level at which it would be most productive; fish

are smaller and fewer than they could be, and chances for obtaining a strong year

class of newly-spawned fish are reduced. Consequently, the population's ability

to support fishing is reduced, profit margins decline, and some businesses become
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inviable. Other members of the ecosystem may experience food shortages or an

uimatural relaxation of predation pressure. The next stage is ecological

extinction, where the animal's population density is depressed to such low levels

that the species no longer fulfills is role as prey, predator, or competitor in the

ecosystem. As a result entire marine communities may undergo a profound shift

in numerical and functional relationships. Ironically, less valuable (to fishers)

species often increase when this happens, and their proliferation may supress

recovery of more valuable species. Another stage, commercial extinction, occurs

when the animal is so rare that it is no longer profitable for anyone to fish for.

Compensatory price increases may delay ommercial extinction. For example, in

the bluefin tuna fishery, American fishers may spend weeks trying to catch a

single bluefin. But demand by Japanese sushi connoisseurs makes each individual

fish worth between six and thirty thousand dollars to the fisher; enough to

compensate the time that must now be invested in each capture. If commercial

and ecological extinction are not reversed, total extinction may become a

possibility. But by the time total extinction becomes an issue, all the other

practical effects of the animal's disappearance from commerce and from the

ecosystem have already been suffered by the fishing industry. To date, total

extinctions are rare in the oceans, but this may not always remain so. Several

fish species have been listed as endangered or threatened under the Endangered

Species Act. The western Atlantic bluefin tuna population, whose breeding

population is estimated to have declined over 90% since 1975, from a quarter

million to 20,000 animals, has been proposed for listing under the Convention on

International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). Several conservation

groups around the world are now seeking CITES listing for other bluefin tuna

populations. Additionally, the Fish and Wildlife Service is considering whether

to propose CITES listing of several shark species that have been seriously

depleted (their fins are in demand for soup in China, which imports them from

many countries). We may unfortunately see more fish on endangered species lists

in the future. If we do, it may not be too late to save them. But it will likely be

too late to save the fishing jobs and coastal communities that once depended on

them.

Could we farm our seafood the way we farm other animals? Some of it, yes.

But overall, fish farming will not produce more seafood than can catching wild

fish in well-managed fisheries, because we could bring under control only a very

small fraction of the oceans' naturally productive regions. Fish farming or

mariculture can be economically profitable, though it often entails real costs

which are currently external to the market. These include additions of hormones

and pharmaceuticals into aquatic environments, introduction of diseases,

introduction of non-native animals, inbreeding and release of genetically inferior

animals, and destruction of naturally productive habitats or natural coastal

barrier systems to make ponds. There is as well the issue of privatizing public

waterways. Also, we would lose the rich array of seafoods now available, in

favor of a few easily raised varieties. Further, we would be laboring through

farming to replace some of the wild fish that could— if we managed fishing

responsibly— be free for the taking in abundance. It might be as though we were

expelled from the Ocean of Eden.

With catches plunging and more operations becoming marginalized, the value

of fishing boats has plummeted, trapping many who would like to leave the

business but who are stuck with mortgage payments on unsellable boats. These

people are effectively forced to continue fishing. They have no apparent options,

no prospects, and a future that is at best uncertain. For those who want to stay in

fishing for the way of life it offers, the menacing specter of declining profits is a

constant strain. For young people who want to get into fishing, the outlook is
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even bleaker. So the crews and boats age in a once-proud and independent

free-enterprise venture that now offers little sense of future in many areas. This

was not the expectation of men and women who have invested their time, money,
and lives. On the other hand, fishers themselves have often worked to prevent

the management councils from enacting the ounces of prevention that would have
been to their own longer-term advantage. Fishery management councils have
allowed much damage to occur because the Magnuson Act is vague or lax on key
directives. The law should provide fishery managers with both the framework
and the legal imperative to accomplish Congress' original intent. And right now,
the law provides neither effectively.

What Went Wrong
When Congress adopted the Magnuson Act it created a unique form of

participatory government by establishing eight regional Fishery Management
Councils. The Act directs that the councils be composed of "individuals who, by
reason of their occupational or other experience, scientific expertise, or training,

are knowledgeable regarding the conservation and management of the

commercial or recreational harvest" of marine organisms. This is both a major

strength and a major weakness, because, while the voting body of a Council

posesses broad practical knowledge about catching and marketing fish, the

Councils are largely comprised of individuals with little knowledge or training in

resource stewardship or the biological characteristics of marine animal

populations. Council composition has also been heavily tilted toward individuals

representing fishing groups, resulting in biases so pronounced as to largely

account for the failure of the Councils to conserve the fish. (By comparison, we
do not allow electric companies to sit on utility commissions.) But the biases of

council members are not necessarily self serving or malevolent. Council

members are often well-meaning, seeking to shelter fishers in the community
they represent from short term economic pain. Unfortunately, an ounce of pain

deferred one year, and an ounce deferred the next, have added up to a pound of

trouble. The irony is that the cumulative result of many attempts to assure that

fishers stay in business is that in many fisheries the financial returns are now the

lowest they have ever been, more fishers are going out of business than ever, and

fishing holds little promise as a way of life for the children of many fishing

families. Overfishing hurts economic and social interests in the long term. And
now, eighteen years after the Act came into force, is the long term. The piper is

demanding payment, and the fishing communities (not the managers who made or

avoided the decisions) are paying.

Among all these problems weaves the National Marine Fisheries Service.

Ostensibly, NMFS is "responsible" for managing the living marine resources of

the United States' Exclusive Economic Zoiie, under the authority of over 100

federal statutes. In reality, NMFS has been shoved into the back seat and taken

for a ride like a kidnapping victim. "The National Marine Fisheries Service is an

agency with severe problems and challenges that require immediate attention,"

says the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, an unusual non-profit

organization established by an act of Congress in 1984, which disburses federal

monies in support of the programs of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the

National Marine Fisheries Service. Foremost among NMFS' severe problems is

that it is buried in the Department of Commerce. Other agencies that deal with

our nations living renewable resources (the Forest Service, Fish and Wildlife

Service, etc.) and are housed in the Department of Interior, among peer groups

that understand sustainable resource stewardship and its role in the economy.
NMFS exists in solitary confinement in a department that deals with

manufactured factory commodities. It is virtually inconceivable that any

Secretary of Commerce would have a background attuned to natural resource
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stewardship. Consequently, it is virtually inconceivable that NMFS will ever rise

above unwanted-stepchild status in the Commerce Department.

For years NMFS suffered from very poor leadership. It continues to suffer

from chronic underfunding. Compounding its budgetary inadequacy is that much

of its budget is a series of line items for Congress members' pet projects. This

has made it exceedingly difficult for NMFS to implement a vision, during the

relatively brief part of its history when it has had one.

NMFS' current role is primarily: 1) monitoring, 2) enforcement, and 3)

consultation on habitat. Though monitoring is critical to management, inadequate

information is collected to determine the status of a third of our commercially

important marine fish. Regarding law enforcement, NMFS has never had the

monies necessary to ensure compliance. This gap will likely widen as more and

more regulations-- such as the area closures, mesh size restrictions, and turtle

excluder requirements, are implemented in troubled fisheries. Habitat should be

treasured as the no-overhead, free lunch factory for America's multi-billion

dollar fishing industries and coastal culture, as well as the stage for much of our

recreation and tourism. Yet the Fisheries Service has only a consultative role in

determining whether federal permits will be granted for activities that destroy or

degrade habitat; NMFS should have full authority, including veto power, to

determine the fate of permit applications that would hurt habitat. Regarding

actual fishery management, NMFS must generally defer to the judgement and

schedule of appointees of the fishery management councils. This has had

disastrous results. But where NMFS does have direct authority to write

management plans- for the Atlantic tunas, sharks, and billfishes- their budget is

terribly inadequate. This is a key reason, for instance, why there are no

management plans for any Atlantic tunas. The National Marine Fisheries Service,

ostensibly the nation's marine steward, has been marginalized, by inadequate

funding, inadequate legal authority, and a fishery management council system that

puts more authority in the hands of political appointees- many of whom have no

training in natural resource management- than in the Service' resource

management professionals, economists, and social scientists.

Fixing The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act

A basic flaw of the Magnuson Act is its failure to define and prohibit

overfishing. The Act says that "Conservation and management measures shall

prevent overfishing while achieving the optimum yield from each fishery on a

continuing basis." Surprisingly, there are serious problems with this. Whereas

overfishing is undefined, "optimum yield," is defined as maximum sustainable

yield "modified by any relevant economic, social or ecological factor." Though

this sounds eminently reasonable, this definition can be used to justify virtually

any catch level, including one that exceeds the reproductive abilities of the fish

(constitutes overfishing). In practice, fishery managers have often subordinated

biological considerations to short term economic considerations. Thus the Act's

current wording allows, rather than prevents, the overfishing that is bankrupting

much of the fishing industry.

The regional Fisheries Management Councils exert their effect primarily

through the development of so-called Fishery Management Plans. Nothing in the

law compels a council to do a management plan for any species, ever. During the

development of each fishery management plan, the councils are directed by the

Act's guidelines to quantitatively identify a level of fishing mortality that

constitutes overfishing, and to prepare a recovery plan when a condition of

overfishing exists. This sounds good. The problem here is that the guidelines,

which were added to the Act in the late 1980s, explicitly do not have the "force

and effect of law." Many fisheries remain without adequate recovery schemes or

even management plans. Neither the law nor the guidelines expressly bind the
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Councils or the National Marine Fisheries Service to halt overfishing. Other
critical omissions in the Act regarding the development of fishery management
plans are that: 1) the guidelines fail to specify a time in which a council must
address overfishing once identified; 2) the Act contains no provision for action if

a Council does not respond to overfishing; 3) managers are not required to

consider predator-prey or other important ecological relationships among fishery

resources when determining allowable catches for any single species; 4) the

guidelines fail to direct the councils to establish a specific rebuilding goal or

rebuilding timetable for depleted but stable populations. The Act should require

the Secretary to intervene when a council fails to develop an adequate recovery

plan within a specified period for an overfished species. Some observers have
suggested creation of an independent scientific review panel to assure that overall

catch quotas are sustainable. This would be a good way to ensure that

management measures recognize the boundaries of natural capacity. And some
believe that management plans for overfished species should include a

moratorium on new entrants into the fishery until the fish populations are rebuilt

to target levels, a modest but important proposal. The Act should clearly require

that Fishery Management Plans favor long-term benefits to the nation over short

term profit-making. This is the best way to help fishers and coastal communities.
A peculiar series of additional problems and inconsistencies in the Act arise in

the case of Atlantic tunas and billfishes (swordfish and marlins). Off our Atlantic

coast the international Atlantic tuna commission (ICCAT) is involved in

management of tunas and billfishes, some of which cross international and high

seas boundaries during their annual migrations. The commission can recommend
management measures for implementation by its member countries. But its

recommendations are very few, and characteristically lax (often contrary to its

scientists' recommendations), resulting in documented population declines of 50
to 90 percent for bluefin tuna, swordfish, and marlins (according to the

commission's own data). Amendments added to the Magnuson Act in 1990 at the

behest of tuna and swordfishing interests forbid U.S. catch quotas from being
more restrictive than those quotas agreed to by the commission. In effect this

allows a country, such as Japan, to participate in setting catch quotas in U.S.

waters for fish that are imported to that country from the U.S. Through these

amendments, American fishermen protecting short term personal gain have
succeeded in handcuffing the National Marine Fisheries Service to the

commission's mismanagement. Such deformity of U.S management authority is

wholly inconsistent with other U.S. law, is unique among the twenty nations that

are party to the tuna commission, and undermines U.S. authority to properly and
conscientiously manage our own fish in our. own waters. This language must be
struck from the Magnuson Act, allowing the U.S. full power and discretion in

managing our fisheries in our Exclusive Economic Zone. More importantly, if

the U.S. was empowered to enact conscientious and effective management
measures for these fisheries, the U.S. fishing industry would suddenly have
incentive to stop using the commission as a refuge for inaction, and seek through
the international commission effective conservation by other countries sharing

these highly migratory fish populations.

The Magnuson Act should state that it is national policy to reduce and work
toward the elimination of excessive bycatch. The Act also needs to be amended to

provide broader authority and clear directives to manage bycatch problems
through fishery management plans. It should provide mechanisms for improved
data collection on bycatch and create incentives for bycatch-reduction practices

and engineering. We also need penalties to discourage excessive bycatch and
provide incentive for cleaner and less destructive fishing.

Currently, the Magnuson Act is set up to try to manage fish in isolation from
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their habitats. The Act only authorizes fishery managers to comment on activities

potentially damaging to habitat, and any recommendations are merely advisory.

The National Marine Fisheries Service, in particular, has no direct authority over

decisions on proposed federal projects, policies, or programs that would damage

habitat and thus reduce fish population size. The Act should be amended to

increase the consultative role of the regional Fishery Management Councils and to

provide the Secretary of Commerce (through the NMFS Office of Habitat

Protection) with the authority to restrict, modify, or prohibit actions that would

damage essential fish habitats. Finally, Congress should recapture some of the

costs spent for managing public marine resources, perhaps by creation of a trust

fund for marine taxes similar to the Highway Trust Fund, and then use these fees

to help protect habitat and regulate fisheries.

Congress has the opportunity address our fishery problems this year. If it

does not, fewer fishers will be arguing over fewer fish during the next

reauthorization. Congress (House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee and

the Senate Commerce Committee) is currently holding hearings on possible

changes to the Act. The Marine Fish Conservation Network, a new coalition of

conservation groups with over 50 endorsing fishing, environmental, and scientific

organizations, has developed a draft bill to take the loopholes and vagaries out of

the Magnuson Act, and is currently seeking Congressional sponsors. The
Network's draft bill offers a comprehensive 24-page set of amendments

addressing overfishing, recovery of depleted fish, bycatch policy and bycatch

reduction engineering, habitat safeguarding, management councils, and user fees.

Among other things, these amendments would define and prohibit overfishing

and, for overfished populations, require recovery plans with defined goals and a

timetable. Importantly, the prohibition on overfishing would not penalize people

who fish. Rather, it would merely authorize and require the Fisheries Service to

intervene when councils failed to develop adequate management and recovery

plans for overfished populations. It would also allow councils to impose interim

conservation steps, such as setting a minimum size that corresponds with size a

breeding maturity, without having to construct an entire fishery management
plan. The other amendments are similarly designed to compel implementation of

the Act in a way that is more reflective of the Act's original intent of restoring

the nation's fish and fishing activities.

In Conclusion

The point of the foregoing discourse is not that the Magnuson Act does not

provide the legal potential to conserve and restore living marine resources. It

does. But it does not provide the legal imperative to do so. It could. In order

for that to happen, it must be amended to bring to fruition Congress' intended

purpose of restoring and sustaining the economic and biological power of living

marine resources so they can support a productive ocean, a robust American

fishing fleet, and healthy food for our tables.
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